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t ui bo no doubt that the root crop
most valuable auxiliary food for the
lit*.- winter months, and also during the
v. v. i-r and spring ; and to one convinced of
■J.
fin* questiou will arise, which of all
various root crops, all tilings considerI- Jit* best and most profitable to raise.
Potatoes fatten, but do not add to the quauti!\ or quality of the milk.
The turnip
furnishes a large amount ot nutricious food
ut has objections with some on account

its life from
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too transparent:} .absurd and
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;di. ulous to de-n-rve serk us consideration
a rt’ti: !v re*.jn:r«:on argument to refute
os luduex
ll is simply foolish, idle talk.
Weie d not better to sell the corn, and
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ru fore the otie •!. stroy
save the "‘hole rather than permit
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wo old he sold for at. delivering
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o* the unpleasant flavor it
imparts to the
milk and butter. Tiie carrot is highly esteemed, its cultivation, however, involves
a great expense.
But the sugar beet seems
to possess many quail: i?s that peculiarly fit
if as a special crop for the winter feed of
milch cows
Some we are awaie do not
think highly of it. but others—and among
them the best known dairy-men in the
country have a contrary opinion. [Maine
Farmer.
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the whole surface.
Instead of spreading a small circle
bout the stein, cultivate the whole surface
bn uidcast.
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Pivfer a well pulverized, clean surl:• i■ in an orchard with a moderately rich
to
heavy manuring, and a surface
we rod with a hard crust aud weeds or
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rare less ness.

lb-member that tobacco is a poison,
and will kill insects rapidly if properly appd'd u> them, aud is one of the best drugs
for treeing trees rapidly of small vermin—
aud is better used in this way than to make
men ivpu'-b e and diseased.
[Country Gentleman.
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Keinembcr that it is better to set out
ten U c> with ah the necessary care to
make them live and flourish, than to set out
a hundred trees and have them all die from
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nod.
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and rye, :ni.i wlcn lie cdover was in full
growth he tunic 1 i:i id* smaller h >gs. and
wlmii it was in i'lo-in;;::: til the in Were put
in. where they reiiiabi. ,1 uni. 1 the ry was
ripe enough for them, then lie turned ail o!
1 liriu
m that. to eat g dow n.
In this way,
lee is the clover ate! t\\ «• :
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t'aMM'iN Hard Sou-.
Pul in an iron
Pie five pounds
uiislacked lime, five
lU'.ais soda, and three gallons of soft wao ; ltd it soak over night
in the morning
ur oif ti:e water, then add three and a
..all pounds ol grease, boil till thick, turn
into a pan until cool, and then cut in bars.
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White

Ostrich

Feathers.

Ni.-: ITdrixo. Peel and core
scoop nough apples to cover the
"Ottoni o) your dish; fill the holes of the
apples with sugar, and sprinkle one ounce
= v 11
t ..- a
add a quarter pound of -ago, a
dtp lemon pee. and nutmeg; cover the
whole with water, and bake iu a quick oven
for about one hour. If eaten hot, let it
stand live minutes after being taken out of
the oven,
it is very nice cold.
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night’s sleep, we wake with a eerbodily vigor, which is faithfully proportioned out to every set of
muscles, each its rightful share; the stomAfter
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with

in y are angered at being required by others to work
!oiir>
a
do
more than
not he.-igib
bay
tate :•
impose on their stoinaeh fifteen
iour-‘ work, nearly double.
a

ones
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WaHi them well in soil water with white
and blue. it you can get the blue, if not.
u.-o
the white soap alone; rub them
nrough white, clean paper, beat them on
t
pap«-r. si .ike them before the lire, dry
to* in in tin* air by waving them with the
1;md iu and fro.
Afterward curl them.
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Household.

rut two large tablea pint of soap into
When dissolved put
r a pair ol blankets, and let them remain
.•( !• nigh:.
Next day rub and drain them
:o. and rinse
thorougly in two waters, and
hang them out to dry
l)o not wring them.
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Painting Houses.

endure
long as when applied in early sumin hot weather. In the former ii
dries -dowdy and becomes very hard, like a
glazed surlaee. not easily affected afterw mis b\ the weather, or worn off by the
»i ns.
\ ery hot weather
But
till
! in t lu* paint dries into the wood at
e
e. as into a sponge, leaving the lead
uear!y dry am ready to crumble olf. The
difficulty m yv be guarded against,
!hough at nr increased expense, by first
going eve. tie? sinfam- with raw oil. By
.anting in <*old wrcather, one annoyance
might certainly be escaped, the collection
<>.:
"ii fresh paint.
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The 'P •■iimhogist expresses the opinion
that the best time for painting the exterior
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roam.
These hog-,
permit,te.
proper tine w« re always given the
gleanings of tic wle-at am,. »ai field, and
they never had an ear ot Mini allei the
i* ! 1 i*
•'! Apr’!
o
il hi : r-t .r tent it d
n.-iober. Salt was always 1: their rai’gt
•o which
11 y
hey ha-1 access i\ ail tim -s
this simple aud '.cap p a”, he always had
itealtliy. thritty -vv.ne. and he was enabled
to put. them < r. tie market in the best pos•bde c mditiou. and imvag fatted them on
a
small quantify 'b' corn
lie, of course,
r1 a:i/-"l ha11• 1 so•
This course of
pr-nit
t h<
vn Is an 1
:
b
vital organs, kc; th- in fp
almost « iiti
v
from kidney worm-, ubnb s* aggers,
>'
< holer::
Wat-, r
etc.
ie
j-crest kind,
either from ponds »r tunning s'roam*, they
had i. <mstant aei ess t
II
'!.'• fa.n.ei-.
it".d corn almost
was

a

ain amount ol

ITTake a half pound of
one pint of new milk-,
a
of soda biscuits; three
When the external ounces of
ach among oiliersugar, and half a small teabody gets weurv after a Mug day’s work,, spoonful of powdered cinnamon.
Wash
the slom.u ii h.-ar- i. share o; tin* fatigue; and
scrape the carrots very clean; grate
out it when tie- body is a -ary after a long
them into half of the milk, cold; boil the
ivc put
it t<> be I giving the i other nail
lay s t-»i
pint ol ini.k, and pour it upon
stomach meanwhile a live hours’ task.which Hie biscuits, broken in small
pieces; cover
must be performed.wo impost upon tin* very
with a plate, and when cool, mix well
be -* friend w- havthe one that gives us
witii the carrot and milk, adding the sugar !
tic- largest amouib of cart is ly eni >y merits;
and cinnamon, and bake in a buttered dish
j
•sud it this over-taxing is continued il must in a moderate oven.
certain tv w
body its- Ii wi !

ait

r
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:

prematurely

as

it is overwori- ed every

it between n.eals. then
Apej-s-jiis
stoma ii in- no rest from breakfast in
Hie morning, until on--, two. ti-r-*--. or four
lock nc.M day; hem;-- it is that so many
is
iis have dyspep-m; the Moiiiac.li
p-i
mstant.lv, iJi.lt it
worked so mucb and s
It is to
becomes too weak to work at all
be hoped that every intelligent parent will
press these things on tin* attention of their
hildren as a matter of conscience, because
syspepMit. ilk-* consumption hu> its foundah'tn iai-l ina large majority ol eases dur>i life.
; llali’.- .Journal of
ing the ••!.<•!!
Health.

Raising Fruit Trees from Seed.
Mi. A

i'/m-ny

\ustri:i. staler, as the
mg <■> ml inn' il observaiions ami
xperimeius. ’ha’ the strongest ami best
unit trm s can be raised from s< eii, thus
obviating a gr< m h al of expense am! dis••.suits

>1

appointments to tiie promologist. Accord
ug to his observations, the extent and
ramifications ot tie* roots of a healthy tree

i* o that of ipto two, so that

in tile ratio of
e root
;i->n oi

three
is always preponderating. In this relation he
finds the reason whv fruit seeds from trees,
uuddrd "i trailed up-m Tdifl'ercn! stocks,
tiave always been found unreliable, and he
mieavors, as the first step, to obtain good
tiees grown upon their own stock, the seed
of which, lie suvs, will produce their parents with certainty.
To this enu he layers
a branch of a good tree, which, when well
rooted, serve* him m a stock, into which
he introduces buds or scions of uch varieties as promise to improve the original fruit.
By judicious cross fertilization he obtains
fruit, the seed of which will propagate, to
a greater or less extent, the
good qualities
of tie* varieties used in hybridizing, and
thus a new fruit is originated, which, when
suitable,« an always be reproduced from its
Such trees, says Mr. Czerny, are
seed.
more

been

healthy

nnvn

iiie a.

and

vigorous (having never
bear earlier,
accident::I• v injured in the stem,

wounded by the knife,

and wh ‘i)
throw out shoots idmilieul with those of
the original tree.

Grinding

Carro-j

grated carrot;
quarter pound

the

day.

Fodder.

The practice of grinding or crushing hay
and straw, instead of tin* usual method of
chopping it, as an article of food for domestic animals, is coming very much into favor.
The digestibility of these substance.-, as is
well known, is much increased by steaming
and softening with water: but a very marked improvements in the condition of cattle,
it is said, is
speedily observed in consequence of th<* adoption of the process referred t.o.
It is maintained, also, that
horses fed with ground hay are much less
liable to suffer from attack of the cholic
than when the food is chopped, and that an
appreciably smaller quautity will supply
sufficient nutriment, le.-.s passing ofT in the
form of undigested fibre* The operation
of grinding is affected by mill-stones, or
any other conveniently-adapted arrangement, a very soft article of food being produced, which is extremely acceptable to
the cattle.

Wi may not know how sweet it* balmy air.
How bright and. fair it< flowers;
We may not hear the songs that echo there.
Through those enchated bower*.

The city’s shining towers we may not *•'••
With our dim earthly vision.
For Death, the silent warder, keeps the key
That opens the gate elysian.
But sometimes, when adown the western sky
A fiery sunset lingers.
It* golden gates swing inward
Fnloeked bv unseen fingers.

■

noiselessdy,

And while they stand a moment, hall ajar.
(Beams from the inner glory
Stream brightly through the azure vault afar
And half reveal the story.
O land unknown! () land of love divine!
Father, all-wise, eternal!

guide

o.

wandering,

those

mine

Into those

wayworn feet

of
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pastures vernal!

The

Wonderful

Clock.

the summer of IS—, there might
have been observed loitering about the
Tuilleries, a spare, shabbily dressed mar,
past the prime of life, restless and disconcerted in his movements, but wearing, in
spite of bis humble garb, an air of faded
respectability and character, lie was a
decayed Spanish nobleman, D »n Monsen
< ’havarri
by name, and one thing noticeable about him was his persistency in endeavoring t > obtain an audience of the
Emperor. Toiled in every attempt, either
through accident, or the suspicions of the
attendants, he invaribly received his rebulls in silence, and withdrew—merely to
renew
his opportunities.
Repulsed today. to-morrow found him at his post,
lie haunted the palace like a spectre.
Even the gamins soon grew familiar with
the story of his hopeless quest, and he
began to he treated with sort of pitiful
consideration which i> usually accorded
t< those of unsound mind.
At length, however, there came a day
when, in the Rue do Kivoli, as the Kmp *ror was returning from a review, a
pi<b>l shot rang out from the corner of the
court, and the bnlhn, whistling through
the line of outriders, buried itsell in a panel
ot the Imperial carriage.
The police at
once charged the crowd and among the
number nrrcsii .1 wa- our friend the Spaniard
At the trial, theie being no evidence
against him. lie was acquitted, but warned to instantly h ave Paris.
Acting upon
the warning he disappeared, and f*>r the
time all traces of him were lost.
li was -nine two years alter this occurrence therebegan to circulate among the
quid nuncs of the capital reports of a
marvellous clock to be seen in that oily,
which illustrated, by means of automatic
figures, an episode in the life of the Emperor, and was d signed for presentation
to that personage.
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artisan, win) had lately arrived incognito
from foreign parts, accompanied by a
young lady, his daughter, who, in a sup
posed lit of eccentricity had taken lodgings
in an humble and obscure quarter >f the
The reports of
Faubourg St. Antoine.
the wonderful—almost supernatural—performances of this piece of mechanism, and
tin* mystery surrounding its owner and
invmtor gave lise for a short time, and
in certain circle*;. In no small amount of

gossip.
Fibs

ti~

m

gradually

died away, and the

and his dork

ar-

‘ThU

alike V.>11en,

tory.
Fouehe,

in hi*; oilier, received a lotter from his secret agent in
Spain, which contained information of a
most startling and important character.
Its p‘ rusal threw him into a state of very
unusual excitement, and its result was an
immediate descent of the police upon the
mysterious shop in the Faubourg St. Antoine, with orders to arrest the artisan and
hi- daughter, secure the premises, and
carefully guard all the stock, tools, implements, and other contents from being
touched or displaced till further opportunity offered for a thorough investigation.
The party detailed for tin* duty having
departed, Fouche re-seated himself and
waited with ill-concealed anxiety the
arrival of the prisoners.
After a considerable lapse of time the
ollieer charged with the arrest appeared
His report
was
soon
empty-handed.
made.
'Hie lady in the ease—the daughter, had
that morning at an early hour left her
house in the Faubourg, accompanied by
a young lad who bore
a
heavy black
portmanteau. The two had been traced
to the gates of Montmarte, beyond which
point no clue to their movements could
be obtained.
one

niO'l

linilslliil

j11■.

>i •.

i>(11 m

(Me
!..*;»• way nn.W
explorers'
ground. Turning magnesian wire, and so
stone
and pavements
throwing light upon

said the lamperor in nma/.i.incut.
AYlm
is thi' lady and what is her crime ?’
F niche bent double with suspense still
keeping his cvr< rivited upon the tawny
changing face, spoke almost, imploringly.
“You have trusted me belong Sire, 1
beg you to trust me now. A<k no questions, but write the pardon--quickly.'
Then* was an instant ot sib-nee, broken
only by the ticking and low, lair music of
the? clock,
l'he second hand was measuring of* the sixteenth minute with a rapid

when an event occurred which restored
them to more than their former prominence and entitled them to a place in his-

morning

Second Method. Take a half pound of
grated carrot; a hall pound of bread i
crumbs: me pint of new milk; half pint ;
>f cream: six egg-: four ounces of sugar, !
1 lies oi«i work in am lumseil had lelt the
and two ounces of butter.
Wash and
shop) an hour before the visit <.| the police,
-crape the carrots very clean; grate them
quite line; mix ’.he pulp with the bread locking doors ami barring windows becrumbs, sugar, nutmeg, or mace, and a lit- hind him. He bore in his arms what was,
tle -alt: add the eggs, well beaten, and
apparently, a great square box, covered
ike it in pull paste, in a moderate oven.
with oil .-kin.
It seemed heavy.
He sat
down awhile on his doorstep, when a
-—_
! ealeehe came by, into which he put himAn Lu'.'i \nt Home Editoisui..
The j self and box with the assistance of the
time has been and that not long hack in driver, and was driven oil'at a rapid pace.
:lie past, when literary and especially ed- The ealeehe was brown, and the driver in
itorial labor has been so poorly recom- j green livery.
A gendarme was following
pensed, that those who devoted them- ! him, and another was guar ling the shop
-elves to either ol these branches of one it, the Faubourg, where, however, nothj of the liberal professions, were often j mg remained but a piece of furniture,
! obliged to sustain a poor existence, suf- i and a great many scraps of brass and
1
ing the discomforts of an inconvenient iron.
I
home in some undesirable locality, linreFouehe reflected a moment, when his
lieved by any of the luxuries or perhaps ! face suddenly whitened. Without a word
eoiiiforts which a fairly recompensed ser- he dashed down tin; stairway to the street
\ ic would furnish.
But it is pleasant to and sprang into a passing liaere. “To the
note the change which our American lil- Tuillories!” lie shouted “Double
wages
life
lias
! clary
undergone, in an especial 1 for double speed.”
m inner within the last decade.
And this
at
the
he
hastily alightArriving
palace
mutation for the better has been signally ed, and demanded to be shown into the
j
forced upon our mind in a stroll which we presence of the Emperor. Napoleon was
took on a bright afternoon lately, out to ! in the boudoir in which he frequently re! respect Hill in Heeling. This very sight- ceived private, visitors, and thither the
j
ly locality is that highland at the west of ushers instantly conducted Fouehe, who,
Woodford’s Corner, and it is not inappro- ; encountering some delay in the ante-room,
priately named. Last April, Col. John impatiently pushed open the folding doors,
Adams, editor and proprietor of the and entered unannounced. The Emperor
; M
Eastern Argus, purchased the fine man- greeted the intrusion at first with a frown
sion of Mr. J. A. Thompson, which was %*f displeasure, but, instantly recognized
|i built by Mr. John C. Ilemick a few years j his visitor, resumed his customary expressince. Col. Adams paid several thousand sion, and nodded .allably.
dollars for the property, consisting, beside
Fouehe took in the situation at a single
j the house and stable, of some two acres glance.
He has purchased about as
of land.
nesiue .vipoieou men* were nve persons
Four of these were officials
much more land, and has thoroughly in the room.
renovated the mansion and made some of the palace—chamberlains and armed
extensive alterations and improvements valets—who frequently attended when lie
within and without.
Evergreen trees gave audience, to prevent attempts at
and a poetical lily pond, with a delightful private assassination.
The fifth was a man habited in a comgreen lane, in which English country life
abounds and of which the poets so loved mon workman’s blouse, standing apart
to sing, adorn either his'own or the adjoinfrom the others, in a respectful attitude;
ing grounds; and for convenience anil ele- and holding in his hand a workman’s red
fez
It needed but a glance to assure
cap.
gance there are few homes about this vicinit
I v to match it. All the work, particularly Fouehc that this person was none other
I the fresco painting,isexcellent. The editor than the old familiar goblin of the Tuilhashislibrary and chair editorial at thisde- leries—Don Monsen Oliavarri. Hut how
lighttul spot, where certainly. If anywhere metamo: phosed ! His hair, which was
j in this sublunary sphere, with one of the formerly gray, was dyed to a glossy
most magnificent of prospects before him, blackness, his face was despoiled of its
I it would seem that the editorial harness moustache and pointed beard, and his
The Colonel keeps once smooth hands were roughened as
j might rest lightly.
j horses and comes in twice daily to Ins of- though by exposure and toil. At his side
fice with his “copy.” Without expressing stood a large lacquer table, supporting an
any opinion as to his political views or object upon which Ft niche’s attention was
This was seen at
the conduct of his journal, it is a matter immediately fixed.
of political congratulation to us that an once to be an exact model of the church
editorial brother is able to live in so ele- of the Notre Dame, wrought in metal, in
gant a style, on an eminence so fine, the highest style of the art, and serving
where the din of the city “falls a soft evidently as the case for the clock, since
murmur on the listening ear,” where just above the folding doors, which were
health is assured bv pure air. and the perfect imitations of those which barred
comforts ol life are so placed J at one’s the principal entrance to the Notre Dame,
hand, that it seemeth a good thing to he were two dials, on one of which the
an
editor —of the Argus.
[Portland hours and minutes were measured while
on the other a long sweeping hand de<

1
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valleys have been almost obliterate
What had been regarded as the original
surlaec has been found to be dc!>ris from
seventy to ninety tect deep.
With pickaxe and shovel British explorers have been down to the
original bumdations.
Fallen columns have been nu t
with and avoided, or a way blasted
through them. The cinders of burned
Jerusalem have been cut through and
turned up to the light—rich molds deposited by the treasures of Jewish pride.
The seal of Haggai, in ancient Hebrew
characters, was picked up out of the siftings of this deposit. The first courses of
stone* deposited by Phenecian builders
have been reached, lying on the living
rock. Quarry mark- put on in Vermillion, have been copied
known to be
quarry marks by the trickling drops of
tiie paint still visible—only they are above
the letters, showing that when they were
written the stones lav within the under
side uppermost.
At the south-west corner of the area,
debris has accumulated to a depth of not
less than Ido feet—the aeccumulation of
ages, made up of the ruins of successive
Jerusalems; mid here some of the most
interesting discoveries have been made.
Here is the Imnous Arch of Robinson,
shown now to be an arch, as he. conjeetimed, by the discovery of the peer upon
which the first span rested,
fi it the remains of a bridge which crossed the valley on arches, an 1 connected Mount
Moriah with the mountain opposite-—the
modern Zion.
It is the skewbuck or abutment that slopes to receive the end of the
arch. Three courses remain. The stones
are 5 or •'» feet thick, and do to do feet
long. The valley here is ;j*>0 feet wide,
ami this must have been the length of the
bridge connecting lie* temple with the
Royal Palace on the other side. At a
depth ot thirty feet a worn pavement was
found, worn by feet that passed over it in
our Lord's time.
Lying on this pavement were the voussoirs, or wedge-like
stones, belonging to the arch.
Breaking
through this pavement, and through d 1
feet of debris beneath they found a still
more ancient
roadway, and resting upon
this the keystones <>l a still more ancient

j

land whose lile is never dimmed by shade.
Wltose tii Id* are ever vernal;
re nothing beautiful can c\ or fath
But blooms for ay eternal.

to

Instead of manuring heavily in a
small circle at the foot of the tree, spread
the manure, if needed at all, broadcast over

•.
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symmetrical.
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Beyond these chilling winds and gloomy ski*
Beyond death's cloud} portal.
There i* a land where beauty never du
Where love becomes immortal;

the old fashion, to make them
wng-legged and long-rimmed, trim them
,h'\vn, >o as to make them even, snug and
oraiug

gras-: These three
and « xplain the entire theory
more

scribed the seconds. Fouehc, by a natural
‘So,’ lie* said, ‘this was to have been mv
impulse, noticed the time indicated by the successor.1
It lacked a few minutes of noon.
diaN.
It is scarcely
necessary to add that the
Immediately thereafter he started with Hock proved, on examination, to be an in- j
nervous alarm, as the clock
gave a warn- tcrn.al machine of the most ingenious and
ing note as though about to strike- -then deadly description. Concealed beneath j
suddenly there was a clank of complicat- the matalic slab, which formed the
pave- ;
ed machinery, and the great doors folded ment of the mimic
chapel, and which was ;
slowly inward, exposing the whole of the constructed to fold back at the proper
j
interior to view.
moment, was Ipund a triple row of small |
The mimic church was decorated as wrought-iron barrels, loaded heavily with !
though for some great fete. Banners and slugs and balls, and arranged to cover an ;
hangings, of the richest material and cost- arc of 45 degrees, at a distance of twenty !
ly workmanship, fluttered from the ceil- yards from the machine. No one within
ings an ! flaunted from the niches in the that distance could possibl}” have with- 1
walls,
The aisles were carpeted with stood their
charge to explode simultan- !
tapestry and velvet, aiid the fpillars were eously, exactly when the hands on the :
clustered with gold and blazing with dial indicated the hour of noon; but a
diamonds. On the opposite side of the spring on (he outside gave the
manipula- j
great nave two thrones were erected, the tor power to alter the ‘set1 ot the works
one being approached
and
by a flight ot velvetdischarge them sooner if necessary.
A few months alter the occurrence narcovered steps, and canopied with a (doth
of gold and scarlet velvet sprinkled with rated above, Fouche received a letter
from Chavarri, then in
golden bees.
England, written
And now the great bell in the tower in the vein in which men who have
played j
struck one, with a heavy, reverberating a desperate game and lost
occasionally
clang: there rose a swell ot triumphal write to those who have outwitted them. I
music, and a mimic pr- cession, clad in I he writer stated that the clock was engorgeous robes, moved into view from tirely the work of his own hands, and that \
one of the hidden aisles.
At the head ol lie and his own daughter were alone conthis cortege walked an old man wearing cerned i the plot, which had been frusj
a triple crown, who, as the bell tolled for
trated by Fouche’s promptness.
the second time, ascended tin* steps of the
for himself, he had little expectation
smaller throne.
of escaping, having freely resolved to in- I
It was the ceremony of the coronation volve himself, if
necessary, in the destrucntomatons.
turn which should overwhelm the
performed by
Ernperlooked
on
with
inor.
unusual
His
Napoleon
daughter, however, the only !
terest.
"(.'or fess Touche,” said lie, “that person on earth lor whom he r< tained
any
this is as admirable in its way, as the aflection, he could not afford thus to sac- 1
of
Paris."
riii'H*.
lie
had
!
system
made
elsewhere
police
provisions
‘There is one mistake, however,' he for her future support, and,
according to !
continued.
‘The great doors ot Notre J the original plan, she was to have left
Dame were not opened on that occasion. \ 1‘aris some thirty days before the consumThe thrum* was built against them, and i illation ot the plot, thus
having abundant
the only entrance was through the trans- time to pass the frontier and reach a
place
verse halls.'
of safety. This had been foiled
by an
'True, sire,' said tin* fictitious artisan, unforeseen event. On the evening before
!
easting a side glance at Touche, whose (In* final fiasco in the Tuilleries tlu*v had
name
he had just heard pronounced. received information to the effect that |
‘True: but Voiir Majesty will see that it Napoleon was on tin* point of
departure j
is a mistake unavoidable her.*.
Like the tor the frontier and overvtliiug being in
rest ot the world, we have to sacrifice readiness, and the period of his return
truth in order to gain elleet.’
being uncertain, it was determined to j
Tin
Kmperor smiled and remained make the attempt at once. On the followsilent.
ing morning, accordingly, the daughter j
.Meanwhile
louche.
had departed at as early an hour as poswas revolving a
dilemma in Ins mind with tlit rapidity ot I sible. trusting for her escape to good forj
one accustomed
to act in a dangerous
tunc, and lie himself, fortified with letters
crisis. There arc 'dilations in which a : from prominent officials, had proceeedcd
slight vantage in the hands of a danger- 1 to the place at eleven, and given his
oils man may '«•! at naught the strength ! daughter all the time it. was
possible to
of thousands, and in which the most ex- spare.
l ouche himsell knew the rest.
traordinary means must he employed to
secure what arc apparently trilling exults.
No p* rsonal danger, no promised honor
Fomin* adopted tile course which seemed
nothing in short -hut the cunningly deat lirst liio-t speedily practicable, since
vised falsehood regarding his daughter,
the c.m'idcration of lirst importanee w:i', could have induced him. ('havarri, to
in this iii'laiioe, time.
stop tin* hands ot the clock.
A our Majesty,' <aid he, advancing, and
II' also confessed that it was he who,
!
two
1
speaking rapidly, ‘may
years before, had tired tin* shot in the
request' your
immediate at ten da net1 in your cabinet to a i Hue do Tivoli, and stated that it had long
matter of the utmost importance—a mat- i been tin* sole aim and
purpose of his life
ter which will not admit of a moment’s to assassinate
Napoleon. IT- added that
delay.'
they need have no f'-ar of his repeating
The Kmpcror turned in surprise, and tin* attempt, as the magnanimity of tin
frowned, (.’havarri looked up sullenly Emperor on the last occasion had comand silently, and made a suspicious move- pletely disarmed him.
ment toward the clock.
(’havarri subsequently died in extreme
With the ra idity ot thought Foiiclm changed his plans. poverty in London. Of the late ot his
‘Your Majesty.’ said lie, loudly and daughter nothing is known,
llis clock,
more rapidly tli m before, ‘the
lady Isidore ; despoiled of the murderous portion of its
(’havarri has jii't be-m arrested near the machinery, preserved for several years in
Cemetery of Monmartre, charged with a the Tuillenes was finally destroyed by an
capital crime. She lias been found guilty accidental lire and the falling ol a wall.
by a special Tribunal and‘condemned to
Glories of the Temple at Jerusalem.
death. I come to implore your majesty
to grant her pardon.'
low. Dr. Ihiddingtou writes: 'The disAs lie spoke, he fixed a painful, search- coveries ot
the ‘‘Palestine Exploration
ing glance upon the Spaniard. This time l und" have been made at great cost of
the bolt had struck. The old man's tawnv
nnnn-v and labor, and no little danger, Tv
face was taking on a sickly hue, and his
sinking shafts loo feet deep and running
limbs trembled.
galleries at right angles t> these shafts,
i

Heave?].

Cows.

a

w*»rd',

about it in the early summer,
and ther* were some dowers there, withered and laded, scattered by
woman's
hand.
A votary at the shrine of nature and a finished diplomat at the com I
of Venus, it was fitting that there -hould
be I'tn/cof given-growing gr:m.-e< am!
If n-x s are ill t< air-drops
lovc-liower.s.
of angels, as the beautiful Arab beii- 1
puts forth in poetry, then is tin- lowly
mound a hallowed spot, and
.d- not
the sculpture 1 stone, the fretted column
the ivy and the obelisk.
Magrudi-r \v; a wonderful man. He
stood six fe- 'i four inch* s in height, ami
had a form

:.)

;

•v

City Tim* s.j

This old warrior sleep ti e sleep of :i
soldier in a rude Texas grave, over which
there is no monument, The grass was

steady

swi

rp.

Almost

which have Teen buried J.mo and .".no )
M Hint Moriah
years lrom human sight.
has Teen lound to lie a sharp crag or
ridge, with so little space, upon the top as
scarcely to a third room tor a temple H
"iiiad dimensions. On ill sides it fell oil'
rapidly and steeply, except lrom north
west to south-east, the direction in which
the r dge ran.
'Tin* area on tin* summit
was
enlarged by a wall built along
tin* declivities, the outside walls
deep
down the valleys from 100 to 1 oO feet below the area on which the temple buildings stood. One hundred leet again lielow this layllie original bed of the brook
Kidron. 'The foundations ot the temple
therefore, were iV»o feet above the deep
defiles around.
This area, originally
built by Solomon and enlarged by Herod,
still exists, running on the south along
the Valiev of Himiom 1,000 feet, and
along tin.- Kidron l,o00 feet.

unconsciously
his pocket and

Fouche drew a pistol from
cocked it unobserved, and with a fare like
that of a corpse was rising himself to lire
! —with a cry to the Hmpernr on his lips—
when (’havarri, whose mind seemed torn
by contending emotions, bent suddenly
over his mechanism,
touched a spring
concealed in the rear of the tower, and !
instantly tlu* whole complicated machinery
| of the clock stopped with a sudden metal! ic
ring. The music ceased; tin* au- j
j tomatons paused, standing like statues,
ni' niniiMirc w is
originally cover. .1
each in his place; the mimic Hmperor with
I'irst wen; the
splendid edifices.
j
stretching out his hand for the mimic porticoes or covered walks, built al mg
(
! crown of the
a-sars; and the great bell
the outer walls, and overlooking tin* Kidi in the tower above
poised midway in its ron and Hinnom. They were magnilir. nt
swinj*. tor the twelfth and final stroke.
structures, resembling the nave and aisles
liiii'n-w.
mminni r oucne, pocKemm
of Gothic cathedrals. The middle wal.v,
his pistol, and wiping the prespiration j or
nave, was forty-live feet broad, and
from his brow. ‘Allow me, Monsieur,1 ! the two aisles
thirty feet. The aisles were
he said, advancing to the table, ‘to inspect
fifty feet high, and the nave, rising like a
this wonderful work of art.1
clove-story between the two, was more
*lt is so delicate. Monsieur,1 said (Jha- than 100 leet
high. Add now terrace
varri, hurriedly, still keeping his linger walls to the height of the
porticoes, and
on the secret
and
spring,
waving Fouehe we have a solid and continuous wall of
oil' with his unengaged hand.
But the.s.i were?
masonry 2b0 leet high.
‘Here is the pardon,' said the Emperor,
j only tin! outer buildings of the temple
his
to
a
as
he
affixing
signature
The porticoes opened inwardly uparea.
paper
spoke. *1 hold you, Fouehe, responsible I on a court paved with marble, a id open
lbr the results.
Well, what next ?’
to the sky.
Steps led up to a second
‘Our worthy friend's clock is broken, it court.
Beyond this, again, through beauappears,1 said Fouehe, awkwardly.
tiful gateways, was a third, and rising‘Broken, sire,’ said tin* Spaniard, and above them all was a fourth, in which
with it the plans of a lifetime. And,1 he stood the
temple proper, ascending story
added, easting down his eyes and speak- above story, ami said to have been 100 or
ing in a querulous broken voice, ‘since, even lbO feet high.
when one’s hopes are broken, one cares
These horizontal measurements have
but little where he goes
l wish a pass- been verified. Of course we cannot vouch
port to leave France.1
for the correctness ot the reputed height
Fouehe took up the cue immediately. of these immense structures. We have
‘1 have to request, sire,1 he said, ‘that
you the less reason, however, to doubt the
also make out a full and free pardon for last, as we have established the
first. If
the accomplice of the lady Isidore Cha- one looked
upon Mount Moriah from the
varri— her father Don Mosen Chavarri of
Mount/)! Olives opposite, com'ng round
Seville.1
the brow ot Olivet on the way from BethThe Emperor smiled bitterly.
His any, as our Lord did when
beholding the
active mind had already compassed the
city, it must have been a sight which, lor
and
situation,
without a" word cither of architectural
beauty and grandeur, perexpostulation or inquiry, he siezed a pen haps, has never been equaled, certainly
and wrote. Then, having finished and not
surpassed. It was an artificial mounsigned the double pardon, he advanced tain from the deep ravines below, wall,
with it in his hand.
column, roof, pinnacle, culminating in
our mend here,’ he said, ‘doubtless the
temple within and above all, and
knows where these parties are to be found,
probably measuring between boo and (>00
and to him I eonlide this paper.’
feet.
The old man, still
1 ho palace ol Solomon, too, added to
jealously keeping his
band on the spring of mechanism, read tile
impressiveness ol' the sight. It is setaloud :
tled by recent discoveries that this
pile ol'
‘A lull permission to Don Moscn and
buildings was on the south-east corner of
Donna Isidore Chavarri to leave France the area,
joining on the House of the
immediately without hindrance or ques- fail'd above, and extending below to the
tion.1
King’s gardens, where the two valleys
‘Add,’ said he, ‘and alive.’
meet and “the waters of the Siloalt mi
‘You would make a good diplomat,1 softly.”
said Napoleon as he made the required
•Tames Ferguson, Ksip, the distinguishaddition.
ed architect, writes:
"The triple temple
Chavarri hesitated for a moment, re- of
Jerusalem, the lower court standing on
moved his hand lingeringly from the its
magnificent terraces, the inner court
spring, and honing his head, glided raised on its platform in the center, and
toward the door, dust
upon the thresh- the temple itself rising out of the group
old he turned in sudden
and crowning the whole
dismay.’
must have
AY here shall I lind my daughter?’ asked formed, when combined with the
beauty
Chavarri.
of the situation, one of the most
splendid
AVhen she is found we will let you architectural combinations of the
ancient
know,’ sneered Fouehe.
world.”
An expression of the most intense maJosephus wrote: "If any one looked
flashed
across
the
old
man’s
lignity
face, down from the top of the battlements he
and with an oath lie sprung hack toward would lie
giddy, while his sight could
the table in the room.
Hut a pistol eon- not reach to such an immense
depth.”
fronted him.
This passed for foolish exaggerations un‘The pardons are forfeited !’ cried til recent
explorations vindicated the
Fouehe.
statement.
‘No,’ said the Kmperor, ‘let him pass.’
All these buildings, porticoes, columns,
Chavarri, with a look ol wonder, wheel- pinnacles, altar and temple have
perished.
ed slowly about and disappeared.
"Not one stone remains upon another,
After his departure, Napoleon stood for which has not been thrown down.” The
a short time in the centre ol the
apart- area alone remains, and the massive
ment, lost in profound reverie.
structure for 3,000 years have been sleepThen, as his gaze fell on the clock and ing in their courses. The preservation
the automaton standing beneath the sus- has been due to the ruin.
Buildings so
pended crown within, he bent forward vast have been toppled down the slopes
and regarded the figure attentively.
of the Moriah that the
original defiles and

j
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Player and Duellist.

•Benjamin Franklin tells us that the
game ol chess teaches, with other us-. fill
qualities caution. And the Philosopher is
Tudor this classifica:j undoubtedly right.
tion properly comes coolness, ami with
the latter quality as a natural ally must b
j mentioned courage. Courage and coolj ness should always go hand in hand. To
i
! be sure a man may lack coolness and yet
be a lion in courage. But it is an utter
;
impossibility lor any individual t<> be cool
and not courageous. This D something
for the reader to remember. This much
as
introductory and we will proceed with
1

mi n

His
travel

i:nvii;i>

am»

WiiMl.N aimhm.o.

all iron.
Foreign
and compr* 'mnsive culture had
given to his wit a zest that was always
crisp ami sparkling. He never lacerated.
To the sting of a repartee lie added tin*
honey to the clover, lie could tight all
day and dance all night. In the morning
a glass of
brandy and a strong cigar renewed his strength and caused tin* cup of
our story.
Lord llenry Aberdeen, who distinguish- his youth to run over with the precious
ed himself at the battle o. Waterloo, was wine of health and high spirits. II** loved
magnificent uniforms, and magnificent
a good but eccentric ollicer, ami
a line
chess player, and at leas; a noted duellist. horses, and m.agnif eat women, (lifted
and
graceful in conversation, he was a
Notwithstanding Aberdeen became a
renowned duellist, as a lad he was eilem- poet in tin* Imudoir an ! a logician in tin*
j
barracks.
IP- had dmled French in Pal
in
appearance and
1 inate
apparently
lacked spirit and courage. He passed his is, Italian m Home, and Spanish in the
| leisure hours over the chess
fin* salm* exboard, while halls of the Montezuma-.
His
his brother officers were usually indulging ercise In* learned from a Turk.
| in carousals. At last he became the butt horsemanship was of the F.nglish kind,
| at moss, and was known
that is to
not graceful but iiupos-iby the nickname ble lobe say,
of “Baby” Aberdeen.
surpassed lor firm riding and
| When
II** wrote little love songs
his regiment was stationed in endurance.
!
that were set to mu-• —one of them,
ri1 Loudon he became acquainted with
al chess players, and often, when duties “Imogene,” had in ii the plaintive nu*lod>
j
permitted, he frequented a elcm-room' Of a lover, and the cul rhythm of buried
where lie enjoyed a tii‘ at dies
with I bugles,
i\ Tin: ( kim
\.
pleasure. He made a firm Ti *ml i
! great
of one young gentleman at the Hub. ami lie astonished tin* Fivimh oiliecrs hv sleep
j
as they were
evenly matched, he ]>•••; -r- ! at tin from with ehas-eurs under tin*
j red ids company
i, ick to til'
to any of the others, j In Me\i(1 o. 1 m
A; ! 1!"-!• j1
;
The latter, whom we will rail 1 i.ton a lady's pertained ::! we lm had foum! in
j Douglas, was generous, brave, higlmnir- his palace wlien the city va- won. it: !
j
I
it'd and true, and liked young Aon-, e<m with it a noli' whmi wad
!t is pretl \
| with a strong manly affection.
He could enough to ha\e t» lt*nged :<» a (fuer:
V oil!*! she ha\ e pari! *::i i nm if I had
not bear to think that his friend, whose
ap
A
noble qualities he had fathomed and un- propriated it A’
tic A. ! 1-ishop
locked by the golden key of IriemL .ip him tin* next «'ay a ba-k.
«>1 delicious
should be the subject of a ridicule in his wiue.it is suppo-i d that ;h.* fair owner
>kcd li-nien: '.\
regiment. It pained him sorely, but lie f the glovi* must Iia\ e
refrained from broaching the subject to u[)on the hand»nm* Anm
,n
^.Idihim, although more than once lie nad Later, he was.
been tempted to make his friend’s cause \ KI1MV WITH ..I'M U \ |.
.| ;
I
x
ill
his own, and “call out” by some device |
i."No -mi
01
m iii.iim:,
the bully of his regiment. This could <
lener il < iiirm-it j dned them, ami M
have been easily accomplished, as-Hdiers
drew a little
bridge.
mk for hi- supei i e
ami civilians otten met at the theatres or Snider
t" <-'»nl r
The explanation i< probably reached:
A white pull*
together.
in the saloons; but fearful of olfending
Robinson's Arch is the remains of the
smoke eiirled out t''am an open window,
his niend, he curbed his desires, ami thus
a sudden report
foil >wed sp.-.-dilv, and
bridge that was standing at the siege ot mutters continued.
Warner. and hor-e fell hard and !»! *•.d\
.Jerusalem, upon which, at tin* eastern
I hose were the days ot hard dunning. |
end ot it, stood the Roman C.eneral Titus,
An mer e hail, in! aided I r Scott, had
rough maimers, and ottentimes,
holding a parley with the .lews, occupy- profanity, in 'he nnnv. iml'ct-nsed and hi'okeu Harnett's lhi^h and killed his
especially
eh 11 ei.
Fearing aim; i: e! fire. M a "Tinier
ing the other end ot the bridge. The sw
agge ling brutality.
oldei bridge, the remains ol which were
1 to tlm -ode ol hi- ,aiief ami eo\
The ollieer who enjoyed tiie unenxiaMe gallope
found beneath the pavement, belonged to
creel Ills body with hi- own.
The old
of being tiie bully of tiie regithe palmy day- ot Solomon, may have notoriety
man's e\vs never drooped nor Ids voice
ment
to wliieh our chess playing friend
been standing at the time of the t Jucen ot
eiian "a
an ini mat ion.
1low Ions "
was a coarse, rough, bloated
it t aUe \ on to batter down t!iat house."
Sheba's visit, and pos.-ibly was part of belonged,
and insolent feilow, who had killed his j
he spoke curlly to !dent-man! Ma*rnider.
the “ascent.” by wdiidi Solomon went up
man in a duel, and whom nearlx M
a*
into the House of the I. >rd, which, wlnm
pointing with a. sweep ol his iin"er to th
tuated by tear, did homage to.
one nearest end
the (jiiecn saw, them \vas “no more spirit
from winch the hullet
Among those who let him severelx alone came.
left ill her.'
An Inin by t lie watili, t h me raid
xvas our hero, Lord Aberdeen.
'This inTin- whole of Mount Moriah has been
riien open lire at point-blank rnmye and
dilVerenee angered the bully to sm-h an
leave not one
found to be tairly hoin-v-eombcd with
me upon
e.nother.**
li
lie
took
into
every opportunity
was done, and well done, and those wlm
cistern-, and passages. One of the cis- extent,
sult him, until at last he actually threw a saw
Ma'snidei* -oone-1 afterwards no
terns, known as the (treat Sea, would
of wine in his face.
Aberdet n still tieed that
he had another bar on hicontain two millions of gallons, and al- glass
said nothing, but coolly wiped hi
lace
together not less than ten millions. The with his handkerchief, and withdrew amid epaulettes lie had lu eii made a ('aptain
wall of Ophir has been exposed at tin*
w \:: w
ms I 1.1 MINI,
the boisterous merriment of tin- party who
present time seventy feet high -!.h ugh
the hi, otiae hi- d: ii ::
and tlm baltle hi
had witnessed the affront.
buried in debris, and the remains oft ovlb ekle-s, prodigal,
'The following night Aberdeen was at perfect happilU'-s.
ers and houses have been lighted upon
the chess room, anxious to inert hi> friend fashionable, foolishly brave .-ometimes. a
belonging to the age of the Kings of JuDouglas for a little praetna at his fax orite spendthrift, generous. irn* li'wad and
dah. The Pool of Rcihesda h i- been, in
He was not kept long waiting be- staunch comrade. t;m -uit.aider ot Apall probability, identified; an intermit- game.
fore the one he sought appeare 1.
'The pomattox made l ira an am d man in his
ting fountain, which explains the popular
s«,
wa< not
prime, and wrinkled th features which
cordial,
although
greeting,
legend ot the troubling of the water by
In f. ire resisted all ! I:
attacks rf
as usual,
to a look d ill- had
friendly
owing
an angel.
t’nd'Tground pa-sage*, prob- concealed
on
tie- pari of time.
displeasure
of
the age of I Ic/ekiah, when lie
1 k
ably
wlm wander* d far an 1 haps with
sat down to pl.u. an 1 the
stopped the brook that ran through the Douglas. They
interlarded Wiiii con- him in other lands, j;i ^.voot an 1 sunshiny
land, saying : “Why should the King of game progressed,
w-aide r, relates Imw, from Verat’ru/ m
versation, as follows—
An
Assyria conic and find much water
•Henry, what is vour opinion -d the C’hepullep l*. he wm w t!•, Matrrudei all
iron ring still remains in the top ol a
code ot honor ?*’ said 'Tilton.
; over the battle ti•■!<!- at* tlm Mexican war.
shaft, from which hung the rope ot the
‘•Ir is a barbarous e »de." resp md< I ! The ii"'ht came back to his eves and the
bucket
o» Oraw
wall
wirh.
Vaulted
I lire to his |'m. wlma t< Hit:
•( < 'out rras
Lord Henry, curtly.
chambers there are, where evidently the
“I am
1 cannot agr.
wi;.;
.a,** and < ’! m ubiiwo. n,d 1*. rote, and M-dino
besieged took refuge. Tie \ have left, answeredsorry
<
i
I
d
Held* u
be. and ('In
Ibw. and th
tin- other.
behind them lamps, and tied, and ••Hikso
an I the e ! \
of Mexico.
Hi: i~
pultepe
inipiired Aix-nh eii.
ing utensils. Channels, too. have been a “Why
S
talk
lievi
ended
ot
ott
and Twi
eusfoin more beliiting the dark ago
opened, down which the refuse ot the al- xvhieli
-1
W
Wo
d
and
k.
S.nisli
and
lhiv
*u 1»1
IMlow,
originated the practice, and
tar, water, and the blood of tlie victim
and all iiie yoimp
not be Ooimtenaueed in 11;is age of en- lor and <p.iitm m
seem to have passed.
The tracing of
s ibordinaies who aft a w irds
played such
these channel:^ will probably lead up to lightenment.”
“All this is ve.-\ well, hu.kiag a' it lr**m Moody par's in ill "i iie-t ot American
the deutilieatii.il of the exact spot where
a 'Quaker’s stand
point You know a- dramas.
the Altar <d Sacrifice stood. Such are
well as 1 do, my dear frlliiw.” ivpih d tiie
11' M
U
Ili
1 *1.1 * 1 I! 1
IN. 11*1 N !
l.\S
some of the rewarding results of the exDouglas, “that il is impossible ior aniony a thmm m I
Tim lire lV.«m the
plorations nt Captain Warren at Jerusa- aspirited
mail to go through die world on sin-h a
hill of Chepultepee was terrible.
1''t!\
lem.
nonsensical pdatiorni as you would s.-.un
pieces .1 heavy artillery ware mas.-ed
ito favor.
It
Duellingis legal.
upheld against my fourteen hailety :ii a pointAn Enoch Arden Case.
by the law* of old Kngland, and at pivs- blank nm^e. an.1 in ike \all.y below
A ono-armod horseman recently travel ! cut is the oidy channel to wipe out dDreyinient of Lamars wa
forming lor a
iug through Missouri stopped at a hlaek- ! grace, and prove one's manhood. An 1 eharye. <hir lire had heen slackened,
smith shop to have his horse shod. The this brings me to a subject wliieh you will
aad the imi, wane I\ indown.
V youny
smith noticed the empty sleeve, and asked I pardon me for alluding to.
1 reler t > the
man sal be-kb* mn- of t!
yuns unu-in..
him it* he lost his arm in the war.
lie re- insult you received at tin* hands <>f Caphimse!i with piekiuy
i;> pebbles and
last night, which you declined
plied, with a sigh, that hi* did, and »vcn tain L
>
lie
more, going on to relate how he had left
to resent, and winch act of timidity on Laneers cairn- m-ann
i -ailed to the
home to enlist in the Southern army, and your part, to call it by no harsh- r name,
n
-l
i.ad. and lie
youny ollieer. whom l had
at the dose of the war, on going hack, he
is town talk to-day.M
Y »ur
nam
salutiny.
-prauy nj>
found that his wife, who thought him
“Wliar would you hive me do.
eamili.
Met'l.-llan.
'Wn
‘Lieutenant iLory.
! dead, had moved away, and he had since 1 v responded L<>rd I lenry.
I'akc command oi one
well, L eulenant.
boon unable to obtain a trace of lu*r.
“I would have you prove' your manof these yillis and di.-p. r-e llm-e Laneers.
“What N your name?1’ said the black- hood by sending a challenge, or by heaven
A 11
The ynnners rushed > ilieii pi
smith. When the answer was **d. M. 1 will call him out myself!" exclaimed
lhe yreat cannon.about < ’lie), nil ••jin went
he
Waldrup/1
suddenly released the hoof Douglas excitedly.
! to roariny.
The battle beyaii anew
After a silence of some4 minute-. Ab t
Worth was swei piay tip :h«* aee.ivity, tl
| over which he had been bending,and without looking at the ox-soldier, cried, “Fol- decn quietly remarked in reply
My Lane, r- wa r.- ri>*;'«•.(. and lhe next 1 -aw
I
low me into the house !*’ and hurriedly I good friend, you will do me a kindness to oi .M'-l'ledan he wa- sin
-kiny a '-iyiriio
led
the
dAmazed
as
he
take
the
allair
oil’
from
hai
a!
the in the
was
:it
such
way.
my
|
palace of S ima. Ann !;i- lace aconduct, Waldrup mechanically obeyed conclusion ot this game."
hlaek ns a powah r key. and an uyly
the
“There ! thank Heaven, t hi
bidding, and before he
game is wound in hi- arm
j couldunexpected
to
I
was
in
the
finished.
Imrii
to
encounter
iha'
think,
pause
|
bully
presence
w e|
.1:•
M \ K 1
t il
of a comely matron, about whose* sewing ing Captain," exclaimed the i im inn- \\ It \T \
lie mice in
.me mee.
in the hands of
(‘hair three happy children were playing.
I )oiiglas.
She was the blacksmith's wile, the mother
“My dear fellow." indillerent a anark tended to write an .auto-hioyrupli}
ll"t, Wt- do not
of his little ones; yet as she arose to co ed our hero, “chess has not taught you Whether il w as beyllll
whom tin* smith had brought in, and eaution nor coolness; or rather 1 should know —most eertainlv il wa- never finish
ed. The le, a\ >*. fond In rl i- pulseb
caught sight of the stranger's face, one say, you have not profited by the |es>oe
| wild shriek proclaimed tlu* instantaneous
“Hang caution, cool ties- and chess alt- • now. Tile I. ; m f t ae : •! w ir! ddier
Lhe laurelrecognition, and she fainted. In the be- getlier,” interrupted the th*a “tell me dust in it- faraway yra\f
th.lt he gathered and ware s.> w r\\ are lad
lief that Waldrup was dead, she had where Capt. h. can be found."
li mk I; Mil the unknown
married the blacksmith.of Cedar (’itv in
“Do not be so impatient my good friend. ed and yon
land llo voice will C Hue ||> lei; of wlial
the very year of the soldiers parole, and All in good time.
First permit me to re
now could only confess her dread mistake,
mark," quietly continued Lord Henry, rank he takes in the spectral column-,
and call alternately upon cither husband “that you might have won the game just closed up and -ihut. waitiuy th.-resui
111 deal- mu ly w i:
k
land her (lod for pardon. After the lirst finished if you had only kept cool. Let reetion d rv
a soldier
When lie i- brave, and tiobh
agitation of the singular reunion had me advise -"
ale! m avif il, he ha- tlm“To the Hades with your sermons! anil eotli 11
paitial'y subsided, the two me* returned
to the smithy and talked the matter over
Your contemptible indill’erence in a case ;iLLl'i 1 niti s w i.ieh i'-!m:!.i!e heaven. and.
as sensibly and eooly as their
respective where your honor is involved, is enough therefore, i h lorv >rdaiue.l b> happiness
feedings permitted. Devotedly as he loved to drive one distracted. If you value my after death, r m *y l«e late in mmiuy
:
old and di ary
the bivouai
:'i
the woman the honest blacksmith admit- friendship, speak."
!<•:
a Her the niylit
ted the othei s stronger right h* her, and
Aberdeen composedly lighted a cigar we know, for
: \ ;• -Lalyim nt I
by
generously consented that, she herself and replied, “I see I cannot teach you the niorniiiy. in
should deeidc between them.
After a coolness, so I must fain yield to your the N ew dent-.i
where
of
tears
You
desired
to
know
and
wishes.
long passion
(’apt.
self-reproaeh,
Till' Tribune'" W I -11
,’ Oil
she elected to go with him whom she lov- i L. can he lound.
Well then, 1 left him
uTespoiided the first, but declared with hitter lam- at 7 :1b p. ill., oil a board in the barrack (‘ill says that the Commissioners umh,r
entations that she could
lie breathed his last just one hour the Treaty of Washington have not thus
ot leave her j yard,
far laid out any plan relative to their
children. The smith, raising Ids head previous."
from his breast, on which it had dropped
“>V nai no you mean
Thoy are at present engaged in
<ju»-ne*i imugias duties
consultation as to the inode they will
in the first despondency of his great alilie- in amazement.
j
He adopt, and the rules to be laid down,
“I mean he was shot at sundown.
tion, eyed her wistfully lbr a moment, j
and then said, “You shall take them, my courted a duel and his antagonist killed which will govern them in their proceeddear!” When the steamboat St. Luke him.”
ings, so that some time will elapse before
“I am sorry,” ejaculated 'Tilton; “I any important result of their labors ran
stopped at the landing, some hours later,
Waldrup went aboard with his still weep- would that he had lived until he had an- be arrived at. An beimportant question
brought to the at
ing and thickly-veiled wife, and the black- swered to me the insult he bestowed upon has arisen, and will
tent ion of the ('ommissioncrs. as to whet !>
smith followed with tiie children. The you.
Who called him out:’”
boat’s bell rang for the starting, and the
“A man who resembles me very mueh or they or the Congress which is to meet
dread separation was at hand
The crew, in every particular, except ho must have at (loneva will consider the claims ol the
the passengers, the captain—all who wit- possessed vastly more courage, according citizens of tin* Cniled States for depredu
nessed it—were affected to tears by the to your estimation of ImmhIc self, an- tions committed along the Atlantic coast.
Many persons who lost vessels, and other
touching scene. With great drops rolling swered Aberdeen apologetically.
down his tawny checks, the smith kissed
Then the whole truth suddenly burst up- wise sulVered by depredations committed
his children one after another, and in a on Douglas.
Feeling that he had wrong- at this hands Of ISritiMi subjects, are
question, and
choaking voice bade their mother an eter- ed his friend by unjust suspicion, he greatly interested in this
The
nal good-bye. The two men gazed wist- sprang forward and cordially embraced the matter is a subject of inquiry.
as
fully into each other’s faces, shook hands him, asking pardon, and assuring him no general powers of the Commission, are
laid down in the Washington Treaty,
long and earnestly, and then the black- oftense was intended.
“No apology, my dear fellow,” said to the elleet that they are to consider the
smith, by a strong effort of iron will, released the hand of Waldrop and walked Lord Henry. “I shot him, and it is lucky claims of citizens of the l nited States
coin
quickly to the shore. He never turned I did. for it }’ou had challenged him in and (treat Britain for depredation
his face again toward the boat, which the state of excitement you was in, the mitted by the citizens of cither nation
soon passed out of sight around a mercichances are ten to one you would have against citizens of the other during the
ISill, and April
ful bend of the river, but strode on, with been checkmated at the siart.”
period between April
head bowed down, to the house whither
“Oh, I see!” exclaimed Douglas, who I_, iso 1, except those known as the Alathe voices of wife and children should was last, regaining his cliecriulness, “you bama claims. This losses sustained by
welcome him no more.
think he would have played the *loolV fishermen and others along the coast are
mate on me, eh ?”
something of an item, and it is thought
them a set“Do you keep matches'?” asked a
“Yes! or l might add, presuming upon that the question of allowing
wag
of a Hawley grocer. “Oh, yes, all kinds,” our
tlement for damages sustained is one that
friendship, the fool’s late.’
the meaning of the
was the reply.
“Well. I’ll take a trotting
We have nothing more to relate except should come within
match,” said the wag. The grocer im- that this duel which ended in the death of provisions of the l’reaty, and be a duty
on the Commissioners to dismediately handed him a box of pills.
Capt. L. ensured Aberdeen the best of incumbent is believed that this
It
interprettreatment thereafter at the hands of his charge.
“(hiion is not always strength.” as the brother officers. 'This was his first duel, lion "will be put on this matter at the predeliberations of tin* ('ommisshtnsailor said when he saw the"
bar-keeper but we are sorry to say it was by no liminary
ers.
means his last.
mixing his rum with water.
[Hartford Times.
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City Destroyed.

the whole

A lire broke out about 11 o’eloek on Sat-

Correspondence of the New

Tremont House, Palmer House, new Pacific
Hotel, new Bigelow Hotel, and in fact, everything else is swept clear. The district embraces
all the heavy business houses in the city. The
rain of lire and brimstone on Sodom ami Gomorrah can hardly be compared to the devastating rain of the tire liend in Chicago.
More than one-half of the population are now
rushing through the streets in vehicles, which
arc obtained at enormous prices, on foot, and in
every other way, with the choicest household
treasure in their arms and on their backs, in
utter confusion not knowing whither to go.
Fearful suffering must follow, and almost immediately. Full 1 ">0,000 people are at this moment homeless and houseless, not knowing
where to lay their heads or get anything to satisfy the cravings of hunger,
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 0. The following telegram has Iteen iorwarded to the Treasurer of

urday night,in aplaningmill, nearClinton
street, Chicago, and spread with terrible
rapidity among the wooden buildings and
lumber yards. The prevailing drought,
which bail made the buildings as dry as

York World.]

Should I 1 i\:* to he a hundred years old
tin horrible scone witnessed by me on
Saturday last will never be elVaeed from
1 see it betoro me now, and
my memory.
that day have been haunted ever
mice
mice in dreams by a sea of upturned faces
and anguished eyes, straining to watch in
iis descent through the air the body ot a
human being, which in n tew seconds was
dashed, mangled ami bleeding, upon the
1 would have written
earth, at my feet
:11 it before’, but the sight so unstrung my
nerves that 1 \va< rendered utterly incapable < ven of collecting my thoughts,
much less of putting on paper a deliberTo
ate account of the tacts in the case.
~ee a man whom
scarcely a minute before
l had spoken to as a friend, jerked up into the clouds, and then hurled down again,
his hair streaming wildly behind him, like
that of Lucifer hurled over the battlements of Ilcavcn, falling, falling, whirl'll, doubled up, and then spread out, his
arms apart as if rushing *o embrace death,
might well unstring the strongest nerves:
and when to this are added the agonized
erics of
the dying man’s wife as she
clutched niv arm and shrieked, “MyGod!
niv
(iod, will he die?" 1 wonder that
even A» t. with these things in my mind, 1
mi able to record what 1 heard, felt and
Von have doubtless received by
i\v.
telegraph a brief despatch telling how
IVof. Wilbur, the well-known aeronaut,
fell while attempting to climb into* his
balloon, and how he was killed, but facts

tills hour almost every building, from Harrison
street north to the Chicago river, is destroyed,
including all the insurance offices, banks, hotels,
telegraph offices, newspaper establishments,
with the exception of the Tribune office, which
is tire-proof, the Court House, Sherman House,

TERRIBLE FIRE IN CHICAGO !

BALLOONIST.

tinder, with the lack of water, tended

to

aid the flames, which
out

hindrance

A

raged almost withdispatch of Sunday

morning

1

j

!

!

!
!

|
I

|
;

says—
The inmates of many of the houses, started
from slumber, had hardly time to rush out in
their scanty night attire, leaving their household goods to destruction. In several instances
children were hastily wrapped in blankets and
quilts to break their fall and thrown from
second story windows to the ground. When the Western Fnion Telegraph Company:
the alarm was sounded for this lire another of
Chicago, Oct. 0, isti.
considerable magnitude was burning on Wall
Several engines was ; One third of the city is in ruins. All banks,
-Ireot. near Adams.
insurance offices, warehouses and elevators
necessarily kept at work upon this lire. The
have been destroyed.
Fully ten thousand
rest of the engines in the city were soon on the
have been burned. The lire is -till
buildings
the
lire
had
arrived
before
hut
they
j
ground,
and
the
wind
iblowing a gale.
spread over so large an area and was so rapidly raging
BANK IN. Manager.
(signed,)
spreading that their efforts seemed of little
The Mayors of nearlv all the Western cities
avail.
have
relief
and
assistance to the
proffered
« anal
street auu iue river were
iseiwcen
Mayor of Chicago. The Chief Fngineer of the
several lumber yards, which were entirely dewith
three engines
Cincinnati
Fire
Department
stroyed. At this hour the fire has made a clean and hose ears, has
started for Chicago.
sweep from Van Buren street north two blocks
A mass meeting of railroad Presidents and
Three
to Adams, and west to ('Minton street.
prominent merchants of Cincinnati is now beblock- from the river, between Van Buren and
Jackson streets, are burning, and the wood ing held at the Chamber of Commerce to take
\
work of the western approach to the Adams measures for the relief of the sufferers.
ruin huk raktiuui.vr.s,
-treet bridge i> destroyed. A large coal yard
containing thousands of tons of soft eoal, and
Nkw Yoiik, Oct. 1ft. A Chicago special to
situated between the track ot the Chicago and the Times, dated 2:20 this morning, contains
Alton ami Fitchburg and Fort Wayne railroads. the
following additional news:
is on lire and burning furiously.
The present loss is estimated at Irom $100,l’lie depot ot tin* Pittsburg. Foi t Wayne and
000,000 to $200,000,000.
The so-called •‘tireChicago ;md the Vlton and St. Louis Railroads proof' buildings burned like tinder, especially
i- situated north of Adams, and betwyn Canal
the bank-, not one ot which remains.
Few
street and the river. One of the buildings, a
business men saved even their papers.
The
light wooden structure occupied as an express whole population was busy all night and the
"iliue, was in llames at midnight, and is tin* streets are now like a bivouac with
sleeping
douhtedlv destroyed. The scenes in the vicinity men.
One
..f the conflagration are indescribable.
mi: loss <>i
i.ire
seems
half of the population of the city
gathered
there. Tugs in the river are engaged in towing is impossible to estimate. 1ml a largo number <>l
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Scumbles.

Hale

Hon. Eugene Hale met with a
at Bangor, Friday night, while
the night train. His foot

slight accident
trying to catch
slipped and lie fell

THURSDAY MORNING

striking his head and knee.
AVe are sorry for the misfortune which
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. the above paragraph chronicles, and trust
EDITOR ANI) PROPRIETOR,
that nothing serious ensued to our repreSubscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the sentative from this unexpected lulling
year, $2.00.
his knees. Hut we observe in the
Advertising Terms,
For one square, (one upon
inch oi length in coiuiun,) $1.25 for three weeks,
same number of the American an article
and 25 cents lor each subsequent insertion. AHraction ol a square charged as a lull one.
upon the subject of the recent election in
Administrators. Executors and Guardians that city which gives the impression dedesiring their advertisements published in the
cidedly that Mr. Ilalo and his organ arc
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
—

BY

—

in

stumbling

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been scut as well as to which it is
to go.

in the

ner,

much more

a

of

pursuit

grievous

man-

train which

a

they

not to lie able to overtake.

ought

The

Correspondence of the Journal.

When

.<■

Charter.

City
legality,
had,

no

no

No

one

the
its

doubted the votes there

one

proposed

one

adoption of
ipiestioned

to throw them out.

>

a

and radiant loveliness.
will he over the red of the Hover,
The green he under the gray.”

Committees

"Tim not

been the practice

in all elections since the

Generalities.

our

■

of

the

citizens have

been

whi< li

formed to

provide lodging and meals tor
strangers that cannot lie aecomodated

the

Already our parks and avenu es are
worth, being new to the work of handling lined with
t he falling leaves, and treading
the ponderous machinery of the city, have
remorselessly
upon their faded beauty,
not so strictly defined the ward bounds
gaily dressed ladies go, in the abounding
and plaees of voting as is customary and
sunny mornings, to pull over, compare,
lawnil.
rile City Hall, within the limits
admin*, price and buy tin* warm, bright
of Ward 't wo. has, as a matter of condresses, sacks and hats prepared lor the
venience, been used as the polling place
cold and dreariness of winter.
coming
of Ward 1. This has

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date
on the colored slips attached to the
paper. It is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance, 15
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
dale. When a new payment is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward the suras due.
In sendingmoney, state THE POST OFFICE
to which the paper is sent.-#*

Bangor Celebration.

Bangor neighbors undertake j Jfoii. < rid eon Welles will contribute the next
Boston, Oct. 9, 1871.
to be hospitable and to entertain their
>: Tin
(hduxy scries of political articles. His
TII13 GOLDEN DAYS
friends, it is always done in the most ap- paj- r will upp* ::r in tin: November number ot
have come. Front some far off “Island proved
!■ will be a detailed history ot
style. The reception of the Presi- that lu.i.t.;.:i
of the Blessed,” and over the Delectable dent and the
.v Orleans, with the purpose'
opening ol the Kuropcan the <-:ticm rX
ot show ing that to
and not to Butler,
Mountains they have wandered in their road next week will be
probably the i' due th honor of Farragut.
I
apiuroof New Orleans.
mysterious llight. The traces of their greatest gathering ever witnessed in our Mr. Welles also
attaeks the premagical footsteps are everywhere to bo State, and one to which Bangor will do tensions m( other inridentully
military and naval eommandseen.
Beneath their passionate kisses full
the
extent
of
justice by
preparations ers.
each twig, leaf, bud, and blossom has and the unbounded
A balloon that
nded from riynmotii, \.
hospitality of her peoblushed into bright and brilliant beauty.
Besides the distinguished gue-ts II., <>ii Friday, landed the same evening at
ple.
At the dainty touch of their perfect lingers who will honor the occasion with their Uridgton, Me., after a voyage over the Whit.Mountains. It travelled I ! miles in one hour
the sky has grown into marvel* of blue,
presence, there will he a parade of all the
gold, pink, and white. But all too soon military companies of the state; a display and forty minutes. Mr. Holden, of the Boston
Journal, \\
i>asscnger.
will follow the pitiless destroyer, and and
competition of steam and hand (ire
Tin* e\i tutors of estate of the late .lube/
twirl down in a dead brown masstho now
engines; a regatta upon the river. Ac. Froderiek, of Boston, have recovered $7100.*.‘5,
rare

H appears from all that we can gather
on the subject that the officials of Ells-

■W S. M. Pkttenoii.l & Co., (5 State St., Boston
and 37 Park Itow, New York, ;tu our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and iorwardiug
advertisements.
H. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
St., Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
tor this paper.
C. Evans, 100 Washington Street, is an
authorized agent tor this paper.
p. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive
prompt
attention.
Horace Doi>i>, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.

Boston.

Letter From

Wo lincl in the latest issue of the Ellsworth American the
following—

at the hotels.

by

extorted

was

during hi>

I',

time,
of ilii. it distillation.

j

111•;

l

s.

officials from Mr.

groundless harge

on a

P.trooid of Andover.

John

<

»xford

County.

reception of tin' President n;. Toes, Maine, raised on a measured one and three
i•
ot
land live hundred and tills
righths
..n j
day evening and the military
hii-li. U of potatoes.
Who ran heat it?
through the illuminated streets will be a
A Hrsv way of making whiskey l»v mixing
hi
from
the
reshort,
grand spectacle,
id with the mash, has been di->uIphiir>•
ception to the return of the excursion •ovnr.l. The a! ii« usually brings on a funer-

j

The

m

>•,

a

the road to St. John, whh h starts

over

Thursday' morning

W1IAT THEY III A

finni

on

thirty days.

al in

there

Bangor,
gala day.

The

boat

»*il

new

near

While Head

wus re-

will be a continued
The cently run into and damaged.
Ii has been
lofty proportions, and
steamers of the Portland and Sanford tak« n to Portland for repairs.
bonnets of the close cottage shapes. The
O'Neil Uohinson, a elothing dealer of Port
hats have high, broad crowns with rolled lines, and all ihe railroads, will i-sne halt
land, has eominitted forgeries to the amount of
turban brims, or else pointed back and fare tickets.
*
10,00b, and gone to parts unknown.
front with only the sides rolled. The
The flections.
At Nashua, N. 11.. on Tuesday, John Morrill
straw hats are faced, and heavily trim- j
threw himself u front ol a locomotive and was
Hats that

assume

sharp cotemporary of the American,
whose eagle eye, like the care of ITovi
denee, is over all things, either didn't mi d with velvet and ribbon. The most
In the excitement over the ('hic:i<;o lire,
A City in Ashes.
instantly killed.
know that the voting was illegal, or knowthe returns of the elections in Ohio ami
allairs,
are
soft
crowned
drossy
however,
In I."* I »i ■ker.son has divon e.| twenty couples
in
the
list
of
human ca- ing, forbore to impart his knowledge.
Nothing
long
turbans of velvet, trimmed with ostrich Pennsylvania, which took place <>n I’m
al tl
on-sent t. rm of tie Knov fo»ntv <'ourt.
lamities, short of (loath itself,so profound- Everything was beautiful, calm and seare
overshadowed.
W
nr* v\ i•!
and
-u't adjourned tie- term vet.
plumes, real lace, and tlowers; or ostrich day,
ly moves the sympathies of mankind as rene.
out anything t<> indicate the result up t..
leathers ami ribbon. Feathers are indisAr
this week tti steamer Lewiston will
the devastation wrought by lire when it
the hour of going to press. Serious riots make but one
Sudden]y the watchman on the editorial pensable. It is
trip a week between Portland and
the fashion to have
quite
assails and destroys the homes anti shelt- tower sees a
previous error and wrong. two or throe placed well in the back ol broke out in Philadelphia, in which many Mac bias.
ers of families.
men were killed and
Nothing is more pitiful The people of the lirst ward have put their the crown whore
wounded. The
\Y. tioddard 11
been appointed Postmasthey nod in the most deIlian the blackness and desolation which votes into a ballot box held a numbei e. f
ter of Portland.
fiant manner. It is a law of Dame Fashion military was called out.
mark tin1 spot where a once
happy house- feet on the wrong side of the ward line. this season that hats and bonnets shall
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The firemen all did their duty nobly, but the
quence of a Cicero ids infallible toothache on with greater fury than has marked any stage
r.idieator. received their due share ot at- of it- progress. The engines appear almost streams of water on the burning blocks were closely inhabited city, driving families bv
against the awful beat oft lie tens of thousands, naked, homeless and
11 nti-»n, and before long the interest in the
powerless. Fire marshal Williams has just like fountain jets
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voile*l m palatial building- and warehouses oil I uited Slates has been prompt and generthe rope fastening tin* ear to the body of the streets where the people are rushing to and the South side. with the wind
blowing a hurriand will doubtless be continued as
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for
the lire to enter the south ends of long as then* is human suflering to be re- :
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probably have soon to be vacated. Brands buildings fronting on Randolph. Lake and Waiea«*h the ear, but -till unwisely kept, the from the lire were blown across to
the east side ter Streets, and reappear at the north doors and lieved.
rope in his hand and endeavored to climb • •I the river and set a wooden building on tire windows, belching forth in tierce llames which
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going to
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The prospects are that the gas
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vhere he hung dangling and struggling. adjoining".
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house will be destroyed and the eitv wrapped
solid ai \s.s of FUJI
Hi- motions and the fact that the basket in darkness.
The Cost of Governing.
A terrible panic is
came in contact with a rope that had fastprevailing throughout the completely tilling the street from side to side,
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A Input everybody, men, women and
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ened the balloon to the earth while it was
A
contributor
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air above
children
being in Hated, upset the ear when it was (be whole:m* jn fj10 streets. It now looks as if street ’tilledtin hou-e tops. Thus street after
.with Name. Huge walls would a
city might be destroyed. Barge numof radical proleading
about twenty-live tee! from the ground, bers ot lives
periodical
fall without, apparently giving any sound, in
have been lost, but how many canand Mi Knapp fell -! aimed to the ground.
be known until the lire has been arrested.
tin- roar of the tierce Names.
clivities, shows from the ollicial returns of
'I he alarm hell has just conmienced
But there wa- no time for caring Ibr him.
in-: siff
ringing
the. Treasury Department that during the
ion.
an inen*a"ing peal, which is intended to call
!m• terror held everybody spell-bound. A
I In- arrival of firemen and
engines from .Mil- year ending December HI, 1 *70, (he. (on
The panic is in-limit of admiration went up trom those e'ery sleeper irom his bed
Si.
waukee,
Louis, Cincinnati, l>a.yLon and
creasing and the people seem almost crazy with
other cities has apparently restored confidence, eminent collected from the country $10!),who were too Iar distant from the s> cue alarm. The vessel"
in the river an* catching tire I
and there was an inexpressible pleasure in seeto know that an accident had befallen tin*
in every direction, and all on the South river
208.8:1:1 in the shape ot taxes. As the
jog these .experienced firemen go right to work
adventurers, and who supposed that the will probably be destroyed. A raging, roaring in
census
a business like
where work was mosl
puts the general population at
way,
bell
ot
lire
envelopes twenty blocks ot* the eitv.
a-ecnl was I., ing made sum ft (ontn Icnf/i*.
It i- already scorching tin* block of the tele- needed, 'flu* vast plain is covered with people
millions in round numbers, each
forty
But to those in the immediate vicinity of
about
the
wandering
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a
of
seeing
graph otliee where this despatch is written, and j wealth that
ih*- ear the sight was an awful one, and
completely vanished in Haines man, woman and child paid in taxes to
"Weeping onward a whirlwind of flames against and smoke. has
A few business men with some
lor a moment everybody seemed paralyzwhich human eflbrts are fruitless, and it is imthe Federal Government, for ts7o, $10,2,s,
ner\e are seeking houses
for business on the
ed with terror, and stood rooted to the possible to tell where it will stop. The bridge west
-Rle. Rooms that were rented last week in addition to the amount paid for State
aeross \ an Buren street is burned.
The ears for $f>o now
■pot without itteiing cry or word. The «*u the track of the
command sGoo; there arc
and local government purposes. The folChicago and Alton and Fort not many of readily
balloon, lightened l>v the tall ol Mr. Wayne, railroads, with
these, hut enough to allow a few
their freight houses, are
business
men
to
start. The newspapers will he lowing table will show what the cost
Knapp, shot upward with dreadfully iu- swept away. Thousands of people till the started
per
again in a few days. Water for drinkeivased velocity, and a scream of terror "treet", rustling out of their dwellings in many
and household use is secured from the Lake capita of running the Government was
which chilled the blood of the hearers instances barely in time to save their lives. ing
and the parks, and for horses from the river.
lor several Administrations previous to
The block immediately across the street Irom
came down from the
I here are a thousand
upper air, where the the telegraph office, one o| the finest in
people camped about the
the eitv, arteshm
doomed a ronaut hung utterly hopeless ot is now
wells, four miles out, and perhaps as Grant’s, as also what. Grant’s is costing.
m flames.
many more at tin* lake and on Fullerton and
This table is exclusive of interest and
escaping death. At my side stood a wo2.1* A. M. The operators are leaving the
\ u tor avenues, near the
prairie. The people
man who. as I afterwards heard, was the
Western Fnion Telegraph office, but will
on public debt:
are being fed in the
prochurches, and principal paid
Pro!e-"'or\s wife.
Her eyes were bursting bably open communication at some other point school houses, in shedsremaining
and by ihe roadsides. It
< 'ns! per
in the c ty.
trom their sockets, and her face pallid and
was cold and chilly this
morning, causing great Administration.
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capita.
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Jackson's.s
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aif for support, and with one hand ness portion of the city is destroyed, all the stead o! this being welcome, the people are Van Daren's.1 years,
1 7s
years.
Bank". Express and Telegraph oliie.es, all the praying constantly tor more rain, so tearful
Polk’s.4
grasped my arm, still looking upwards newspaper
1 Tii
years,
offices except the Tribune, six Ele- are they of a continuance of the Names,
'l'his Pierce's.t
at the balloon, which, swifter than an
I ill!
years.
vators and the Water Works have been burned.
is the situation.
Buchanan's.I years.
2 PI
arrow, shot through the air,
l'p, up it There is no water in the city and not less than
1 UK TOTAL LOSS.
Grant's.I year.
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vent, growing smaller and smaller in its ten thousand buildings have already been delit 2s
Oiicauo, 10. A enrol(iI survey of Insur- Grant's.I year.
.*■
royed.
Might, and then, with fnereased velocity it
ances
shows
that then* were written on
to-day,
1 lie tire lias burned a distance of five
The increase is enormous, and altomiles, the
gave a sudden start and -hot yet faster to- and i> still raging. The wind is
property destroyed over $*.*00.000,00o; add
blowing a gale, another
Frauds and embezand a fair estimate can he gether unjustifiable.
wards the clouds.
Then a speck was and il will bit impossible to get
$100,000,000,
reliable
deany
reached of the loss.
tailed particulars for some time, as there is
-'•en far up in the air, growing larger and
zlements, extravagance and profligacy
only
one telegraph wire
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and
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that only to
working,
larger as it fell. “<), my Hod,” cried the the suburbs.
are the devouring mouths that
require of
It is estimated that not less than live hundred
woman, who clung tome with iron grasp,
the people such a contribution as $10,28
in
the
OXCINNATI,
Oet.
!>.
llames.
The
persons
Ohio,
Mnvor
lms
perished
will
dielie
be
ho
will
killed!” Yet
the Mayor of Chicago offering the
her eyes remained fixed upon the falling telegraphed
per capita for every man, woman and
serviees of the tire department if needed.
It is
At
tirst
it
seemed
like
the stick of reported that many houses have been blown
What Constitutes
an
body.
American child in the United States.
up
in the effort lo stem the
a rocket, coming down with the
speed of out
conflagration, but with- Suit. Two ships are to be built at Porteffort. A mass meeting is being held here,
land, a s iburb of St. John, N. ]{., under
agin ; turn it was uounicu tip 11 k<■ a nan,
Wouldn't it lie a good time to -'em a genuover by (Jov, Haves, for the relief of
I lien seemed to unfold, ami whirling about presided
rather peculiar circumstances
The keels ine, old-.'asliioned "moral suasion" temperance
;the Chicago sufferers.
and restore Maine to her old proud
agitation,
with a gyratory motion, with ham's and
and frames
Jln i'ALO, N. V., Oct. J). The following
wen*^prepared in East Boston, Place as the leading Temperance State
in the
par- and are to be
legs spread out. It seemed an age while ticulars ,>f the great
lire at Chicago, are obtainbrought to New Brunswick, Union? [Portland Press.
the man was falling, for before he loosen- ed from A. N. Crittenden,
operator of the West- where they will be set up and the ships
That’s
an
excellent suggestion, and
ed his grasp tho balloon must have been ern Union Telegraph Co. in Chicago, who just built and completed.
It is understood
at least a mile from the earth—and what arrived at Englewood, 111., seven miles south- that the reason for this
is, that by this nothing could he more oppportune. The
east of Chicago.
an age to that
means the vessels can claim
poor wife who watched her
Mr. Crittenden left the
registry in stale fairly reeks rum, which is dispensed
city on an engine at the United States as
husband rushing towards her and death tf.so
being American bot- as freely as water. The fallacy of the promorning.
this_
with the speed of light. When about half
The lire commenced about nine o’clock last toms. There never was an act passed, it
the corner of Jefferson and Deleva.,
a mile from the ground bis
has been said, through which a coach and hibitory law as ameans of establishing tern
body ceased night near
its gyratory motion, assumed a perpen- streets, and swept everything before it, takin^ six could not be driven, and it will be a peranee, having been proved,as its friends
a northeasterly course
through the central part
dicular position and came down head lirst.
lucky day for some ol the ship-yards ol must acknowledge,the present is an excelof the city. The Court House, Western Union
II struck the earth some distance from us, Telegraph
office, hotels, banks and apparently the Dominion if this evasion of the naviga- lent season for going hack to the sound,
and then rebounded, falling again within everything within half a mile west of the Court tion laws of the United States should
prove reliable and
a lew feet from where it struck.
approved mode of persuasion.
Then, House, and as far south as Polk street, and successful. With the facilities for buildfrom paralyzed fear, (lie crowd broke probably west of State street, and perhaps east ing wooden
Knock in
which we possess, and Abolish your town agencies.
ships
of that, are all
destroyed.
forth into shrieks of terror, women ran
the much greater cheapness with which the heads of the casks at
The tire now rages on the north
your fountain
east of
side,
wildly about screaming and actually tear- Weils street, extending up to Chicago avenue they can be turned out, it is not difficult of wet damnation at Portland, and let the
ing their hair, and a rush was made lor m a northeasterly direction. It is being check- to see that this would only be a beginning
state of Maine no longer occupy the
the spot where the man struck the ground. ed to the windward on the south and west sides. of a lucrative trade, in
I he wind seems to blow
spite ol' what
hard and to he chang- must seem
There was an indentation not less then
absurd restrictions against the ridiculous position of holding out penaling toward the south.
I think the tire reaches
eight or ten inches deep, and tilled with
toward the great ship-owners. It is not likely, however, ties for rum selling with one hand and
blood and brains which had burst from < cntral Depot, and that it is
probably destroy- that such a state of things will be allow- dealing ouL the article with the other.
he Lake Shore and
the skull, when, like a cannon ball let ed.
Michgan
Southern, ed to continue long, unless a change
and
the Kock Island Railroad depots, the Citv
Let the state no longer lie a manufacturer
comes over the
drop from an immense height, it crushed Water
policy of the United
the Tremont House, Sherman
Works,
into the earth. The dead man was then
of drunkards, and herself the chief rumGazette.
[Montreal
House,
Opera House, &c., are union" States Congress.
Crosby
taken up and parried to the Albert House, the buildings destroyed. The
seller while imprisoning men for selling
elevators on
where tile poor wife, who had often sate- Main and River streets must have been burned
Democratic Mayor in Savannah.
ruin.
Let the shame and the scandal of
as the tire was
raging on both sides at seven
ly traversed the air with her husband, o’clock
this morning when I was there. Thouthe whole business be wiped from the
eared for it. The excitement in the town
9.
Savannah,
sands of people are homeless, and tin losses
was of the most fearful and intense deMunicipal election in Savannah, Mon- record of the slate, and then inaugurate
will exceed fifty millions of dollars.
day, was quiet. The democratic ticket, the blessed old plan of self-reform—the
scription, as may readily be believed.
10 miles from Chicago, < )ct. 9—- with
Englewood,
Col. John Screven for Mayor, was
Those who had come out for pleasure, reone that ever was etUeacions—and
1! J^* ^,ie wo,'k devastation continues.
turned home in sorrow, and the town More than one-half of the city is already de- elected here by 2000 majority. Over halt only
the
and
the
flames continue their ravages
wore the aspect of a place which had been stroyed,
negroes are supposed to have voted the cause of temperance will again provisited by some fearful calamity in which almost unopposed. At about one o'clock this the democratic ticket!
gress. The present policy serves only to
the lire crossed the river at Adams
its own interests had suffered. There was morning
street bridge, and soon
furnish facilities for indulgence, and inZ. Pope \ ose and J.
the gas works
destroyed
have
Porter,
purchased
uo more of the fair that day.
and then spread itself in
every direction. At the Rockland Gazette.
vite ruin.
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That sacred instrument the Con-

match the dross in color,

The

else black

or

velvet substituted with leathers ami faille
appealed to -preceded by the
of the shade oi the dress. Two
trimmings
of
State
once
remark that a Secretary
or three shades of the same color is a demade. The City Charier is quoted, and
cided fashion, though in direct opposition
the ordinances expounded. And all lbr
to this are hats and bonnets trimmed with
purpose of proving that ward one has
contrasting colors. For instance, one of

gone wrong by several feel, more or less.
Every man has a motive in what he

does

or says.
When we come to sift this
matter and examine carefully the relations

of the several

parts,

at the

we come

mo-

tive of our brother of the American,
tlo

rutim

Wurtl

of

Ihhiorrutir
t

mo

'oitnni<<or,jrr

In

trill

There is tlu‘ milk is that

I'uiotlt/
Throw

defeated.

are

Il is

nut.

cocoa

the will of

defeating

for

only a pretext
the people.

ttml

rlrrh it.

the ward, and they

out

runtitnl, lhr

an

i'lrrk

Sltit'ijf

it'

do mu propose to go mto an arguupon tie' legal aspects of this question.
It is only necessary to say that we
do not believe that the legal, as we know
\\

e

ment

blue velvet will

Alter a trial of four day
the jury
verdict of not guilty.
Fin- acm-cd
at know lodged the killing, but plead .u-i ii
a
ui
in self defence.

rendered

fastened about tie*
with

beautiful

a

leaves.
and

A

of tlesh color.

A Nile green

mixed with blue and

was

velvet bonnet had

loops

lace.

scarf of real
contrast, with

most

of

a

costly black
with

pale pink
is

'‘very

color.

For

velours

merino

and

al-

paeeas hold their ol 1 favorite, positions,
and have brisk sales. The darker shades

equitable view of the matter for street and ehmvl wear are more unijustify the extraordinary position versally seen this season than for some
taken by the American. The fact that time
previous. The waist is still of the
the question slumbered so long, and was
basque style, the, newer ones being made
only raised alter the return of Mr. Hale with a seam in tin* back, and postillion
the fair and

trom

absence that had included

an

the

day

plaits to give added
prettiest of the new

Ellsworth

ed vest front, wit
the basque rounding
from the side to the throat. The under

of election, begets the suspicion that
the plan for disfranchising a portion of
is

ot

his

In

invention.

nnv

event, he is very iikely to be held responsible.
It may by found that while he
stumbled and fell at llangor, the stumble
at

Ellsworth will be

much

American

a

upon the
brother of the

successfully
Let

train.

political

result, in

to

serious fall hereafter, in the

more

endeavor to ride

1

likely

our

well

the sharp
practice proposed, hclore hr insists upon
its adoption.

~.

j

ponder

upon

Large Fire in Charlestown.
On Friday, three buildings, constitut-

their contents.

Miss Ada

principal copyist
ment.

in the

surrounded

was

Andross,

P*.

freight departby the sudden

ot the llamcs from kerosene and

bursting

point-

all they are, in most cases, very elaborso.
A wide gathered flounce, either

at

ately

braided,

or

orna

prevailing style,

nented with

fringe is a
give this its proper
i< necessarily short-

and to

ell'cet the upper skirt

Deep knotted fringe*

er.

is

much

used

alone. Some of the most beautiful dresses
made for the coming opera and party season

trimmed with several

were

deep creped

fr nge.

silk and cashmere
dress

pretty

one

A

is

for all

that

we

rows

combination

occasions.

a

with

narrow

The turban

of black

rows

Letter from

death.

worn

with

it

was

velvet.

There

were

crape.
considered quite

three

terial is
distinguished,
buildings burned in all, occupied reand is to he found in all colors.
(Iloves
the
Vermont
A
Cheshire,
spectively by
Massachusetts ami Fitchburg Railroads. to be in good taste must match the dress,
Within an hour alter the alarm the high though a gaudy fashion admits of their
walls of the main building fell, and the being embroidered or stitched in colors.
m:\vs in uiiii'i
entire easterly half of the immense line
of freight houses, extending about *<»nn
Nilsson, Annie Louise (’ary and otlier
members of tin* Italian Opera 'Troupe are
feet, were burned to the ground.
■^topping at the Revere House. 'The seafor
Relief

Chicago.

son

opens at tin* Boston Theatre to-mor-

[

mitigate the suf- row
night with tie* magnilleent opera of |
ot
who
those
are
deprived of
ferings
Kiiust, and Nilsson as Maugerite. The
food
at
and
the
homes, clothing
by
gn
tickets have been placed at jjjHB for the
Chicago calamity has been prompt and season,
consisting of twelve nights and
held
Boston
over
the
country.
hearty all
two matinees; or *1 single admission.
a public meeting in Faneuil Hall,at which
'Two sacred concerts are to be given in
.Mayor (fusion presided. Speeches were the new Catholic
Cathedral, now so nearmade by lion, (’has Sumner, lion. A. II.
ly completed, in aid of the grand fair to
As
men.
a
reother
eminent
and
Bice,
be opened October 2Glh.
Miss Adelaide
sult the Mayor of Chieago was authorized
Bbillipps, Mrs. Julia Houston West and
New York raised
to draw for $100,000.
other distinguished singers have been en$00,000 in $10,000 subscriptions, and loaded a large train on the Frio ltoad with gaged.
The measures taken to

President (Irani will bo present :it. the
ol the corner stone of the Poston

provisions, with orders to run at high
Speed to Chicago, without stopping ex- laying(
'The contribu-

cept for wood and water.

tions of New York will be several hundred

j

Worcester,

Lowell,

dollars.

thousand

Washington, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Bui
falo, Pittsburg, Brooklyn, all send magnificent

donations.

the

Across

water,

from London and Liverpool, come tenders
The President has authorized the
commanders in the west to

of aid.

department
issue clothing

and rations to the

sutiering.

All the railroads carry supplies free. Such
an outpouring of sympathy and aid has

rarely

witnessed

been

in

the

world’s

history.

Republican journals are essaying
to put upon the Democracy the entire responsibility of the frightful corruptions
The

which have been discovered in the city

government

of New

York.

In

reply

to

this, read the following from Mr. S. .1.
Tilden, a prominent Democratic' citizen
of New York, lie says in a printed circular.
“Then the Republicans made the City Charter under which we have lived until ISTO. At
the same session the same hand which created
the Republican party created also tin* Supervisors’ board, which has been the source of all
The
the corruption in our city government.
league between corrupt Republicans and corwhich was formed during ReDemocrats,
rupt
for honest
publicaidasccndencv. was too strong
The Charter of that year had the
men in 1ST0.
1 devotes of nearly all the Republicans.
nounced it in a public speech. Wherever the
has reached the Demoof
corruption
gangrene
cratic party we must take a knife ami cut it
out by the roots.”

The prohibitionists ot Massachusetts are
in tlie field with their State ticket. At a
convention in Boston last week, they nominated Robert C. Pitman ot New Bedford
for

Governor,

Springfield,

for

and

Eliphalet

Lieutenant

Trask

of

Governor.

not poll an immense vote. The
Labor Reform Party has nominated for
Governor, E. II. Chamberlain.

They will

Post

I’Kitcir.

<

nlicc, tot. Ilith.

Agassi/, is about setting out
from Poston on a deep sea survey of the
lie has at his
ocean bordering America.
Professor

I nited States coast survey
steamer, fitted for the purpose. She will
carry a dredging apparatus capable of

orders

The

lisiMRr, Oct. li.

1-; i.

Swa/ev.

1*1.

1

employed by tin* Russian g
inent to raise the sunken vessel at .-evastopol
the Crimean war, and had .superintended th>
was

alter
con

being indignantly

whipped

—Wo call tho attention of the radical
papers to the fact that the Illinois Democratic Convention passed a resolution favoring the revival of shipbuilding—which
rather overturns the assertion that western

and southern Democrats oppose that

industry.
-Those South negroes are getting to
he as bad as the Ku lvlux. At the Savannah election one half of them voted the
Democratic ticket.

Hasn’t the adminis-

tration any soldiers to

spare?

s

road.
thousand dollars to the stock. Speeche- were
made by Richard 1‘. Buck of New York. D.a. Daniel

Sargent, lid,ot Brewer, and many other-.
The Congregational Church was formally .'pened
last Sabbath, after having been elosed t.-r n pairs
during the summer. This church dilie. -is now an
ornament to our village—having been .-mpiei. iy
overhauled, reseated, beautifully frescoed and furnished in a superb manner. The late Daniel Robinson left by his will one thousand dollars io I...
pended about the altar with the under standing lhar
u
the following inscription *hould be placed
I’he lighting
"What mean ye by this servicer
by a splendid chaniialier.a gift ot Mis. Richard Buck
>■>
and sister, of New York. This -oclety i- n
Last Wednesday .a •nmg
prosperous condition.
.1 >:
the sale ot pew? took place they .vere alldi-i
>.v -ol t,
at a premium, except a very lew that »ia

\ bef!

making

an

I

U'ge,

a

i|u|*cd

111.111, tn»W

ill

til

HI

u
I a v master II >dge is sen tv -m ol t t. n v ,i
the Penitent iary uni mi main until tin lull
itimi i** paid. The Pn siam.-unt «>1 In- del u
,I.*111 approved "t the lirsf part of the sentence
the PI a part
but di- Ipi'iov.
S
pea k Ol of da.-oo rood’s wife us “that
-tiili-uo-evl. Tiller, Will. I..star, of Holyoke
r -1 to his father- by means of
_• 11 h

|. ,,r
ai

Ma-- v\aa -.Vile

Nt al lv 1 s\
thousall.l'lllilil us ot pollock have
be- n ea’imht ill the bay at Kasiporl within th.
The ti-h caught m ttii- school
last fortnight.
liave been unusually largo and ploutv

<

Ni

a

h

put

K

The Great Fires in

the West.

|

prevailing in the West
been initialled within twenty-live
All through Central and Southern
now

stantly, though evidently exaggerated.
Only two lives are known to he lost. A
Swede, named Conneaut, of lvandiyoct

the
ent

their boat-.

on

t«» India by
>i-l I'mope m i
l»
i ■— than four per
<anal has tail. .I
ot the amount forwarded rca« lied i Is dealt*

The

has not

e<

The water i- reported so low in the uppei
holding an xlubi- 1
Mi-si-sjppi that fvv- inva.le the haimiel Hint
excellent display.
! steainhoal captains arc having cow-catcher11

The drouth

<

Houston. I’evas, is -aid to have oiuinittctl n
than IT murders during the la-t liv yeai
lb- lias certainly improved his opportunib
b< ing only
cars old.

■ > ■->

—

commented on. A correspondent of the
Herald says that “the idea of Camden’s
springing aleak in that ipiarter was too
much to believe.” We should think so.

th it ih bur-ting ot a k<a
The t .a/ette -a>
chan duller lamp in the ladies’ parlor of the
few evenings
Thorndike Hot*!. IP* kl and,
near set-inee. caused a lively seen** and cam
ting the house on lire.
-cue

Kuropeau and North American rail
As evidence of hi opinion lie mibscribi t• -n
for the

years.
Illinois the wells and smaller stream- are
completely dried up and the inhabitants
find great difficulty in obtaining sullied nl
working at a depth of 3000 fathoms, and water tor household stock. The -nil is <n
The
the Professor intends making a zigzag dry that plowing is impossible
drouth extends further north and to Wiscourse between the eastern coast of Amerconsin.
ica and the deepest part of the Atlantic
Fires in the woods and on the prairies
as far as Capo Horn, and so up the west- 'are
prevailing in every direction in the
Northwest, including Michigan. Illinois,
ern coast to San Francisco, dredging all
Il is
lie anticipates a now revela- Wisconsin, Minnesota and lmva.
the way.
believed the flames can only he arrested
tion of the condition of animal life from
by heavy rain. The country is as dry as
those unknown depths.
tinder. In Minnesota the great prairie
fire is still raging with unabated fury, alarrest
Of all the terribly thrilling accounts though the slight rain of yesterday
Ited its progress for a little while
which wc ever published, involving the
last
acat
the
course is southeast, and
life of a single human being, the one in counts it had reached nearly as lar south
another column which gives the particu- as the Minnesota ltiyer which, il is hoped,
lars of the fall of a man from a balloon, will stay its further progress. The wind
drove the fire forward with lightning
surpasses them all. It is a story to make
and it was burning fiercely in the
rapidity
(ho reader chill with honor.
big woods around Glencoe, Megur. ManReports of the rav—The report that a Camden woman kato and New Klin.
are coming in conages of the tire-fiend
her husband is
anew

\ shrew I connubial strategist ot I Imira. N
V.. feels better lloVV.
11 i W i fe found out that
he did iot love her a tad sweetened her tea with
laudanum. The sly widower atvfully colloid
ed an insurance poliev on h**r life and then re
from tie druggist who sold
covered dam ep
lea the poison.

oem-

struction or over two thousands miles ol railn*:. ! in
that country. lie stated that it was his opinion that
a
more profitable section of road could -cure, ly
built than this, as it would be the natural outl. to

and more are called lor.
The Bucksport Farmer’s riub is

em-

was saw

>

■

tion this week and

Mr. I 'red. H ale in the

iv

iug train

was

sea

relation to these excel-

Tin Press
a>s that N i'hanie! Uhdd-ii. u
was -me f by a pasif m m. a Lied
veal
-n lie- Kiev A l.incoln Kail road nem
the -1:11i> ii in Nohleboro and inwtuntly killed.
About two months since lie was run into by a
band car and seriously wounded.

iu

also voted to instruct and enipow -t the dio
xce
rectors to issue tirst mortgage bonds, n<
nt. u
twenty tbousand dollar* per mi. at >ix
terest payable iu gold. Remarks w-iv m id- by < ol.
(Joweu, of Boston. it will be remembered that this

the

m

Hi- death, which happened ill hi- berth.
\t forty odd bef. i;
Tliev went and mid th«- sevton.
\ nd the sc\t.*n tolled the bell.

Swa/.ey Clerk and 'treasurer.

gentleman

card

The bed consecutive series of puns contained
in a -im.de stan/a. may be seen in II '.id's loin
lines upon the dealh of a sailor:

Daniel Sargent, vd, Brewer: .Jacob W. iMmer,
II f.
Bangor: Richard 1‘ Buck, New York. s.
Swa/ey. .Joseph 1.. Buck, I rederick Sj-»tl.»nl, and \.
1. Hill, of Bucksport. Subsequently tlf Dir-vtor?

It

Whig

a

left hand
aim
in eontact vviih tin*-aw md his thumb
mi-sin.'
The
Was taken eomplelelv oil.
piece
was picked m the stream some distance below
the mill.

a

elected Sewell B.

net

o'

ploy Ol Ml. A. l’». 1'Ver. at I.agratig
ing shingles on Tuesday, when his

tors—

ot

arreste,.

was

he found
lent uood-.

Bucksport.

Bi

thief

may

meeting of the subscribers to the stock of
the Buoksport fit Bangor Railroad, held lit -la-i
evening, the following gentlemen wer.rho-e dir.-,
At

Her

oil casks and kerosene.

\

wood, Illinois, lb.

■

Correspondenc of the Journal.

plain

black
freight and burned to
velvet with gray I’.iil/r loops and gray
parents reside in Oswego, \.
Another pretty suit was
V. Others in the building narrowly es- ostrich plumes.
of French blue cashmere braided
in
caped. The lire caught from the sparks
Silks for
of an engine and spread with fearful ra- black, with blue velvet turban.
wear have an overdress of muspidity, the flames being fed by exploding evening
lin, lace, tulle, or
This latter ma- I

other intlammahle

ha

to

of

black silk underskirt cut demi train, and
plain gray cashmere overskirt ornamented

.11

NnuTii Km

A very

have seen had

and -aid

of

the most,

perhaps

The pemoer.it -.,v Hi.it H<>n. Pints. A Shaw,
P.iddeford, w ill so.hi ere, t .• large factory and
r.-enguge in the manufacture of sewing in iale suiHeient to give employment
cliines on a
As this business will
to several hundred men
not be located there unless siitlieient inducements ar oil.-r. I, it hopes this enterprise will
itv
receive every encouragement from the
.mthoriiie- md tlit* <ui/ •n< generally.
ol

in the town
Braid
day. and, lor want ot
an
apples
very large,
by
empty freight cur
prison, was locked up in
been the handsomest ever -hown by the -oei-t
standing on tie* < lileago and \lton Bail road
it freight train e.atne along,
Some U n varieties of wheal were on xhibilion, track. Thai night
attached lie prison ear. and whirled it away.
tin* statements showing good yields.
Ily-, NeAt Morning the Braid <>od people found that
barley and oats made a good show. Tin -am- ! their prisoner had not only es. iped. but had
lii> jail along with him.
ple* of corn were excellent, but not so many taken
m number as on former occasions.
< >f P t at"
When the others ot the Staten Ulan.I Kerry
<' mij>:tn> are hroimht up tor trial it is believed
b» varieties of large nice ones were exhibited.
which
The diary was well ropiv-entcd by tub-ofnie. i that they will plead the Mlildny law,
all contracts made on that day void:
renderbutter and large cheese-. Native Wine-. Pre- j tin
> expect to free tlioniMclvo** from guilt an I
serves. Jellies and canned fruit were largely I iv-i-otisihility by pleading that, tin* people had
• rid*. Sundav.
no hu-me-s
shown: also small fruit.
broad elaim iii an article of daily and
Much of the success of the -how i- due ro th<
|i iuniversal u-e. that i- heller and cheaper than
committee of arrangement- ai d tie g-n r.h
hot the public has endorsed this
any <ain-r
Hu
agent, al.-o to the citizens ot tie village
elaim tor boots and shoes made with t able
the second day’, ail aide addle-- was delivered
Wire.
The immense demand of the
lew
In our papei
past i- steadily augmenting.
by A. L. Parlbtt, a member of the society.

One of the
a

is pleasantly agitated bv a late
Ttie lover went alter his girl in a
vehicle
with
mullled wheels, while an a.
light
eotnpliee drove a hen\ier machine adapted t
as possible.
The lady
as
noPe
much
making
being duly deposited iti the mu tiled vehicle, the
heavy one d ished oil at a furious rate, with
lovers were
papa in hot pursuit, while tie
noiselessly driv ing in the opposite direction. an !
shortly became mail and wile.

Oilman, III.,

elopement.

mostly upward <»l seven t. «• t
and sl-crs us ni-. and largbe shown :it any fair where 111«•
di I

was

skirt may be worn plain or trimmed to
suit the taste of the wearer. If trimmed

ing the freight departments ot the Fitchburg Railroad, were burned with all stylish

!

fullness.

varieties has

Waldo

autre,

<

c»ws, heifers

as can

does not,

1

Baptist association held its t »rtyi-ary at Windsor the third week m
w i- an o.•ca.sion of deep interest
and
September,
to all present. Tl..
of tie* previous year
wa re re-ci.ct.‘d, vt/
\\
>. Tloinas. Moderator: Ik s. Pi-li, t lerk. and >
llanscom,
Treasurer. S. tnons w .■n.* prea. lad I»v U.*m
Iti.-Unc
tud
llr k.
Trask,
Thomas,
Fish,
The social meetings wa re deeply interesting

Th
thill

ml Horticul-

breeds are not brought in.
Two public balls were occupied by tic Inn-.
hold and farm products. Me-si r\- large ball sv.itaxed to its utmost capacity in displaying the
tine guilts, rugs, needle work and fancy irlicb
of almost every description.
A line di-play ot
musical instruments, manufactured in I moil,
was made in the ball, which when one
enfund
to touch the keys, showed superior tom
Pease’s large hall was tilled with tb- product
Of the orchard, field and garden. Tm di.ee.
t

dresses, silks and cashmeres take preference for most occasions, yet the poplins.
empress cloth,

a

Society.

of oxen,

yoke
girt;

found in

Frown

Agricultural

—

and autumn

rose

Knox

>.

This Society held their third annual fair at
McLains Mills. Appleton, last week, and -u
tained their form* r reputation for getting up
successful show. T'h«- society has no Agricultural Horse Trot in connection with it.
The show of Neat Stock, Horses, < "It-. Sh-p,
Swine and Poultry, was very large, numbering
some *200 cattle and horses.
to
There \\ r•

plume

back of the crown

pink

a

tural

brown hat had ribbons

light

plumes

North

and ends

loops

of dark blue ribbon, and dark blue

Ibm. Woodbury Pavis lias been tiled in the
Probate otlh e in tins city.
In it he bequeaths
all his properly to his w it.- and daughter tor
their use during their life time, and on their
de« ease, if any be lelt.it is to be divided into
tilths, tw..-tilths to be divided equally between
hi> two brothers, one-lifth to go to the children
of UP lister, and the remainder to be divided
equally between the American Home .Mission
trv >
i< ty,the Maine Missionary Society and
tie Pi-malc orphan Society. [Portland Press.

George Homicide Trial.

Tuesday.

oil

the loveliest hats shown at the late opening of Jordan, Marsh & (<>., was of

turquoise

St.

The trial of Frank Smalley, indicted for -talking and killing William June-, at "I. ib-orgc,
in February, iSTn. was concluded at l: m UI.ukI

stitution is

1

>

labors

American

leader.

1-

alb-nipt

-me/.

tialioti.
Ii was J.»h Billings who remark d that
'•knowing how tew set down square <.n a hile
without hurling the chair, i/. one ol the lost
arts.”
in, •■tin/ o| | Ip corporators of the Mam.
\i
rcncril h« i'pif a I. at P.Mtlaml. on Tuesday, lion.
John B Brown wa> chosen president.
■

I

The Ncwburyport Herald says th>- Director•f the Ka-I. ru Bailroad have decide l to lav t
-eeond track from B "ton to that city.
■

I

I he

Illinois farmers
corn crop "

aged, their

are
so

consequently so small.
A New Hampshire man

said to he disc.un
great, and the pri.

amused

uigr

>

i-

by exclaiming in lus sermon-nap, "iNnuc.
conic, •sarah. don’t crowd so.
lion

The divoibusiness lets been brisk in the
Penobscot Suprem. 1 udi. ial ‘ourt thus far this
term.

Kngli-h experience is said to show that out of
tliirtv colts from thoroughbred stock, hut

cverv
one

proves la-t.

Pittsburg young man took matrimony and
small-pox at the same time. The honeyino m
\

w

asn’t

a

sueeess.

Smile seal'll]* dallbed the trout ot John Neal
"•»!
residence mi state -treet. Portland, with
>

tar, Thursday night.
C. P. tiallison has retired from the Dexter
bv his
(ia/ette, his interest having he. n bought
partner. It. >. Kobbi ns.

ccuutv, and a man, name unknown, who
startl'd from the same county with a drove
Brigham Young in Court.
of cattle tor Fort Harry, was overtaken
Sai.t I.xkk < itv. Oct. n.
Brigham Young
by lire. There is no means of aseertain- accompanied
by a number of Klders, appeared
inir the amount of damage done owing to :,( the I’ourt tiiis afternoon, and was held to
the large tract of country over which the bail in
to answer for his appearance befire swept and its inaccessible nature, but fore Judge McKean. He is quiet and dignified,
seemed
lie
hut
evidently very feeble. Brigham’s
it must be very heavy.
Many small counsel
lirst put in a plea of abatement, which
towns are completely destroyed, and the was
overruled; the next movement was to
oMlie
solitary farm houses in the track The | quash the indictment on the ground of the in
burned.
lire are almost universally
dietmont enumerating sixteen different charges,
as |
alleging that he lasciviously cohabited with sixsuffering must necossarialy he great,
teen different women.
homestead,
During the argument
many farmers lose everything,
close l in this question, Brigham retired. He instead
live stock, crops, with a long winter
lor the defence, will continue speaking to this
K very thing is quiet tomotion to-morrow.
upon them.
night, although multitudes of rumors are in
lt w;i- dicirculation tli:it in the event of conviction there
The wife of the murderer lbi-w.
It will scarcely he otherwise.
may he trouble.
voreed from him at Bancor la-t week.

Local

Items,

lost arts this year.Eaton Miaw, who
'Uprrinu-nds the state rum fountain r»t l’ortu;-l. and j> the Head Centre of that branch of
r
lical moral reform, was in ourcitv last week,

'li1

&c.
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The Camden Herald learns that, there is a
prospect of lime-burning being resumed at
< a rude n Beach.
A dockland man will take
half interest in a kiln, if some of the citizens
will take the other half.
The
draw
»tli

e>

Fuglaiid.

Ireland. Scotland and Wales.

For small re ill ill am-.
'afest way.

<

11 > i

is the

cheapest

and

'1'he papers speak in prai- <>\ Mr. Milhurn
who is to appear at II ay ford Hall on Friday
and Saturday evenings. He personated Rip
Van Winkle at the Si. I lines Theatre, in Boston, a week ago.
The collector for the I nitariaii parish recently called upon a waggish worshipper lor lii<
subscription, and received a check on the Savings Bank, which read tints—
“Pay to L. F. White, agent of the Lord, S-5,
and charge to my :recount.
c,. a.
John did’nt ask for the identification or credentials of the hearer, hut put out the green-

backs, at

once.

Wild geese are seen living
and winter is coming.Lather your
fruit if you would save it from J ack Frost.
The weather is getting cool enough to make
oysters relish, and clams arc b ‘.ginning to shell
out.The lengthening evenings furnish facilities for furtive flirtat ion.The most popular
newspapers with ladies are those that make the
Siiokt Cake.

over,

most

as a warning and for lh•• beuctit of
j
and others, who sutler from Nervous
iii. \ii:ans oi- -ski.i-n kk. I
one who cured him-elf, and sent free I
on receiving a p >st-paid directed
envelope.
AddrNai itAMi.i. Mayi All:, Brooklyn, N. V.
tun 15s p

IJl'BI.lSIl
yoany

l>«

per IieaJ. Store Cow-. $joa5.5.
Oi»a
Sheep and LatnV—Extra and selected lots,
:t.5o; ordinary, $1 75aJ 75; or Irom la7c per lb.
Swim—Store pigs, wholesale, ta 5c; retail, -ai e
per pound. K.it Hogs hah l-Jc.
Boultry—Extra, 1 a 15 l-Jc; medium, Flai l l-Jc;
poor t-'laRl .-4c.

BOSTON

Champlain

.McNeil.

A

Strange Re-Union.

;

M!i y,

Ac.,
Written by

TO

TOl IllftTM.

Ill .VIIZIFITM OF MOTIIFIt*
testify in favor of LATHAM’S CATHARTIC F.\
TRACI.
lisp

liaise,

j

j

There lives in “Youngtown,” Lineoln'boid ;'i the stic. doorway of this oiliee, as they
ville, where sin* lias resided for many
o'-'
ii"!
o namental; we shall publish a list of
years, a widow lady of about so years,
named Polly Field
whose only resource
be
that persist in the practice.
since the dea h of her husband, seventeen
y«*ar> ago. except the generosity of her
Supreme Judicial Court, Knox Co.
—bo—- irin —
neighbors, has been until recently a penM
ot
Sept. term ot the above court, sion of .*!M> a year granted by governSPECIAL NOTICES.
bid. Dickerson presiding, the following ment for services rendered by her husbavi been disposed of, by the report band in the war of 1S1:?. Forty-five years
1 1
5' Ci > R 1) 1 LA I 71 j.
ago her first husband, 1 lammond, d ied,
■d '.'it (i a/ettC
leaving her in indigent circumstances E. <■ It t \T.
Jf.U'.r.
A i' ii P*. P A icr \ -: Inhabitants of Washwith a child live years old. At the urgent
solicitation
of
Mr.
a
man
of
some
Palmer,
GRAND
DRAMATIC
EVENT.
F’ii- a-i- an action agam-t the town ,>t Washmeans, she allowed him to adopt the child
t.*r an injury re,-civet by plaintilf. in
\ >\' jii1 »«■,-- Isii!'. in consequence of an alleged
and give it his own name. Soon after
defect in the highway.
The damage ciainied the child was taken
away, and the mother
a iS'sono.
ii appeared in evidence, that the
could never learn what became of him.
The New York and Boston Favorite Star
'eiaiiil.il wa- riding, in company with a man
Comique.
but from the fact that she did not hear
name! Plunuucr: that between sunset and dark
from or of him, finally came to the pain- 200
th > 4';i111-i 1 it one [/*v<'tt’s, and tn driving again
New \ork.
Lust Fall al liltibf
’•
tie
or immediately after regaining it.
ful conclusion that lie. must be dead.
Afthe w he!- pas-ed over a large boulder, or rock,
ter the disappearance of her boy Mrs.
b in- partly imbedded m the earth, in eonseHammond married her second husband.
'im-n- e *»i which they were both thrown from
Will su-t tin several characters in his original
liearriage. Bowler received a severe cut on Mr. Fields, removed to Waldoboro,
Comic < ipcr.i, entitled
th, fa*
and a concussion of the spinal column
where they resided a short time, and then
M .e
less sever*', from the effects of which
removed to Younglown, where Mrs.
he has not yet fully recovered. Medical testiFields has evei since made her home.
mony was introduced to show the severity ot
SPLENDID DRESSES,
the injury, and it- probable effect.
During a recent visit of a cousin of the
A X 1»
old la Iv, named Mattocks, to Brewer, lie j
'flie defence claimed that Bowler had been
GROTESQUE DANCES. ;
drinking, and at the tune of the accident was so found out by Mime means that her son i
much intoxicated that he was not capable of was not
Assisted by his
only alive but a very successful
driving, and that Plummer was in
worse
C O AS BS B A .4 T BOY.
condition even than Bowler. It was also fur• business man, senior partner in the lirm
of Palmer & Johnson, Brewer, extensive The only M ! LBIJKX will also appear as
ther claimed that the rock was not an obstruction to travel to persons exercising ordinary lumber dealers, and residing in Bangor.
"Van
arc. and that the road was ‘-safe and conveuOn his return home Mr. Mattocks informieii;" a- require*I by law.
A very large numa Magical Transformation,
Introducing
ed
tin*
old
ol
the
fortune
in
lady
good
ber >f witnesses were introduced on hoili sides,
on! the trial lias occupied the court nine days. store for her, and sin* immediately wrote
prom: young to old.
I if arguments are about concluded, and the
to Mr. Palmer.
Immediately on receipt THE JUVENILE STAR, M'LLE LIDDELL.
-will be given to the jury some time to-day.
of the letter, which was somewhat delayDuring the evening the only All I BURN will
<e,tiM. Bli-s A Moore, for Pit!'.
lewett A
ed by misdirection, that gentleman came
give his popular
Staples, fur Deft. (The verdict was for the
down to Lineolnville, though he could ELECTRD' SKETCHES OF ENGLISH LIFE
town.]
The criminal docket will be taken up as soon
hardly believe the evidence that his mothand will give a selection irom his
a- the above ease is concluded.
er still lived.
The St. George
But “seeing is believing,”
FIFTY-TWO COMIC SONGS,
manslaughter ease will be the lirst lor trial. and thus parent and son (now a stalwart
Attorne\ General, T. B. Meed will assist th.
of which lie is: the COMPOSER, including
man of fifty years) beheld each other after
Count.) Attorney in the prosecution.
his latest Political Hit,
a separation of forty-live
The following divorces have been decreed:
years. The last
TAMMANY" IS DREAMING.
William ltobertson, libt. vs. Susan liobertson. day’s of the old lady will doubtless be
Prices of Admission :r> and f»u Cents. Reserved
i frill for libf.
spent in peaceful contentment.
Seats (numberedt may !<*• had of M. I*. Woodcock,
John < Dumont libt. vs. Mary J. Dumont.
ii seems mat Mr. Palmer had m ins
Main st., opposite American House.
Beattie tor libt.
early years endeavored to find his moth
Gilbert B. Thompson libt. vs. Deipliine
or, but was told by people in Nobleboro
Thompson. Drake for libt.
1 i KrFT K1 v & CM I EAPKR
Eliza
Baehelder libt. vs, John M. Baeliel- that she was dead*. 'Pile error probably
THAN ANY OTHER
der.
Hire & Hall for libl: Mortlaud for li- arose from the fact that Mrs. Fields1 last
belee.
husband had buried one wife, and the
BOOTS OR SHOES;
tlliariue Sutler libt. \s. Daniel Nutter.
parties inquired of did not know of the
Beattie for libl.
THOSE FASTENED WITH
Edwin E. Rhoades libt. vs. Ella.I Rhoades. second marriage.
Ilealtie for libt.
The above facts were obtained from the
-ludson J. MeAllister libt. vs. Mary E. Mc- old
lady herself, and may be relied upon
Allister. Barrett for libt.
as substantially correct.
[Camden HerLizzie A. Kilton libt. vs. Erie Kilton. Perald.
BETTER—Because they are more Pliable, more
yigo for libt.
Comfortable, are Water proof, and are warranted
The Texas Election.
Rev, W. R. Alger of R iston, is hopelessly in- not to Kip or Capo.
CHEAPER—Because, while their first cost is not
sane.
in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like grade,
Washington, Oct. 8.
their Durability is far greater, they preserve their
A
white
was
pure
squirrel
recently captured Shape much better,end the metalic
A private despatch just received here
fastening insures
in Newbury, N. If.
a more Equal Wear.
from Mr. (riddings, the Democratic canto light and heavy work.
Equally
applicable
A
new
locomotive railed “The Thoma>ton,*’
didate for Congress from the Third DisThe immense demand having called forth imitatrict of Texas, states that the Democrats has been placed on the K. A. L. Railroad.
tions, consumers should be sure tuat every boot or
shoe hears the Patent Stamp.
have elected all four of the RepresentaWhat is Vitality?
Some philosophers
Mold tiv Healers Evernvliere.
tives to Congress from that State. An- <‘all it Animal
Magnetism, some Nervous Force,
0wl4sp
other private despatch, more in detail, others Caloric, hut by whatever name it may
nailed, the thing meant is the main spring of
states that in the First District, Whitmore,
<’ .4 it SB !
it is the principle we inherit, and
Republican, is elected, probably by a existence;
which may he nourished by proper attention to
IT HAVING BEEN REPORTED TO ME
small majority, though the, Democrats the
of the
and the avoidance I frequently that many ot my old friends and customrequirements
claim to have carried the District; that of excesses; it is wastedbody
ers ol Waldo County, considered mo connected or
or destroyed by overConnor, Democrat, is elected in the taxing the mind with study or anxiety and in- interested in a store In Belfast.
This is to correct any such impression, as 1 am not,
Second District by about 1000 majority ;
temperate indulgenc.es, indeed it requires an nor have been so interested
lor the last six years.
expenditure of vitality for every thought or Furthermore, that I am now located
that in the Third District (riddings. Demin ltocklainl
action equal to the magnitude of the thought or with a fall stock of Dry
Goods,
Crockery Ware, &c.,
ocrat, is elected by a decided majority,
When the body and the brain are well
action.
which will pay to visit Rockland and examine the
and Hancock, Democrat, beats Degener,
balanced, the stomach is capable of restoring same. Ten Dollars will buy more of some kind of
the waste; but when the brain is large in progoods at my store than fifteen will at Belfast.
Radical, by about 1200 majority.
at some future day I will meet you
portion, the stomach is incapable of supplying allFurthermore,
at
and make your hearts glad with low
the
other
in
is
too
words,
expenditure
it;
large prices. Belfast,
-The English doctors think that the
CHARLES F. KITTREDGE.
for the income. Here lies the cause of so much
Rockland, Oct. 10, 1871.
gwl-lsp
cholera now existing in Europe is not the suffering from diseases, of the Heart, Liver,
Stomach and Lungs, and Fellows’ Compound
genuine Asiatic malady, but a loss terrible Syrup of Ilypophosphites
■BATCHELOR’*
HAIR
RYE.
is the only preparation known which imparts this vitality directly,
disorder, that originated in Russia.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—
and consequently the power to overcome disperfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no
—Glory is well enongli for a rich mail, but it ease.
is of very little consequence to a poor man with
^disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable
genuine Win. A. Batchelor’s llair Dye
“Parsons’ Purgative Pills*’ will greatly re- odor, flic
a large family, who is receiving hut nine shilImmediately a splendid Black or natural
lieve, if not entirely cure, dyspepsia, when produces
lings a Jay. [Kennebec Journal.
Brown, leaves the hair clean, soft, beautiful; does
have
been
else
fails.
tried
They
everything
not contain a particle of lead or any injurious comThat is what the poor men who voted
in some desperate cases, and have given more
pound. Sold by all Druggists. Factory, If. BOND
for Grant are thinking about this time.
relief than anv other medicine.
STREET, N. V.
lyrlJsp

In thi» city, loth inst., by Rev. F. Stanley Bacon,
James II. Mitchell to Miss Ada M. Pole.
In freedom, Sept, 23, Gardiner L. Eastman to
AMiy K. Nye, both of Clinton.
In Concord, N. H., Oct. 5, John N. MeClintock of
U. S. Coast Survey, to Josephine Tilton of Concord.
In Swanville, Aug. 31, Albert S. Harvev to Louis
Sc-kins, both of S. Also, Sept, is, Leonard Harvev
to Sarah Harvey, both of S.
In Stockton, Sept, iRufus P. Herrintan to Mary
S. Goodhue.
In Rockland, Oct. 1, Oliver A. Jackson of South
Thomaston to Carrie M, l ower of Rockland. Also,
Sept, flu, Pe j. I. Lvrmond to Mary F. Snow, both
ol It. Also, Wm. T. Richards of Camden to Alnieda
Butler ol Union.
In Sedgwick, Sept. 2 Grenvilh P. Clapp to Clara
M. Thurston, both ot S.
In Bluehil!, Oct. 1, Hiram Bowden of Sedgwick to
Louisa K. Hincklev ol B. Also, Lemuel A. Reed ot
Swan's Island, to Clara F.. Salisbury of Bluchill.

I

1 >1 El).

Theatre,

GREAT" MILBURN

■

the first settlers of the town, and a fine
specimen ■. t the sturdy old pioneer race. His wile,
with whom he lived ti-i years, survives him.
In this city. Sept. 12, Eunice 1\, widow of the late
Col. John Brown,aged 27 years ami s months.
In Brewer, Sept. 17, Hiram N. Goodwill, aged Id
years months.
in So. Thomaston, Sept. 28, Marian Any, aged 23
years.
In Cushing, Sept. 17, James Young, aged so years,
Also, Oct. 3, Mark Jameson, aged do years.
In Warren, Sept 27, Sai iu> 1 Merry aged 73 years
8 months.
In Wahloboro, Oct. 1, Fred Fish, aged 22.
In Camden, Sep
28, Mary J. Bachelder, aged 3d
years.
In Vineyard Haven, Mass., -sth tilt., F. Crooker
ol Camden, aged 43 years.
was one of

,.
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Machines.

took for the blood. Still I got. no relief lor seven
months more, all the time doing my best, with aas we have- in our city.
Finally I call
eel at the New Y'ork University P>ranch, and the
proprietor said he could help me. So I commenced
on his medicine, and in tour weeks I
thought 1 felt
relief, and in eight weeks I was able to leave my
cane at home, and have been we ll up to this time,
three months have passed.
DA V1L> 1\EAX1E R.
Portland, Aug. 2el, 1870.

good advisers

For twenty-five* years I have su tiered with Scrofula
and Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.) Have paid out hundreds oi dollars, and been treated by several firstclass physicians without benefit. Some four weeks
ago, I commenced using the Univ- rsity Medicines.
At the time my forehead and head were- covered with
sores and scalincss ot the skin ; also my tongue was
covered with small ulcers. I am to-day tree from
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommeuei
these medicines to the- afflicted.
S. C. MUNSEV. 27 Chestnut St.
Portland, Jan. 21, 1870.
As certain individuals have* reported that the abov
| certificate is false and my disease as bad ns ever, I
wish to say, at the time f gave the above- certificate,
the story was not half told. In aeidition to flu* above
my leg and back were covered with sores. I aiu now
well and feel at least twenty years younger than I
I did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the afflicted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be detern ei by the cry of humbug. 11
! cured me, it ha-, cured many others. 1 believe the
extract ot cancer plant will cure any blood disease
In exist-, nee-.
S. C. 31 UNSET, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland, June, 1870.
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Sherry Wine Bitters.
THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
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Portland, Me.

This may certify that l hud been suffering with
the‘‘Rheumatism,’’for five months, ami it that time
if seized my right hip and leg down to the foot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic." i tried many
kinds ot highly recommend- <i medicines which 1

Digger

does its work equally well under .11 condition.- of
the field. There is no stooping or bending the back.
The operator stands perfectly erect, and by one motion of tin hand ami foot the tubers are instantly
removed from the hill and the product ot two rows
are deposited in one, tree from dirt; tints rendering
the work of picking up mere nothing compared to
picking alter the horse diggers. One hand will pick
up tour times as many in a day after tnis digger as
In* can after any potato digging plow. One boy. la
years old, can dig and pick up more than twice as
many potatoes in a day as a tnau can in the saute
I have dug. myself, la
time with a common hoe.
bushels in less than three hours, with this digger.
It is, beyond all question, the best implement for
digging potatoes ever ollered to the farmers ol this
country. No farmer would evi dig potatoes with a
common hoe, after using one of these.
We will send this implement, with directions tor
using it, to any part of the State or country on receipt ot price, and warrant it to give satisfaction.
Price, $4.00. Sample Diggers sent to anyone who
would like to act as Agent, tor
jr Agents
wanted in every town.
Address the Manufacturers and Patentees,
1 wlD. P. IlOWE & CO., Augusta, Me
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Launched at C'alais, 5th inst., from the yard of ().
B. Rideout, seh Trott-King, 207 tons, owned hv the
builders and others. Also, from the yard ol Robinson Bros., 30th tilt., sci. Etta Mary, P.w tons, to be
commanded by Cupt. It. B. l)ix.
Sell Willie Hmve, of Booklin, from Savannah tor
Providence, with loss of maintopmast and also with
main boom sprung and sails split, was spoken 2ith
11k., f>0 miles SE ot Frying-Pan Shoals.

bad
1 had
them

South Paris,
b. 2, ls7i.
Du. s A
—Dear Sir
The medicine I got at
your piu« o, Jail. 2d. has lone wonders for me. It is
all you recommend if to be.
You may make any use* of the above you think
Yours truly,
SETH MOUSE.
proper.
The above case has been floated for tie past four
years by different physicians lor cancer.

N KWH.

TOUT OF

j

Digger!

Howe's Hand Potato

....

[Obituary notiers, beyond the dude, name and aye,
must be paid for.J
In this city, Sept. 28, Mrs. Sally Clark, aged 71.
In this city, Sept. d, Willie S., \oungest child ot
Thomas 1\, and Sarah J. I ogan, aged .s months.
In this city, Sept. 10, Barbara J. Stevens, wile of
John Stevens, aged 71 years 7 months.
In Thorndike, Sept. 30, Joseph Rich, aged ‘»0. lie

Potato

The attention of Farmers is solicited to this New
Implement lor Digging Potatoes, by means ot which
this important crop can be secured much quicker and
easier than by any other method. All larmers know
that potato digging with the hand-hoe is hard, backaching work; the slowest and most disagreeable of
all farm labor. When potatoes are plowed out, they
are scattered and man} are lost; the work of picking
up is tedious and slow; none ot the hor>t potato
diggers work well it tlie ground is stony and weedy.

1
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you have a alw combining soothing and
healing properties, with im dangerous Ingic 1ient. A remedy at hand for the many puius uml
Relies, Wounds a: 1 hrtiises t.i which tlesh U heir.
1- more easily applied than many other remedies,
!• ver pr--lu-ung a bad effect, lent
always relieving
pain, however mv-iv.
It is prepared 1 »y .l//«v S'luyer, who has used U
in her own extensive treatment f tho siek. for
nearly twenty ears, with great mi. cess.
T! principal di—as. f- wlth-h this salve Is reconmien '.e
('hlUi ii->s\ Wurnntinu, Pitn,
are.
>
f. Oi l I '!■■■ r», >'•-•7 IIIirum. .'•/ nun\. Harm,
]■' ■■
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HiC /■*■,• /' h. Ih-ii/iiftiS, Il.tUs, HiitJ-trot <ns,
‘.f 1
< ".e. it. Z'oothm he, Ear< '■>!■■
Hit'
a'h<', S-'i't’ X./■>■'•'. Hahlnrx'i, StcolUn BrnutU,
/' :i, S it l jh'bf, Ti f/iinj.
Zuipfed y/on.h,
S
Ji/'uiivs. (( riiekeil I.If*, and
on Chi'"i. n
It In ver tails to cure liheunmtism/If properly
Rpp-t d. K;;b it "11 Weil with the hand thnwr Utaou
a da;.
In s
ra! a-.-s it has cured palsied limlM.
F--r J‘7,-,- it
h.--n di>eo vered to boa auro reined
lVrsons that have been atllictod for years
li
been reli'-v. d by a f.-w applications. For Erysijf In * it works wonders, allay mg the lnflnmtnatiou
nnd piieting th.■ patient. F»r Chafftd ZhuuUi it
produces a cure imine liately. Let those with Salt
llfo :ni obtain tliis Salve, and apply it freely, and
tin y will lind it invaluable. It is good in cases of
.</■/ •■■i and Z'o.oD i.
I'tnrrri have boetl cured
with it. The be-t salvo ever invented for Swollen
Hf i't. and S ./
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Mire to utlord relief.
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HERE

With RuhUcr h«»tv» «•«*»» (lie Mpringit.
It runs easier and wrings drier than any wringer
ever made.
I'lie Universal is the Best."
Am. Agriculturist.
Case* Treateel !»v LeitiT,
Sold by the trade generally, and by
One bottle of your extract of
Dk, Staples
CEO. IS. 1IOOO. Gen ! Ag-ent.
Cancer Plant cured my little boy of Serotula ot 15
| months standing. It I should write all day could
'.T Water Street, Boston.
not give a full idea of his sulferings.
We employed
IwfJ
Wriiigcw of all kind- It ^paired.
five physicians without relief.
His .-ores are all
healed and he appears perfectly well. We Hunk ;t
is a wonderful cure*.
Several of mr friends are taki l <) \v i<:’s
ing the medicine with good success.
31 rs. W3I. J. LEWIS.
Old 'Town, Sept. 17, l-;*..

Hand

MAERIEJX

j

I have been troubled with Scrofula ad my lifetime,
and Neuralgia ill the head lor seven years, and have
consulted good physicians from Maine to N'e.v York
without any benefit whatever. I have taken six
bottles of the cancer plant, and one anil one-hall of
tin* Neuralgia Elixir, and te lif tie of some1 other kindand 1 now feel better than I e ver was before in my
lif.-.
1 cannot say with Mr. Munsev, that 1 h-ei
twenty years younger, being only twenty-eight, hut
I never felt so young to my knowledge in
can say
mv life,
Mrs. A. O. W. FOSTER, Wilton, 31 c.

supplying

Let no one leave home without a bottle of 1. A 1 11
AM S
ATHAIM’U’ KXTRACT. One should have
a
stomach of iron to stand hotel life: but the most
delicate ne.a not fear, with a bottle ot Latham’s
cathartic Extract at iiami.

PRODUCE MARKET.

inferior do ut Hallo: baker
at L'allc;
Western Butter, choio. grades, at r-’aJoc, and common do at Hal7c per lb.
1-jiFle t..r Ohio; Ft 1-J
CHEESE We quote at
allc tor Vermont and New York: 1 luFlc lor choice
dairy, and L>c per 11. lor common cheese.
KCHiS—Tlie market i.- at Jba.'lOe per do/, and there
is a little more demand.
BEANS- W. quote choice Northers hand-picked
5 V5 ;
pea beans at $5 OOad lj; choice Eastern at
common pea beans SJ 1'JaJ
; choice mediums ;it
s.J .50.1 J 75; and yellow eyes at S- 75 pi
bush.
Al’l’LES—The market i.- hardly so strong, and $ 1
is the selling price lor the best fruit n-day.
VK(»K TABLES -.Jackson Whites are selling at
50c per bush, Norfolk Sweets at $j 75, and derscys
at .>:i 5o per bbl; Onions tire dull at sJ J5 per bbl.
HAY
ton lor the best
We quote at ShOai'1 p
Vermont and Canada hay: >’ taJ<> for inferior: $JSa
do tor Western timothy, and
I5al7 for Swale. Straw
sells at $‘JSaJ0 per ton.

$ 15o without the least benefit.
worth ot the University Medicines,
from the abov-■ trembles.
JOHN SHAW, West Coni’! St.,

over

h’I>

NOTICE

Monday, Oct. b, 1*71.
Bl riKU-We quote strictly tine lot of fall made
Butter at 5,v; tine dairies, comprising fall and summ.ik'-.at JSuhoc; good lair lots at JAUic; common do
at

For five years I have sutiered with catarrh,
consumptive cough and pain in iny lelt side.
employed several physicians and have paid

men

Working Oxen —Extra, SjourJuU; ordinary, $14ua
100; poor Oxen Irom $ 55 to So per pair.
Store Cattle— \ earliug-. s.H!
year olds, £ 15a
J$, '■'> year olds, s:5aih. t hose ot a poorer quality at
price? ranging Irom S7aSu.
Milch
Cows
Extra >55 e.io; ordinary, ;~:l'J:i5"

of
alike to him that

Wringer.

the fomms of a\ iwaliii.

75a .....
tJ ides Hid 1 allow
i’.i ighton I ides s i> 1-Je: Brighton Tallow * •. > !•:••; c.iuniry Hide- ; 1 j.
Country
Tallow ,oi5
('.ii: Skins Liaise: Sheep and I.amb
Skin-, $ 1 50.il 75.

edy

To the Agent of University .Medicines at Wutcrvlll-.
Dkai: 31 ks. Flood:—I think it my duty to address you with a few lines stating my cure with vour
wonderful catarrh specific.
I have been afflicted
with catarrh ever since a child and have spent a gre.it
deal ot money among our first doctors, and have
tried everything 1 heard ot without obtaining any
relief, i am cured by using your Catarrh Specific.
•
1 am willing to answer all enquiries.
Mrs. L. A. BUTTERFIELD, Watervi’Ie. Me.

BUY THE BEST.

Cable Screw Wire.

Belfast Post Office is now prepared to
money orders, tor Soft or l -'.on post
in

41
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Bulls, &c.,

State..ft*

Some three months ago I was persuaded by my
wife to take the University Medicines. My health
and mind was so badly affected that
my friends became alarmed tor my safety.
In a week after commencing to take the Medicine, I felt great relief. I
am now as well as any other man.
My wile h:i> been
lor a long time nilliolcd with disease that hr*
Taflhd
the skill ot our best physicians: some of which pronounced her case incurable. Under treatment of the
University Medicines, tier health has greatly improved. Any one doubting, will please call at No «'
Lincoln street, or at repair shop Grand Trunk
GKO RG K K I N < J SI? I R V.
Depot.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1871.

COLBURN.

Universal

in the

C«*rtiticat«‘w 4»f Cure*.
I have been afflicted with Scrofula and Salt Rheum
all my life. I have been under treatment ot eleven
(.mis? called) physicians, and all tfie time grew worse.
No tongue can tell what uiy sufl'e rings were, with
catarrh, diseased lungs, a fearful cough, my limbs,
wrist and hand running sores, r.o appetite, badly
diseased incidental to my sex.
Though young, lelt
t lat life was a burden to me.
It. this dreadful eonditton, through the advice of a friend, 1 called on
the proprietor of the N'ew York University Medicines. He told me my case was doubtful, but would
do the best lie could; 1 commenced takinc his medicines April 17th, and am free from the above
troubles.
Mrs. HENRY .JONES,
July 10,1871.
Westbrook, Me.

t,

Improved

town

It lias been about one and one-half years since the
l niv ei>ity 3Iedicincs were introduced into this state.
Notwithstanding the opposition from the l'aeultv,
the sale is dally increasing. Thousands ot certificates
can be presented if necessary, but if the
following
arc not sufficient to satisfy the most
sceptical. lO.oOb
additional ones would be useless.
CATARRil, (the mother of consumption, Scrof
ula, Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
PRICK, $1.50, INCLUDING INllALKK.
considered incurable, readily yield under treat in vnt
ot the University Medicines.
& POTTER, General Agents,
WEEKS
FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect sue ;
170 Washington Street,
cess.
Having treated over two hundred cases within
the last three months, 1 consider it sate to warrant MI I.TON AUSTIN, l’rop’r.
BOSTON, MASS,
a
perfect cure to Jo cases out of every one hundred,
lyryeow
without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the face of the G.obe. How many bewail the loss of
precious vitality without having the
slightest idea ot the cause, their manhood is daily i
vanishing and they are gliding !nto a state of hopeless decay. I have treated over five hundred cases
of this malady within six montl s with the University Medicines with perfect success.
Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book free wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
Address
PIE I,IEG STAPI ES,
250 Congress St., Portland. Me.

MISS SAWYER’S SALVE.

FOR ALL POINTS WEST AND SOUTH.

pending, making bribery a ground
challenge to an elector, and denying stillYage

receives and him that oilers a
•orrupt inducement.
hiedri'-h Wilier*. dr., wa- nominated hu
^eeret.try of "'tate; A-lier V. Nichols for Cuinptrolh r: Wheeler H. Bristol for Treasurer; and

;

TICKETS

J.

htate of Maine and

#ier*Agenta wanted In every

Sq

W.

the

Mow llrunwwick.

§
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the vapor lrom the Balm every cell or alveole ot the
lungs, and every bronchial tube, is reached; the
lungs are expanded, and the healing qualities of thu
weed are brought into direct action upon the diseased organs
The weed lrom which this Balm Is made wa* discovered by a well known professional gentleman ot
Boston, upon the prairies in the great valley of the
Mississippi, through,itlie instinct of horses afflicted
with the heaves, and is therefore strictly a great
Natural Remedy. He cured himself of consumption
when pronounced incurable by the best physician*
in Boston, and now, alter fifteen years of nearly uninterrupted health, confidently recommend* it to the
public. When used in connection with the Prairlu
Weed Balsam, it has proved itself an unfailing remfor all consumptivedifficulties. Send lor Circular.

Congress Hall,
P K L K O
8TAPL K S
Agent for

i

a.

BALM,

Under

!

tka

tIVt

Full IXHAL A TION.
The method of treating Diseases of the Lung*,
Asthma, Catarrh, and all tubercular affection*, by
Inhalation, is an acknowledged success. By inhaling

Age.

BRANCH OFFICE. 230 CONGRESS ST.. PORTLAND.

§

©

ment. now

for Attorney General,
Votes again*! TJ for Charles 0’< mireceiving
nor: and the staie ticket was completed as follows: State Kugineer and Surveyor, Van. It.
Richmond; Canal Commissioner, (feo. W.
chapman: Inspector ol Stale Prisons, David B.

New York University Medicines

at
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fraudulent repetition of votes, and a dishonest
of the ballot, which arc treason to a
representative government: and that we approve ;he passage of the constitutional amend-
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BLACKS ST E R EO P IT CO N,
Dr. A. A. W11.LETS,
OLIVE LOO AN,
DU OHAILLl,
HORACE OREELEV.
Tickets for the Course $2.50. For Sale
Bookstores.
Belfast, Oct. 3, IS?I.
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Friday and Satnrflay Eve's, Oct. 13 & 14.
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'iinws,

'TUiE COMMITTEE OF THE BELFAST LYCEuni lias the honor to announce to citizen* and the

public generally that they have arranged for a eour»e
of TEN LECTURES, at 11 AY FORD IIALL, for
the coining season, as follows
W. II. U. MURRAY, Thursday, Oct 2ti.
To be followed by
Hon. WILLIAM PARSONS,
(iEOROE VANDENHOEF,
J’rof. E. S. MORSE,
Mrs. ALICE DUTTON,
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shape of scrip.The owner
killed by the train near Thorndike
b.
-i'll! :a a bill of sp2b.
Tlie engineer offsetPi a h age of ?! 1*7AO for cleaning th*- engine
1 a •>!< i grass.V flock of
•i
partridges api ii
.i
the cemetery a few days ago. and
were killed.Paring bees and eoon
'mi
among the rural amusements about
i
tin. .Mr. Colburn, at the railroad depot.
'ci
t m bets to all points South and West ni the
ov. --:
rate-.Ellis’- Fruit 'Store is the in'‘•liption ot a new sign on the basement of
d
i,i Block.Loafers are
requested not to
ho h

Naiioua!. o|

i‘;r-1

d sta

water- in tin'

Provi-
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nn-

or

country.
Resolved. That we view with indignation the
corruption and extravagance recently brought
threatening which don’t amount to much. Old to light in the management of the municipal
iYobahjliiy holds ’em back, doubtless.Hiram affairs of the city of Sew York, and denounce
• •.
\Men. F-q. has made his burial lot, one of as unworthy of our countenance or toleration
all wh arc responsible therefor. We pledge
Mm uio-i
"in! it'itl in the cemetery.The house our best
efforts to prevent a repetition of such
ol tic Hoit. James White i- to be dos, .1, and
abuse* and will look with satisfaction upon iho
of all upon whom guilt can be iixpunishment
Mi
i'uiil \ aiiscnt during the winter.In aned. We appeal to records and tacts to prove
a
to a distant inquirer we arc compel led to
that the deplorable condition of affairs existing
that there i- no sioek of the Lewis IP-m slate
in New York was inaugurated and fastened upon the city by a system of irresponsible governu
i.
in ‘lie market. Tin* enterprise was unment insiituted by the republican partv and
mining 1’urriTs house, and he threatened continued
by it through many years, under
an injunction.Win. B. Swan is to
occupy which the growth of extravagance, peculation
and fraud wa* inevitable: and \\v demand on I
tb
liotisc of Dr. Monroe, who has removed to
D'liinm e.Remember the Miiburn entertain- the part of our next Legislature such further !
reforms in the city charter a* shall eradicate the
ment at II tvfbrd Hall, on Friday and Saturday
legislation through which such frauds were
mugs.The castor beau, a plant that possible, and secure, among other thing*:
First, an
opportunity for the people ot
c-w- to the height of s or 10 feet, with
huge the city L»early
choose new municipal oilieers; secleaves, is cultivated for ornament in garden- in
on
the
ond,
part of the Mayor more »mupletc
tin- cdy.Mr. Smith, who resides on the control, and, consequently, more complete responsibility for the subordinate department* ot
i-tcru side of the river attempted suicide by
administration : third, tie* liability of the Mayor
b■ i!!■_•’11g la-' week, Imi wa- pre.ventod by the
of New York city, with the Mayors of all other
inti rferenci of Mi-. S.I f anybody has cities, to be removed by the (inventor in the
same maimer as Sheriff* of counties are now
gun and proposes ?.» shoot partridges, the acremoved, upon proof before him of malfeasance
pL'd time h:m come. I! i- a pretty good bird. in olli-v or
neglect of duty fourth, elections m
Me
J with plenty of butter.Has any girl
the Spring ot each year, so a* to place in the
hand* of the people the power to malm a comt
handsome embroidered garter?
We
of tin1 City < i<>vernment: and
iii’l lin I one, but know who did, ami the ft 1- plete change
lift 1) the publicity of accounts at all times, and
b'W cherishes it a- a rare treasure.To-.lay,
facilities to tax-pavers to restrain and punish
i. l-ili. i- the tilth anniversary of the great
abuses, and to 'cciire the speedy trials of offenders in independent court*.
tii
m thi- city.The dry goods dealers areR*'dved. That iXpeiicnce has 'iiown the
al; making tine displays. Bui kett is gorgeous
neeeS'ii v o! restraining and doiining by constiwith new style- and brilliant colors.If m>>re
tnt i.»1!:11 enactment the power of town*, counties :fnd inunieipalitie* to create debt and to
cim.’V'.ble weather than thi- ol the Indian sum
tax the property of citizen
m r
i.-in-d. it will be dillicult to timl.Tiic
R«**oi\ed That while reads amidetermined to
aigo tin ir round- as regular y as in dogpurge local administration* of abuses, we mu.*t
not lose sight of the duty ut e*iiTeetiug the ronmuch needed.\
days. am! ai- m-arh
fc' «cd ami all-prevailing corruption in the Fedtarmci
»! Hi- vi. unity wa- In town mi Monday
oral (lovcrnmenl. Congress and the executive,
with
pair i-l rows yoked and attached to a
in r< uisiimmating theii scheme ot centralizatioii,
load.Hi city authorities discover* d on M-m- openly disregarded their constitutional obligation* and tampered with the judiciary, and '<■
i\
that
-mall wooden structure in a vacant
manipulated the system ot expenditure, debt
"ii Main
shvet. which was supposed to be and
paper money, a* to demoralize public senused for ditlcg nt purpose*-. was fui! of guntiment and corrupt social ml business life, ;i.
a- m-ariy all
well
the channel* of political adw
111
file villaimm- saltpetre will be repi
ministration ; and the protjigacio-. m the Cusmoved.
tom House. Internal Revenue board*, in tin
1 in's•:ay sinned mu. i, like a day that belongarmy and navy and in the highest walks of ofi t"
duly, .lieI had got belated somehow... lice.'a* well as in municipalities, are ripe fruit*
of
Ibi* 'V'Inn. ami wil call the attention ofth**
Thraw- exhibited ill Woodcock's showea-e
people to the fact that this corrupt power
ii"' !<• imbibe juleps through,
but for the triumphed in :unl controlled the recent R pubuiaiiM
Ili an < nil vent ion a. >y raeiiM1.
ure of fancy frame?—altlio* they might
Resolved. That a* the ivgi.-try laws, so far
l'Vi ted by the wicked.Imlgo Dickerson
from preventing lrauds in elections, have provhold tlje o.-tober C'otirl in Augusta.L. ed shields, under the eover of which they ean
d. Palm a' ha- huif. an addition to the Foundry
more easily be consummated, we demand that
he provided against a
building, when he j- manufaciuriug his im- some olhei safeguards
c machines.A milkman wlio
sup.
the "ant«>r<I steamers at this binding, lost
hi- pocket-book overboard while coming across
Pc plank, and there wa- much bread east upon

,,!•

i-i !
1:

T*.

u i*

towards despotism, and which, if not arrested,
must prove fatal to our republican institution'.
Resolved, That we recognize the emancipation of the freeilinen of the South and their
enfranchisement and perfect equalit v before the
law as the inevitable sequence ot the civil war
and of the overthrow of the rebellion against
tb
I nion, and we bold it to be the duty of all
i" sustain them in the e;ii<>> merit of their established rights and to aid them in promoting their
own welfare and the general prosperity’of the
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1 he primary cause of Consumption is
derangement
of the digestive organs. This derangement produces
deficient nutrition and assimilation, By assimilation
1
mean
that
j
process by which the nutriment of the
! food is converted into blood, and thence into the
solids ot the body.
Persons with digestion thus
impaired, having the slightest predisposition to pulmonary disease, or if they take cola, will be very
liable to have Consumption of the Lungs in some of
its forms; and I hold that it will be impossible to
cure any case of Consumption without first
restoring
a good digestion and
healthy assimilation. The very
first thing to be done i3 to cleanse the stomach and
bowels from all diseased mucus and slime which is
flogging these organs so that they cannot perform
their functions, and then rouse up and restore the
liver to a healthy action. For this purpose, the
surest.andibest remedy is Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
These Pills cleanse tlie stomach and bowels of all
the dead and morbid slime that is causing disease
Many valuable horses die from the effects of and decay in the whole system. They will clear out
colic. The best thing to do in a case of this the liver of all diseased bile that has accumulated
and arouse it up to now and healthy action,
kind, is to pour a bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne there,
by which natural and healthy bile is^secreted.
Liniment" into a long nocked junk bottle, add
1 he stomach, bowels and liver are thus cleansed
half a pint ofmola<ses and water, then pour the
by the Use of Schenck's Mandrake
but there
whole down the hors.*’* throat, In ten minutes remains in the stomach an excess ofPills;
acid, the organ
the horse will begin to eat.
is torpid, and the appetite is poor. In the bowels,
the lncteals are weak, and requiring strength and
P uiKs Hoi si:, Boston. This house, locat- support, it is in a condition like this that Schenck's
ed at 1>7 Washington Street. Boston, in now in Seaweed Tonic proves to be the most valuable remever discovered.
Ir is alkaline, and its use will
complete order, it is kept on the European edy
neutralize all excess ot acid, making the stomach
*
I plan, and parti* visiting the city and desiring sweet and fresh ; it will give permanent tone to this
convenient and pleasant lodging will find their
important orgau, and create a good, hearty appetite,
rooms airy, m at and comfortable, at reasonable
and prepare the system lor the first process ot a good
prices, single room* at To cents and si a day. digestion, and ultimately make good, healthy, living
blood. After this preparatory treatment, what remains to ^ure most cases of consumption is the free
1
K. K. n. \ukk's \ la.KTAni i: Siikuuv Wink
and persevering use of Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup,
15ii ri’.e.s an* a certain cure lor female sickness, by
Pulmonic Syrup nourishes the system, purities
taking a wine-glass half full before getting out of bed
in the morning.
Delicate I/ulh-s will tint! it of the blood, and is n-.tdily absorded into the circulation, and thence distributed to the deceased lungs.
gn at -ci vic.' by using it three or t'oar times a day.
There it ripens all morbid matters, whether in tin
tl
Sold by all dealers in medicines.
form of abscesses or tubercles, and then assists NaCorns.
Imagine foi :i iuiiiiiuiI what agony ture to expel all the diseased matter in the form ot
free expectoration, when once it ripens.
It is then,
is endured irom < '• •*•;»>. Bunions, ingrowing
iivatiug uuu put ii) lug pi uperi its Ol
Nails, s >iv 111"iej>•. Blistered Heels, t ullosities
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, that all ulcers and caviriHll vou will
I oil tilt* solos of the fret. Are.
ties are Healed up sound, and my patient is cured.
I miderstun I whv there is a rush for !>r. J.
'The essential tiling to be done in curing ConsumpBriggs’ Corn mi l Bunion lb-mcdies. Sold hv tion is to get up a good appetite and a good digestion
-o that the body will grow in flesh and get
tf'
Druggists.
strong.
It a person has diseased lungs, a cavity or abscess
HivVPaciii;! Brigg's All ‘van tor i- composed there, tin cavity cannot In al, the matter cannot ripen,
so long as the system is below par.
of Ammonia. Chloroform. Spirits of Camphor.
What is necesTin-ton of Lnpuline. Oil of Juuip. ;' and Al- sary to cure is a new order of things, a good appetite,
.ijgood nutrition, the body to grow in flesh uni get
cohol. This e »mpmu 1 in unetjualled n
the
tat: then Nature is helped, the cavities will heal, the
annals of medicine tor tin- cure of Nervous or
matter will ripen and be thrown oil in large quantiSick
Headache.
Neuralgia. Trembling or ties, and the
regain health and strength.
OQ
Twitching of the Nerves, and all Nervous This is the trueperson
and only plan to cure Consumption,
Disc -es.
tf
and it a person is very bad, it the lungs are not
or
even
if
one
is
destroyed,
entirely
lung
entirely
r ;u:s.
l! i> 11o more .strange tnan true that
gone, it there is enough vitality left in the other to
heal up. there is hope.
one half of the adult p filiation suiler with in1 have seen many persons cured with only one
ternal. external, bleeding, or itching Piles. It
sound lung, live and enjoy life to a good old age.
is admitted by emineii: medical men that a reThis is what Schenck’s medicines will do to cure
liable remedy mu.-t and. wid have an extensive,
Consumption. They will clean out the stomach,
sale.
This has been demonstrated by the j! sweeten and strengthen it, get
ap a good digestion,
wonderful increasing sale of Dr. Brigg's Pile
and give Nature the assistance she needs to clear the
Remedies. The progress of this disease, in its system ot all the disease that is in the lungs, whatCQ
ever the torm may be.
various forms, is arrested, and some of the most
It is important that, while using Schenck’s medisurprising cures have been olleded by it" use. cines,
care should be exercised uot to take cold;
Sold by Richard S. Moody. S. A. Howes A Co.,
keep in doors in cool and damp weather; avoid night
Belfast. L. < urtm Jr., Scat-sport, Roberts A
air, and take out door exercise only in a gonial and
lliclil'oni. Stockton, Mudg- tt A Sibly Prospect. warm sunshine.
J. \V. s.-avv Franktort. and 1 >niggistsgenerallv
1 wish it distinctly understood that when I recommend a patient to be careful in regard to taking cold
tf
while using my medicines, I do so lor a special
ska Moss Fakim: from pure Irish Moss for
reason. A man who has but partially recovered from j
the efleets of a had cold is far more liable to a relapse i
Blanc Mange, Pud-ling". Custards, ('reams, Ac.
Ac. The cheapest, h aithi <t. and must deli- titan one who lias been entirely cured, and it is (ire- !
; V FOlt SAI F AT '■ :
cisely the same in regard to Consumption. So long
cious food in the world.
as the lungs are not perfectly healed, just so long is
tvwnm —a■ ——
there imminent danger of a full return ol the disease.
Lienee it is that I so strenuously caution pulmonary
m
i;. 1;. 1 > f, i> o
l*8U( KM ( I IIHK\T.
patients against exposing themselves to an atmosr vWeekly for the Journal.
phere that is not genial and pleasant. Confirmed
St V
consumptives’ lungs are a mass ol sores, which the
liKi.iAsr, Wednesday, (let. It, ls."t.
least change ot atmosphere will inflame. The grand
secret ot my success with my medicines consists in
7 to
'.‘"doll.OO Hound Hog,
Flour,
my ability to subdue inflammation instead of proo
17
10
Ou Clear S’l l’ork$l '. to
Corn Meal,
1114
it, as many of the faculty do. An Inflamed
voking
7.
0
to
l.'.’.oo.oo Mutton per lb.
Kye Moil,
lung cannot with safety to the patient be exposed to
0 to
s
Mto
t»u Lamb per lb.
Kye,
the biting blasts of winter or the chilling wind of
oo larkey per It*. IS to
2U
note
Corn,
spring or autumn. It should be carefully shielded
H
7" to 77> Chicken per lb.12 to
Parley,
from all irritating influences. The utmost caution !
2<> to
00
J.'ito *7.7 '. Duck per lb.
Moans,
should
be observed in this particular, as without it a
17.
to
3s
Marrowfat IN a .l.ooto l/Ja Jee.se per lb.
cure under almost any circumstances is au iuipossi.V.to oO IIay per ton, $20 to 22
Oats,
bility.
no
1"
to
to
00
Now
Lime,
$1.27.
Potatoes,
The person should be kept on a wholesome and
uo j
Dried Apples,
10 Washen Wool f.o to
Mo
nutritious diet, and all the medicines continued unto
-12
Coukiiiyr, o.> !i» ,»o Un\\as’d
rill IE WINTER TERM OF TIIE ABBOTT
til the body has restored to it the natural quantity of
::o
l’nlled
15
to
'Mo
5(>i
Mutter,
J I'AIIII.V M IIOOL. at Little P.lue, Farmflesh and strength.
l.» to
(JO Hub.',
7to
oo |
Choose,
1 was myself cured by this treatment of the worst
ington, Mo., will open on Monday the .*oth ot Nov.
(
all
00
o
2-M
'.‘a
t
00
Skills,
lu
to
FgS?S,
kind of < onsuniption, and have lived to get tat and
Catalogue sent on application to Principal,
77. to 1.25
11 to
la Sheepskins
Lard.
the-;- many years, with one lung mostly gone.
6wH
s
A. J. BLETHEN.
Mo
Meet,
Wooil, hard,$7..7.0 to 0.00 heart>
1 have cured thousands since, and vry
hav«
many
W.
soil, -1.00 to oo
Ap'!-, Mail win, lain l.oo
been cured by this treatment whom l" have'never
o to
7.
0 Dry l'ollock,
to
Veal,
seen.
lo Straw,
mo
$.s to lo
Dry Cod,
About tie first of October I expect to take poses- ;
sion of my new building at the north-east eorm r of
j If you wish to obtain the La i’I-;st I.MritovKMiiN’T
•Sixth ami Arch streets, where 1 hall be pleased to 1 in Clothes Wringers, get the
give ad\ ice to all who may require it.
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Full directions accompany all my remedies, so that
a person in any part of the world can be readily
1 For the week ending Wednesday, Oct. 4. J
cured by a strict observance ol tin* same.
At marki t {nr tin current week—Cattle hI Jo; Sheep
d. H. SCHKNCK, M. I)., Philadelphia.
and Lambs 11,7*’»':: Swine lui ».
i rom Main-' Cattle i: Sheep and Lambs FJls.
(■!« <
(.OOlMtn A C O.. IgcutM,
Brices ot lteet Cattle, per luu lbs, the total weight
BOSTON.
ot bides, ta 11•)w and dre.-sed Beef -Kxtra quality
$075*7 ; tir-t qiialitv >''..a', 50 : second quality 5 J5a-5 75
third quality;?! 75a5; poorest grade ot' Cows, Oxen,
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The Cause anil Cure of Consumption.
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Those Who Have Been Deceived by
the incompetent empirics tlnit have attempted
to enlighten the world upon the delicate matter' relating to the generative organs should resort to the works published by the “Peabody
Medical Institute," Boston, as the source of
true information. Those who are suffering as
t hough without hope from the errors of youth
—tho'O whose vitality has been impaired by exposures or by intense application to business,
should not fail to peruse “the Science of Life,
The f inale portion of
or Self-Preservation."
the community should make themselves familiar with the “s.-xual Physiology of Woman and
her diseases."
These works, written bv the
Consulting Phvsioian and published by the
“Peabody Institute." Boston, have attained an
enormous circulation and
done incalculable
good. Bead the ads ertisement of the Institute
in another column.

*•

initiated a -v-tem of exemption from taxation
amt protection to moneyed interests, the tendetu v of which i- to make rich richer and the
poor poorer: it has squandered on mammoth
•orpor■ati«>ns the land- which were the pledged
hei it age of settler-, and it now attempts to perit- power by recourse to the grossest
corruptions, by direct interference ol federal
ojlice-hohlers in popular elections, and by resort to military iorce to suppre— lie* civil tribunal' of the country and to control popular
assemblages and elections—acts and u-urpa-

atmosphere is

uirniTK

The

of which every honest person will
pray.The clouds do a good ilea! of rain

t!:.

tin

Mi

to iiiiiieaie u.-ii
["i
Iia> li: hi> pipe and is

>mok’

Secretaries.

Resolve 1. That the Democracy of Now York
l.- fuiv tho people of the I'nion the Administration at Washington as false to its »•,institutional obligations. It has prolonged dissensions that follow civil
war,
kept alive
sectional animosities, refused amnesty to submissive citizens,and denied peace to the restored
Suit**-; it has set up privileged classes and

done up

■

Fir

v

Brown..Th»*

now

Liking a wliiil'.WV
i1'
indebted to John Kimball of Swanviilo lor a
v\ iiamtsome specimen of sweet corn raised
him.The stops ot the old brick school*
ho'i.r are being rebuilt—slops over which we
:• p; unwillingly to school,” m» many long
-•»
ago-There is a plan lor tin* detection
;*nd punishment of fruit thieves in our city, for

<

Hr

>•

crop!-_.The telegraphing

and

Resolutions reported the
among others, which were

on

arraign

—

;he whole

Presidents

following,
adopted :

tickets are for sale at the bookstores,
the _*uh of « n-tober is near at band.The
arc making ii fashionable to have in the
full*
<>r -.u i'juarium. with fishes, lizards, and a
.-■•n.-r:
a-<ortment of reptiles.-The crops of
vidU»\v pumpkins on the hill sides look in the
balance like twenty dollar gold pieces
but
th- v arnd.The violence of the drill over our
office ha
abated, and the rigor of war are
mitigaii d > ruewhat.Murray will open our
'•• turc .‘Oin^ on the jc.th, with his new disc.uirM- on Deacon^, which
gave great satisfaction at Boston.it ‘‘beauty draw- us with a
'dig!, hair,"* a~ the poet says, what i> to be exted wJi.-u the girls let down on their should-

nreitv

■

\

committee

profitable agricultural scrape.The

international line in tld- ciiv is
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by the entire harmony ol its proceedings and the united front which it presented to its opponents. The question of the
double delegation from New York
city
was settled by the
Tammany delegates
waiving their right to seats, for the purClarkson X. Potter
pose of harmony.
was made Chairman, with a full list ot
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The Democratic Stale Convention at
Rochester disappointed radical expecta-

trade.These rool mornings are
to house ilies, especially if
’la- windows i. left open.Every kind of
preeling d<me at the .Journal office: send in
'••d. r>.The greatest incendiary is the
id' :a family recently found half a card of
among the chips and shavings left in
1.
by workmen who smoked while at
'V
*rk.< -Ids are the most fashionable attaeli’1
:it Hi'? n re...Mu-'.i richness for next year’s
to T-tehe>
is being gathered from the
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New York Democratic Convention,

DOLLARS.

SIMPLE, DURABLE AND RELIABLE.

Important anil Essential EleEml»o«lie«l in this Celebrated
ments.
machine titan an.v other in the World.
Hoes every Variety of Work, its mechanism is Unexcelled.
Certificate of

I hail the Catarrh so bail lor seven years, that my
head became confused and painful. 1 was obliged to
g<-t up several times in the* night to ke e p from chokI employed some of the best physicians in tining.
country without benefit. 1 was peifeetly curt-el with
the University 31eelicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland M., Portland.
Contractor on the Portland .Sc Oilgeii-fflurg Railroad,
Feb. 18, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, I have been perfectly free from Catarrh, though I have been continually exposed t«. wet ami colds.
June 10, 1870.
A. 31. 3IORGAN.
I have been alllicted lor twenty years witli Chronic 1
I have spent hundreds ot dollars lor T
Rheumatism.
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, 1
commenced taking the University Medicines, aud I !
can truly say, it has been more benefit to me than all
j
other treatment I ever received. My place ol busi- j
1 shall be pleased to answer
ness is 137 Pearl street.
JOHN TURNER.
ali enquiries.
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Composed of l>oel; Rout. Sarsaparilla, Rock Rose,
"W intergreen, 1 >atide!ion, Wild Cherry, ThoroughWmI'I, l'ri -IJv Ash. 1‘oplar Hark, Rhubarb, etc.
For Weakness, lo.ss of Appetite, Jiiuii-

dicc, Headache, Sour Stomurh, l*ilc« of
long standing, Humors, and 'til />i*ea*ea which
.’/•/.i tV'Ti 'in tinhi'tllh'j Stole nf the Stomach,
/to ft
itnil Blood, for which valuable Roots and
!!
ind tin- knowledge of their great service to
s';'1 ring humanity, man cannot feel too thankful
t-. il.'ii \vi.
wisely provided us with all things.
■

more

ANCHOR
Pad, erery

LINE

STEAMERS

Wednesday it'- ,S'aliirday.

to d* jnnn

Foil* ami

Calling

at Londonderry to laml Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers of this favorite line are built expressly for tlu* Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted
up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insur** the safety, comfort, and
convenience oi passengers.

Passat/e Pules, Payable
To

in

Currency,

(dasg'on Liverpool tV Londoiulerryi

First CaFiu:
Intermediate,

$3o.; \Nteerage,

-----

Patties

sending tor their friends in the Old Counpurchase tickets at reduced rates. For lurparticulars apply to HENDERSON PRO’S., 7
Bowling Green, N. Y.,or COX & FIELD, Insurance
3inH*
Agents, Belfast, Maine.

try

can

ther

pi.4.\«

l'OlkTEM

TVNEI) AXI) PEPAIPEIK
STEPHEN GROVER, from Boston, is hero and
will remain for a lew days, now offers his services as
usual to the Musical Public in putting in
complete
order, tone and tune, Piano Fortes. Those desiring
Ids services will please leave their orders with Mr.
John Pierce, near the Post Ollice.
Also, will introduce to the notice of the citizens of Belfast and
vicinity, in a few days, a Piano Forte of superior
qualities, tone and finish. Those who may be contemplating buying, will find it to their advantage to
examine these instruments, at which time and place,
further uotice will be given.
NTEPIIE^ TROVER,
till
Piano Forte Maker, Boston, Mass.

Teachers’ Institute.
-:o:rnilK
THIRD ANNUAL INSTITUTE FOR
A
Waldo Co., will be hold at Unity, beginning
Monday, Nov. 0, at 10 o’clock, A. M., and continuing
five days,
49'JHoar«l will be furnished at the lowest possible rates. Teachers wishing boarding places secured
will please notify A. F. WATSON, Esq., at Unity.
TV. A. lil’C’E,
Iwll
Co. Mup’i' of SrlioolN.

by

each machine,

a

11. J. BELLAMY &
t»2i
.'hull

au-

$2S.

with

Half milliou Hollars.
Inducements offered worthy the careful consideration of capitalists.
Send tor circulars and sample sewing.
AGEN IS WANTED in unoccupied territory.

secured

Ciibin Roliiru Tickets:

and $7.~> according] $1:10, securing best
to Location.
coinmodations.

sOo

Warranty for Five Years furnished by
the manufacturers

CO., Gen. Agt's,

Washington Nt.,

Insolvency

Hoston.

Notice.

SUBSCRIBERS, having been appointed by Hon. Asa Tburlough, Judge of
l’robate, lor the County of Waldo, Commissioners’,

WE,

THE

receive and examine the claims of the creditors ot
Alon/.o E. Fletcher, late of said County, deceased,
represented insolvent do hereby give notice that six
months are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
prove their claims, and that we shall attend to that
service at the office of the Clerk of Courts in Belfast,
aforesaid,on the second Saturday ot December next,
and on the second Saturday of March, 1872, at two
ofithc'clock in the afternoon of each day.

About a year ago, I was no badly affected with
Kidney Disease and general debility, that I could
scarcely attend to my business. 1 took a Tew buttles
ot University Medicine, and have been well up to
(’HAS. E. Dl’TTON.
the present time.
Store No. 312 Congress St., Port land.
|
I was atllicted with Sciatica for three months most
of the time so badly that I could not null otf or put
my boots and stockings, and in order to pick up
anything lrom the tloor, I had to get down on my
knees, and then could not lift live pounds in that
position. By Using the University Medicines 1 was
(). O. NEWliALL,
cured.
Firm (iosse, Newhall & Co., Printers.
Cor. Exchange & Middle Sts., opposite Marble P. O.
Portland, Dec. 13, 1870.
on

For three years I was badly atllicted with Asthma,
Catarrh, and a fearful consumptive cough.
1 was perfectly cured with the University Medicines in six weeks. For the past two months I have
been continually exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return ot symptoms of the above diseases.
CAPT. A. CLEAVES.

Cape Elizabeth, June 3, 1870.

to

Bellast, Sept. 22,1871.

\ Commissioner.,.
IS

APPRENTICES WANTED
IN A MACHINE SHOP.
-:o:-

Young men, of sixteen years of age and upwards,
good cuaracter, who are desirous of learning
thoroughly the Machine business, and of becoming
skilled in the working of Metals, will lind a good
opportunity for so doing at the Wiiitin Machine
Works, Vv hitinsville (Worcester County), Mass.

and of

Parents arc assured that the location is favorable to
tho health and good morals ot their sons, and to
their attainment of thorough mechanic il skill. Full
particulars given on application by letter to
G. E. TAFT, Suit.,
4wl.'»
Whit insville, Mass.
O

Ii E T !

rpTHE STORE ON
Pluenix Row,
Black & Co.
Belfast, Oct,

HIGH STREET, OPPOSITE
leeoutly occupied by Messrs. S. A.

4,

JOSEPH WII.UAMSON.
1871.
istt'Kt

For fifty years I have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extended lrom
the ankle-joint nearly to the knee. I could not move
without great pain. In this condition 1 commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over mo.
In a few days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and 1 feel like a new being.
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN,
38 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.
1 guarantee the above certificates to be genuine,
and 1 will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them
otherwise.
Persons having doubts will please address the

parties.

3ml2

K.

TO ALL PERSONS,
BOTH SICK AND WELL.
If a Long Lift* of Health aiul Happiness
is tlr-irr l, let these Hitters be taken, particularly
in the Sprint,f and Harm Seasons of the year, aud
especially by the following classes of people:
The !)IK(1L1.\I(', who, from his constant iu
door labors, not having sufficient access to tho
bracing and refreshing air out of tloors, becomes
weakened at the stomaeh, nervous, pale and sickly,
lie
bis food not relishing nor properly digesting,
should take these Hitters, and freely too, in order to get his system up, right and strong, aud hi
prime condition to go through the warm weather
i:i good shape, with his constant daily labors. Tho
exhilarating and cleansing newer'of the Dot k
lio.it. Dandelion, l’oplar, ami Priekly Ash Hark,
is what will bring him up, and make him, physically speaking, once more n man!
The
MILL OPERATIVE will And this Medicine
the very thing to cleanse the blood and strengthen
the system, and wry mild and pleasant to take.
Tim PALE AM* OXFE BEAITIF1L
LADY has l mt to take this compound freely, ami
she will he speedily restored to health, bounty
nml buoyancy. The 1IOYEST FARMER,
the i'LERKYMAX and LAWYER, and
this
MI.A OF SEDE.YTAllY IIABITN
is your Medicine!
After once using it, you will
It will improve you twentynever be without it.
five per cent. The MAKIXER will find it the
best medicine in the world for his use; it make*
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, and capable
of great endurance and exposure; ami when on
shore, it renovates his blood, and restores aud repairs bis system.
The Largest Bottle, the Lowest Price,
aiul the most Effectual Remedy
in the World.
Diploma awarded by tho Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association.
—

—

MOODY, Agent for Belfast.

1‘UEPAREU BY

L.
1T1MPLOYMKNT FOR EVERYBODY. We arc
XLi prepared to give constant employment to any
person who wishes to engage in a light, agreeable
and fine paving business. We will pay a liberal salary by the week, and pay expenses, or allow a com-

mission from which any person of common abilities
This is
can earn from $20 to $50 per week, clear.
no catch-penny humbug, but is one of the most valuable inventions of the age, patented in the United
States and Europe; is a great novelty, and sells
readily, and no competition. To all who wish to
test tin* business, I will send a package of the goods
on receipt ot r»o cents, and those not well
by mail with
the business shall be paid for their
pleased
trouble. Address
4wT'
o. P. HOWE, Sc CO., Augusta, Me.

C li e m I
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ROCKLAND, ME.
Proprietor of l>r. E. R. Clarke’s VegeFormerly
Sherry Wine Ritters.
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.

Sole

table

CAITTIOY EXTRA.—Owing to tho great
Hitters, worthless imipopularity and sale of these
tations may come up in the market, hut as you
value your life and health, he sure and get the genSee that the Portrait of
uine Sherry Wine Hitters
Dr. Clarke and my facsimile signatures are upou
the label of each bottle.

No other is

SOLD BY DFALFRS IN

genplue,

MEDICINES.

A

Newport Romance.

b .ni die died of a broken heart
I t* 1! ihe 1 lie a> *l\vas toM to me),
b ■' !.■
; irit hvi > and her soul i> part
M' ibis --ad old liou^c b\ the sea.
l

fine and French;
m arly a hundred years ago
lie -ailed away irom her arms—poor

1

!•

--

ben

1

tickle and

r

>

Welle])
'’•'illi •’••• Admiral
—

1

Uoehamheau.

what periwigged phrase
Woo i! e
this sentimental Quaker,
< (’■ ot those
lodish days
>i.e iisleii. d—lii mischief take her!

i

ii.; irv«

;i

1

I hit -he k. pi ,!,t
of mignonette
Th:.! he l:-\c. and eur :is their hioom failed
b b tli •. i;!! with her tears -till wet)
Hrr y. nth
it* own exhaled.
itli ;
id:, h:, w l.oii the sea-fog wrapped
shroud
Hound spar and spire and barn and tree.
Her -'eil weni upon that lifted cloud
1 ..in th;- -ad old it >use by the sea.
i b.

on-

\i.d

a

since then, when the (lock strikes

ver

two.
■"lie walks

unhidden from room to room.
And the air is filled that she passes through
With a subtle, sad perfume.
delicate odor of mignonette.
The ghost of a dead and gone bou«|Uet.
1- all that tells ol her ston yet.
< on id she think of a sweeter w a>
The

I -it in the sad old house to-night—
Myself a ghost from a further sea—
And I tru-t that this Quaker woman might,
In courtesy, \ isii me.
tlie laugh i- lied from the porch and lawn.
And the bugle died Irom the fort on the hill.
And twitter of girl> on the stairs is gone.
And the grand piano is "till,
f

or

“■bonewhere in the darkness a clock strikes two.
And there is no sound in the sad old house,
I hit the long veranda drippling with dew.
And in the wainscot a mouse.
The

light of my -fudvdamp streams out
From the library door, hut has gone astrav
In tin depths of the darkened hall. Small doubt
But the Quakeress knows the way.
Wbi- it a trick <»!
use oVrwnnight
With outward watching and inward fret!'
!h
1 -'-' car tie air just now was fraught
W11h :
..fm of mignonette!
1 i!»i i\v and seem almost—
-ti
;•
tin* ocean—to hear the beat
t!h- gi eat
ii If Artery otT the coast.
And to itask in its trojiie heat.
ii

11

w

neighbor's windows the gas lights flare
d-e daneer* swing in a wall/«•! Strauss.
! 1 wonder m-w could 1 ti1 that air
1' the song of this sad old house.

\

odor of mignonette there is
I’oit the breath of morn on the dewv lawn,
\i.d mayhap from causes as slight as this
Ide <piaint old legend is horn.
no

1 ’• 11 ti e s(.il of that subtle, sad perfunu
As *he spiced embalmings, they say,
1 F •: ummy laid in his rocky tomb.
\ \\ akeiis my buried past.
1

think

youth.

of

summer

outlast

\

tli'* passion that shook my

i 1 hear no .*u-i p* ..f -tip* brocade.
V'.i'l I
ii" I;iit at mv library door:
now that the g hosts of my heart an- laid,
''ii" ;* s i"\\ I(1's lores ermore.
n

s..

-t

I ■11! \\ in ! her'in* aim as a faint
perfume
M* whether a spirit in stole of white.
I ''•id ,;s I pass iVoai tb" darkened ...
"lx* Ii 's bet n with my soul lo-night !
1

Month's* for <Vtober.

Allan*!

A

Georgia Volunteer.

pat

h

The bramble sv rest led with the weed
! poll the low 1 s- mound.
1 he simple head-board
rudely svrit,
1 fad rotted to the ground :
I raised it with a reverent hand.
From dii't it- words to clear ;
Flit Time had blotted all but the-e
"A (iHoipii.v Vm.t N"n:i:n.’’
1

the toad and seals* snake
l'iom tangled covert- start.
Xml hide theinselse- among the svreijs.
Above the dead man’s heart:
Fot undisturbed, in
sleep profound.
I 'nheeded there lie lay—
1!ibut the mountain soil.
I i:- shroud. < out,-derate gras
'ass

yotlin

I
1

liea;d tli<- Shenandoah roll
A long the vale belosv.
pass* the A’leghanies ri-e

u in'i)i‘i• jj,* earn", what
lip* *hail *:iv,
’Ad: c tnngtif wiil
cr tell,
H 1; it -lesoJat'-d health.* and }j< ,i !*
H o hef'll h.railse hr |..]| y
M h:U >ad-< \'( d in iidrii braids hi r hail*.
1 J' r hair which he held dear:
< m- le.ck ol which
perchance ;- with
Tie- < Georgia Volunteer.

v\ hat mother with
long-watching eye*.
A iid u Into lip* cold and dumb.
Waits with appalling patience lor
Her darling hoy to conn.*?
ll »' h">'! who*-' iuountain grave swell*
up.
Hut one of many a scar,
< ut on the face of our fair lat i
l*y gory-hamlcd war!
IIc *ii'' ps, w iiat in --I to 'juostion now
1 f it were wrong or right.
He km.w*, ere tin*, who.*- cait-c wa*
in <■'"!. the Father’s sight.
lb wields no warlike
weapons now.
Ib-turn* no foeman's thrust—
V ii--, hut a coward, would rev ile
A n hone*I *oldier*s du*t

in*t

Ib'd. -Shenandoah, proudly roll
A-1--U ii tlie rocky glen ;
A b «\ titer lie* the grave of on*•
‘t M-mewall .Jackson's nicli !
I*cm ath the cedar and the pine.
III solitude austere.
Fid-mown, immune.1, forgotten he*
A !i-:oi:<;ja Vor.r.x: i:i:i: !**

Curious Mistakes in
rorn

ile-

<

Identity.

in annati 'rime* and Chronicle,.

Anum;: the mysteries of the, late “trunk

murder, in New ^ ork occurs that pecukir, hut not unfamiliar one, that the do"■'U-sttd i* *wore to by so many different
From the volumes of law repersons.
ports, and irom the records of detectives’
• ii ices,
we
might compile page after page
of fascinating narrative upon this single
theme, but our limited space permits ns
t" give but a few examples.
Those that
v. «*
note, however, will be found upon
« vimination
to throw a shade even of
idicule upon that sublime “reasoning
through consistency ’’upon that“ unerring'1
calculus of probabilities—through which
K'-lper arrived at the laws of matter,
Newton d* dneed their formula, and without which we would be to-day almost as
ignorant as in the time when Moses called the moon tin; second in magnitude of
the heavenly light*-.
For some interesting particulars on our subject, we are indebted to Kugetie (.Yapsey, who has made
the mysteries of New Turk a specialty it.

j*mrnalistic writing.
In 1 HA 1 Captain .John Hiiekson, master
of a sailing vessel, lived with his wife
Nancy in a beautiful little cottage in the
village

of

I

was

He

Seekonk,

near

Providence, It.

of

spotless character,
religious almost to Puritanism, but also
very passionate, and that Nancy, being
greatly younger than himself and very fair
a man

look upon, should have grown fretful
and unruly, did not add much quietness
to his temper.
They quarreled often;
and late one evening a neighbor passing
the cottage saw through the open window
the husband standing over the wife in a
threatening altitude, with a long whipcord in his clenched hand, and heard also
an uncontrollable burst of
rage and many
threats of violence.
next morning
Ilm
the cottage was
to

closed and.deserted. 'This, however, excited no attention, as John was supposed
to

sailing trip, and Nancy
accustomed to depart frequently,

have left

was

i.uzerenc

\

alley

INSIDE~LINE

account

TWO

■'

From Dublin

comes

an

account

ol

on a

without announcement, to visit relatives
in a neighboring town. But that after-

alittlo dog accompanying a picnic
party in the adjacent woods pawed and
howled at a heap of sand, until the merry
party examined it and found there—the
noon

corpse of Nancy Buekson.
The people of the town docked round
ihe horror, recognizing the deceased, her
clothes and her jewelry. She had been
strangled with a cord, and chloride of
lime had been sprinkled over her body to

hasten decomposition. The cottage was
searched, and a whipcord found upon the
lloor which titled exactly to the marks on
tlie victim’s neck; and in tlie cellar was
a hox of chloride of lime like that scattered upon the body.
Buekson was arrested, indicted, and on
the day.of the trial that would have sent
him to the gallows. Nancy Buekson, alive
and well, though cross as ever, walked
into the village, fresh from a visit lo disThe mystery of the mill
tant relatives.

Sandusky t ounty, Ohio, one week ago.
tin* restless, dissatisiied bride of a youmr
ILLINOIS INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
1
l-.N I’Elt UNI. KKdisTEKED
tanner, who had been given to her as her j
TOWN AND COUNT* H INDS.
husband. They had been schoolmates to- | I’AY ABLE ISYTIIKSIAIK THE AST 1! Kit.
CENT. El USX MUKTUAI.K LOANS
getlior in childhood, but of late years they 1 TEN 1'I.U WITH
WIDE .TIARHl.NS.
had been separated, she attending school
!*('»■ II. MIIIHII1U!) A (<)..
at llierlin. he working on his (bther’s farm.
BANKERS,
The marriage was not objectionable to
Y«. it J»«YEI NTH E KT V I.« YOIIU.
her, neither was it her choice. The young Yon. 1 ■» » A l.>> Lil Malle Mr.. Uhicairo.
couple were married and took the train at OUR 1! AN DliOOK of ILLINOIS SIO V It HIES
SEN 1 FREE.
Norwalk for Cleveland, where they' took i
passage via the lakes for Chicago, intend1'• > 1: OXK MONTH TO Ai l. WHO ASK
ing. as she states, to visit some friends of
op. it: 75c. to .Jan.,$1.50 to
her husband near Elgin, Illinois.
July, ’72; $-2.50 to Jan., ’73. THE
The steamer was crowded with a gay
■ ST.
Every week a Lecture Room
aim irsiive eosmopontinn crowd, includ- Talk by Beecher; Sermon or article by Talmage,
second only to Beefie r in popularity', Mrs. Wiling preachers, gamblers, farmers, traders, j ling’s great serial story exposing secret workings ol
tourists and “sehoolmarms." The even- 1 Romanism in America, and much other good leadings were long and pleasant and the com- ings. G. Halsted, 111 Nassau St., New York.
In the party on board
pany sociable.
I )
Try- Sample* of our great S
were a parly from Buffalo,
among whom
■ ^ IV l^i J
15 page, fl.OO illustrated weekly
a

good-looking, well-dressed youth,

than twenty-two years of age,
to whom the young wife was introduced,
‘•(ieorge 1). Uankin and Mrs. Adams”
soon bename
very friendly, and to pass
the evenings away Mrs. Adams, who had
been nurtured in the lap of free-loveism,
proposed a game of “I’lanehetto.” The
mysterious hoard was produced, and, as
.'lie says, -it worked to
charm.” They
played with the trinket every evening noon the cabin table, and from it she learned
that Mr. Uankin was her true husband,
and that nothing should intervene to keep
them separate. Through the mischievous
“Blanchette” Uankin planned an elopement at Milwaukee, and a
flight to his
triends in Colorado. The stolid young
farmer, busy with the fast youths on the
Joreeastie and deck, noticed nothing tinusual in the close intimacy between his
Ktha and the young New Yorker, nor did
he suspect anything when she asked and
obtained from him his well-tilled pocketbook. The New Yorker and Mrs. Adams
took a short walk while the steamer"
touched at Milwaukee and ot course forgot to return. -V fast night train carried
them to Chicago, and then on to Cuiney,
where they tarried in concealment to
watch for and elude pursuit.
While there
Uankin obtained possession of her money,
to
amounting
nearly §1,000, and exchanged a worthless gilt ring for a valuable
diamond one—a gift from her mother.
They continued their journey on Monday,
and all went well until they reached
Cameron, when her “affinity,” Uankin,
left her, as he said, “for a few minutes to
take a smoke in the forward ear
lie
did not return: the train moved on, but
he. came not. Mrs. Adams became anxious: she called the conductor ; he had a
note for her, written on one ot Rankin’s
own cards.
It read :
more

(inti.—I am called suddenly away from
you. Return to your “hubby” at Klgin until I
call for your. Au re voir.
(ilvOUiii:,

The train brought the shame-stricken
wife lo Kansas City without baggage or
means to return home. Her dream of love
was suddenly broken, her cup of joy
dashed aside, and she now realizes the
first bitter lesson of human depravity and
the folly of “Blanchette,”
Fortunately she remembered that her
mother had friends living in the city, and
yesterday by the aid of the police, found
one of them in Mr. I). B. Jamison,
proprietor of a railroad boarding-house in
the Bottom. There she will remain until
her husband calls or sends for her.
The Panama Star tells the
following
.story of a smart dog: “When the dog
wishes to cross a river where alligators
abound, he goes np the stream a great
way and barks with all his might, the
alligators go there and wait for him to
swim across. The do" knows what he is
about; when he sees from the number ot
snouts above water that his enemies have
all gathered to the feast, he runs down
the bank as fast as lie can, and swims
across before the alligators are aware of
the trick that has been played upon them.'i
Josh Hillings says:
“Never do any
work before breakfast. If it is necessary
lo work before breakfast, have your
breakfast first.11

lit
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attention lias
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the variety of Styles
ami Prices will be

!

calculated to
please the
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Capt.

Fares and
Belfast, April 14,

INSIDE

P>kavi:k Mohaikr
so
great and

1871.

$30.

We will

Payand $30.

valuable
discoveries. 11 you want permanent, honorable and
pleasant work, apply for particulars.
Address DYER & CO., Jackson, Michigan.
our

great

THE CURTAIN RAISED.
ilow it is done, and who does it.
The Alena Book,
192 pages, gorgeously illustrated with cuts, positions
&e. Sent
for lifty cents.
mail,
securely
scaled,
by
Grand Circular, free. Address
WAIMSKN EMMONS,
088 Broadway, New York.

In

City Block, over the store of Isaac Allard.
Apply at THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
Sept. 5,1871.
tf9

ARRANGEMENT.

1871.

\\ edncsd.

liangor every !\ioutlay,

y

and

land in season to connect with the f> o’clock Steamboat Express Train, arriving at Boston at lo o'clock,

|

evening.
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF,
Returning
Cortland, same evenings, at lu o'clock, or on the
arrival oi Steamboat Express 1 rain from Boston,
touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about in

o’clock next morning.
Connections can be made ie Cortland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
Going East, sure connections can be made at B< 1I
and Euro! fust with the Belfast A Moosehead B. B
| pean A North American Railway at Bangor.

[

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
FARE.
Railroad

beauty
d

u ra

of finish,
bi1il y

o

con-

nection

this

with

department

I

you

will find a l:i VLW line of
M (> U 11 K 1 N (i
(; tm» j) s

such

!

I >n

Vi

Tam i~(
m

I’ailsley

Remember
on

Waterproofs

are as low
of last year, notwithstand-

the advance on them
in the Western
Markets.

ing

HE STEAMER

K1>SAN,

Monday,

TO

EELFAST,

Juno

26, 1871,
Leaving Ellsworth at.0o'clock A. M.,on M<»nda)s,
! Wednesdays, and Fridays, touching at Alt. 1»
rt.
Brookline. Sedgwick, Deer Island and < a.-tine, arriv ing in Belfast in season to connect with >anlord.-'
|
j Independent Line for Boston ; also connecting with
-•

WATERPROOFS.

as

1

On

and deWind and

prices

Xliine

.A. PL O- O

ELLSWORTH

Worsted Shawls at
the lowest prices.

our

Commercial
:;r

C.'ajit. G.

new

styles in

’■ M

WILL COMMKNCK Kl.'NN INC FROM

and

All the

'irahlc

|

ic<

Caslnnen1 Shawls
in choice and selected

designs.

Plan.

European

T, Agents

Steamboat

■,

u A AV LS.

S

llie

I'.ASTERX

'id "Cnslnneri's, ('r<‘totmost

Brace

on

on.

from

IN
NORTH TORT,
SITUATE
‘J 1-J miles from Belfast, containing
—-about ft) acres of land; a large orchard of the best Fruit, Grape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Buildings good; House and L.. new. Will keep a Norse
and CJ to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Brick Crivilegr bordering on a brook. Near a School House
and in u good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied for soon.
Apply to J. C. LEWIS, Now Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATER M A X, or .JOHN
M. WOODS.
Ornos.TC
M.ty 4, lsn.

as:

Id fill iant ines,

To Boston by
Cortland, ^.‘.75.

Cortland

Farm for Sale,

and
f

w e a r

In

to

By Steamer

BOSS A STUD1 VAN
Street, Cortland.
June 1, 1*71,

other hut the Beaver and you will secure
Moh air unexcelled for

a

Belfast,

Meals Smcil

Ask tor no

the Maine Central Railroad for Burnham, Kendall’s
Mills, Waterville, Augusta, Portland and Boston,
lit turning—Will leave Bella.-t for Ellsworth on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings on arrival ot Steamers Cambridge and \\ itahdin. touching at the above named landings.

Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, by Sanfords’ Line, $4.00. From Ellsworth to Bel-

fast, $2.25.
FKKKillT TAKEN AT FA I It KATES.
*j*~T!ie Steamer AESi-O.
good -Tibstanti I,
side-wheel Boat of 260 tons burthen, v\ ith good accommodations for pussr-ngi rs, and in lirst-ratc ordt r.
W. O. M< DONALD, Agent at Ellsworth,
'.1
(iKO, (i. WELLS, Agent at Ihlfast.

<

is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the on/y entrance to his oHiei is
S«. £S, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
office.
DR. DI\'

t

i

r

1 laving
purchased our

Dr. Dow, since 1M5,having coniim d hi- whole atPrivate
tention to an otlicc practice tor the cure <
Diseases ami Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters inu-t contain one dollar, or
they will not he answered.
< Mlice hours from s A. M. to
P. M
Boston, July •*?;>, ls?l.
lyrl>

<«i tnmi

(Vnti*al

K.

1\.

tisiii^idii^s<;i.

(lout's

Furnishing

Goods.

such as:

Shirts.

Drawers*.

Stock-

ings. Braces, Neckties,
.tec., constantly on hand
Feathers,

Oil

Carpets,
Hemp Carpets, Curtains. Fixtures,
Cornices, St raw
Mat tines, &c.

will

hi1

found in stock at
market prices.

the

lowest

MILLINERY.
We take
this method of
informing the public
t hat 1>37 October 1st, an
entire new stock of Millinery
(ioods, will be added to the other
departments of this store, under the
sole charge of two experienced
and popular milliners from
Those desiring
goods in this line

abroad.

do well
to give them
cal 1.
a

would

WANTED--DOMESTIC YARN,
Highest Cash Prices paid.

Greo. ‘W. Burkett,
I1A1F0KII BLOCK, Church St., Belfast,

On and after ,11 N E 5th, next, passenger trains
will leave Belfast tor Boston and Portland, at h.k.i
A. M.—at 7 P. M., connecting at Burnham with
ng- far
night Express with 1*iiIIimuii
attached, for Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at <'» A. M,, connecting at
Burnham at ,s.:S0 A. M., with mixed train tor Bangor
and Dexter.
'trains are due at Belfast—At Jo A. M. Night
Express from Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At tk 15 P. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Bo-ton. Freight 't rain, at
5 I*. M.
Through Tickets will be sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all .Stations on any ol
the lines managed bv this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
E. E. LINCOLN, A-s’t Sup't.
tf-47
May 27, 1871.

M A S O N

German

S

Liniment I

TITHE (litLATEST INTERNAL ANT) KXTF.R1. mil Remedy ever u-ed tor the Cure ol Cold,
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Contracts d Cords, Mucles and Tendons, Sprains,
Frost Bites and Chilblains, Cuts, Bruises, Burns and
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera and (’holer.* Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, also inflammation of the Kidneys, Liver Complaints and Palpitation ol the Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ol
Directs, Reptiles or Dogs.
The above medicine is compounded on the most
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Internal and External diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
and
corrects any and a! 1 derangements of the ncrvo-vital
fluids.
The above medicine has been put to the severest
test fewer met with, and has proved to he more than
represented. It is recommended by all tv ho use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be addressed and will receive prompt attention.
4tf

DOLLAR REWARD SOAP
Washes

without rubbing; Removes Pitch, Tar,
Paint, Crease, Sweat and Leather Stains, &c.;
Washes with Hot or Cold, Hard, Solt, or Salt Water;
Saves Labor, Time, Fuel, Clothes, and Money.
Clothes washed with it wear twice as long as it
washed with common soap. One pound of it will
wash from fen to fifteen dozen pieces of ordinary
family washing. It washes the finest lace without
injury, and rendeis all articles us clear and bright as
new.

THE

IIOLLAIK

nKllMKD

SOAP!

Try it in tlie Bathroom; it leaves the skin cool,

smooth and soft. Use it to cleanse your Marble
Ornaments. Mantles, Door-steps, &c., and Brick
Walks and Alleys. Use it with scouring-brick in
cleansing iron or steel; it saves half the labor, and
gives a better appearance. It makes Tin Ware shine
like new, and has no equal in cleansing glass or china.
Dissolved in boiling water, it makes the best and
cheapest Soft Soap in the world.
CTIA It EES E. nOfMIl & CO., Ronton.
SOLE AGENTS FOR NEW ENGLAND.
For Male liy all Ctriicem.
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Poor ituni. U hinkry, Prowl Spirits
i-d. spiced and sweetmill Rein.-,, Liquor*
i.i
called Tonics, ’’"Appetiz
cried1
■'

*'

c" lb

1

|

point

repair.
3 iiiltiitiiuntory and Chronic Itiicuiua(.out. Dyspepsia or Iudigcstiou,
Dili mi- Hemincul and Intermit teat Fevers,
lit-s of tin- Blood. I.tvur. Kidney*, and
Bladil r, tin- ■: BUtern wc been most succeia
t
Surli Di*en*t‘s are caused by Vitiated
.-rh is generally produced by derangement
Blood,
<
Digestivt? Organs.
DVSPEPSJ.A Oil
INDIGESTION, Heal
m
I'm in ’n
lers, roughs, Tightness of the
Lr .•-? itions of the Stomach,
( h*D:.-'
«,
t:
M' 'iih, B lions Attacks, Palpitation
1.u.itusf the Her.: t. Inflammation Of the I ungd.Pain In the
:i nl a hundred other painful
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CORN, MEAL, OATS AND RYE !
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at
Shippers :it
<11 UU.C.
to

All orders
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W. T. COLBURN.

positive cure for Pysnepjia, C- I)-’ ;
Indigestion, Bilious Complaints. ami
1 >i-eases having their origin in
imi-ure stnt of file Rlo.-.i.

tie
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United States Hotel,

oi ('.‘imter;,-
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BROWN

'STr4>i3iout Street,
•I win

Every
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Hosomi.

Hush.

Man iiis Own Painter.

Is the title of a Book published by ANSON
GILMAN, Lewiston, Me. It gives lull direction.-*
Mixing and doing all kinds of 1IOCSF, CAR-

RIAGE', AND SIGN PAINTING, GRAINING,
F NAMMLlMi, VARNISHING, K A L SO M 1X IN G,
WIII I'KWASII ING, &c., in plain KuglUh. Fvery
family should have a copy and do their own Painting.
Cop)right recured. Agents wanted. Sent postpaid
for 50 cents by Anson Gilman, Box aus, Lewiston,
Me. (State where vou saw this.
SmlO*
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tious of Hie Skin.
horses.

Warranted to Cure
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Savings

Bank

11mi

in- posi

is t m-

penny saved is

a

m

penny earned.”

!• '•! or tn ion* the lit ol any
pd upon inter.st every
pt May ui.‘i Now niter and iutereat
"" I ''''t
and I>• o» mb« r,
upon tl>. -.on. in ,)iii
I'*'i "S' ri• i\ d d Iv at tin- Banking Boom,
fr on
’.'j \. M., and J to 1 I\ M. Saturdays from
.•tor,' a.M.
JOHN II. «;! IMBV, lr.a*. ASA FAUNT h\ Treat.
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DOORS,
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GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.

A.

i:

-.

Price.

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.
NT-:At: 1 Ti,m\’ Fi kky.NKW YORK.
This we!! known and favorite Hotel has recently
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the’ Kuropoun
plan, anil has ample accomodation for four hundred

H.

!

f

SHIP 111 HI. II. Mill! k SON

local agency in any part ol the I nited Stall s and
British Provinces, for Ri;\
P. I'iiomks<»\,
1). I)., great work now in press.
The title is “llnvi !■.
Worship i<»K Fvkky Day in tiik Year." This
is a valuable religious work for all denominations of
Christians, prepared ami published expressly for tlu
Subscription Department oUamks R.«isi.onn & Co.
Canvassers will iind this new book excelling all
oihf Soh-cript ion Books in attractivi m ss. Liberal
11 ,-iiis givm. Address allapplic.it ions and order' to

,..k.

it! ?:!;i: \

Travelling

NOTICE TO BOOK AGENTS

■

Piirityinir the Mood

For

Also

guests.
The location is more accessible to all parts of New
York and Brookljn than any other house in the
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street cars,
one of which intersects every oiler route
in New
York.
It being but two Mod's from Fulton F< rry, makes
it convenient lor tlio-e wishing to visit the'“City ot
Churches," as from this Ferry diverge all the principal railroad routes in the city ot Brooklyn.

New

■'.in,

Bags.
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ill

k• t oil,
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Mastern
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Hast, April
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22 West Market Square. Bangor.
WM. F10WFRS,

Solo & Upper Leather.
Calf Skins, Splits. Lasts.

It.

fire Ik

Sln'iiui?

Two through I .\ptv.-s I rains leave Portland daily,
Sii’.nhn e\e> pt< >1, i.
A:
\. ,M
hi irrivai
'ic night 1 rain leaving
Bella-1 :.t
o'c. >ck I*. M
arriving at Montreal
at
!’. M- tine na\
\' !.!" !’. M,, e .imeeting
\ :rtnotitlt and Danville
In mi ion with the train .vliich lea\. s Bangor at
s. IV. M.,
11 i,
A. M.
:tr- t!
i.g H '•!
the t dlowmg day.
lluk\;.n- s Trains make eertuin conn« etions :! Montreal f*:r lorouto, Detroit, Chicago
and :i!i ; nit- W. -t.
I M H »I! I \ X I' .\OTI( M.
i.raud 1 Mink
now
-laid with steel r.aii, and is in excellent rim
niuir
'U iin
n, th
... ot :mu v.g is greatly .n
er.
s
uni
in* •! i. i,
re e- rtaiti
l’l l.t-M \ N ■> < \ K«*. known, iipi.r--a.it• .1. and
ryvvin i. am run (oi ad 1 .xpress t ruin
-■•light tor
on fin fir.iiui l'nink.
K veitrsion return tick. Is to all principal point* on
tie Drain! Trunk, and to Chicago. Ai-o, through
!•
ti ki
lie .- A K M A MINI, nl STKAMMKs
ri 11 *i o rat'--.
now on sale.
1 he tat*
!•. tio- ih> d Me always low.
than by
!'■
otli"nr.
g. t v. ur tickets by this

where may be lount a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about every
variety and s;\le in be Market. He invites his old
oii-tomers and ill others in want of anything in the
Sin >F line to give him a call before purcha-dng.
A good sti ek ol

and

lu»-

.mil
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promptly
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«t«-lfralii)ii of
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hand.

AND DEALERS.

i*; JSTS

<»:

Bools, Shoes, Rubbers Ar.

on

San Francisco, Cab.
Street, New Vork.

c

mi

I

.Xu. 21 F.iitlicott Ml.. Zto«ton.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an unsvvi r.
Boston, dan. 1 1--71 -1 yr.

hidings constantly

tor.

Trunk Railway.
STEAM-MILL CO., Grand

celebrated DR. L. DIX
Ladies who need a Med
i<nl >r .<urt/tenl adviser to call at his Rooms, Jl
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will find
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR.PiX having devoted over twenty years to
this partienlar branch t the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, is now conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
.11 other known pruct cioners in the safe, speedy
and effectual treatment at all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose ol removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
tbs’* womb, also discharges which flow from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully
prepared to treat in 1 is peculiar style, both medically and surgically, a 1 diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfu l}' invited to call at

And all kind of 1-

the

■

Ag-mts.

-n.

-1 4

d 3?

:■

Till'. LADIES.-The
r|N<)
I
particularly invites :.!1

the old

-i;

!

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all nay rely on him \jith

IN

stimulate

s
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< > <

ringsof Dyspepsia.

.-

Imparting new life and vigor to the whole system
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Eruptions,Tetter, Sait
L!i« uni,Blotches, Spots, Pimples, Pustules, Bolls, Carbuno 1. ag-Worms, Scald-Head,Sore Eyes, Eryaip
Scurfs. Discolorations of the Skin, Rumors
".ml Di<ftlio.Sl.in. of whatever name or mature,
ore
literally <! .g up andcarrie 1 out oftho system la a
o'rt i.::.-■ ! y ?ii
of th.-so Bitters. One bottle in
hu h c-ts -s will convinc
in most incredulous of their
curative effect.
Cleanse tin* Vitiate 1 IK
whenever you And Its
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, Erupt’.ui ior Sores clears- ,t wb< n y- a fin 1 it obstruct*.-!
anl sluggish in the veins; -leanso it when it Is fou!,
and your feelings will toll you wl mi. Lu.-p tb<- bloo
and the health of tne system will follow.
;
PIN. TA I*F. and of.
WORMS, urkinglnth
m
of so many thousands, are effectually destroy
s>
land r-moved. For full directions, road carefully
t!..* circular around each bottle, printed In four Ian
g-jag.-s-English, <• -rmim, French and Spanish.
R. II. MCDONALD & CO..
.r. WALKER, Propri •*. .r

'<■

T\

;!

<

v

-<

the strictest sccrccv and confidence, whatever may
he the disease, condition o* situation ol anyone,
married or single.
Medicine- -< nt by Mail and Express to all part-; of
the
iiit d States.
All letter- requiring ad\ ice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Di:. L, Dix, No. ‘.’1 Endicott Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston,.Jan. 1, isrI —1 jr.
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They invigorate tlic Stomach and
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V

rod

phi liver an b >w*’is. which render them of unequalled
efficacy in cleansing ti.c b; -d->f all impurities, au
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and
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instruction on vital in:;:t*-rs. mceming
In .,i.j •.-1 i:,•
which lamentabb igm.ra• xi
■'
i,m
subjects presented are tr-uted with s
ami care, and, as an appendix, many u-. ‘u! ;.r.
scriptions lor prevailing comi in in
[Coos Kepuhlican, I am-a.-D r. N. II.
“The author of tlu-se books i-om-ot
y
,|.,
learned and popular j-hy -ici.:u
,..i
entitled to the gratitude of ourr.ee |< th.. .;
uablc productions. It seems to he hi- aim
uui'n
-li- amen ami women to avoid the cau.-e of tin
to which they are subject. and he i«-i 1 Kn m yiD
Chrouich Farmington,
bow and when to do it.”
Maine, Sept. 7, Iso.'.
Either book sent by mail on receipt T price.
N. IS. The author of the above named medie i!
works is the Chi-, I ('oi>.-t;!t;:.g Phy -lent! ■■! tlie
Pi abody Medical Institute, at'd
constanf Iy emall put.ployed in consultation with is-vilu! 4n
of the country, t!:.;: he ha- no till-.. :<■ alDi.ilD
1 In n tor.- a!I h i:,-i
hon n!
mere busim-s- detail-.
be addn -.-I d to tin- PEA lit >P V MI.DK AI.DsliV.
FI I E, or Dr. W
11. PA I.T\ E K. b
iicai A
\ gent. w h- -,
sis taut of the author, and hi- let u<vi,-uIt e.l m
as well as the author him-eii', m ;y 1
-n e\ an I \,
in n
all discuses re-piiring skill,
Si

to

on

uU-.m

are

hi-

trash, published by irresponsible parties, ami purchased to gratify coar.-< tastes, but tire w ritten by a j
responsible professional gentleman of t-mim non a-

LAID. I
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bet
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1
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i.aii.
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min.

ami

s

■

meet a gr. at m I'd of the present age, th- author
has just published a new 1 >>.k, treating exci i-ivdv |
of NEKYOI S AND MEN I AL PlNEAM-.s,
INpp.clotu, Price $l.oo, or si n r fki f. on receipt ol
$3 fo? the other tw<
fe paid
These are beyond nil Comparison, tin m-'-l \tr..
ordinar
There is not King whatever that the .Maui
rr
..-h
u II either r.SlNi.I.r, Ot I'.ll lll'.ll m-.\
to km>\v, but what is tuilv explain* -I. .* •' m .n >•
matters ot the most important ami interesting
character are intio-meed >o which no allu-ion
can be found in any otlo-r -,v, rks in oar l.mgu ige.
All the N i.w Dust <>\ :i:i s of the author, w ln-se ex
perii-nee is such as probably never b< lore 1. II to the
lot ol any man, are given in full. N p- r-on
be without these valuable books,
Wo I.
“VAi.t AT.I.K
Kijmks.
r.'.vivid t he
valuable medical works published bvthe 1’iabr.dy
'1 !n
books an-of actua: mer- !
Medical Institute.
it, and should liml a place in every ini l.igei.t fam iIy. They are not t!;e chenj- order of abominable

a source ol

tippler

Medicine, madu
Herbs of California, free
from nil Alcoholic Stimulants. TUoyarothe
<«KF.\T BLOOD I’EUIFIEK and A LIFE
LIVING PRINCIPLE a perfect Renovator and
Inti.- rat i-<Tri i-.-a :n, carrying off all poisonous
matt -r a.nl r<:torlng the blood to a healthy condition.
No per-- n can take these Bitters according to direction and remain long unwell.
be given f .r an incurable case, provided
$ 100
l by mineral poison or
tl.c b
ure rot de-trther
an-, and the vital organs wasted beyond the
i:

1:

to

NOS1 RUM-MAIv FiltS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
no
other
remedy, he relies upon Mkuituy,
knowing
and gives i: to all his patients, n Pills, Drops, Ac.,
so the Nostrum-maker, iquail'1
ignorant, adds to
his ho-ealled 1 xtracts. Specifics, Antidote, &c., both
rclyinc upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred,
it is trumpeted in various wavs hroughout the land :
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some of
whom die. others grow worse and are left to linger
and suffer lor months or years, until relieved or
cured, u possible, by compete! t physicians.
RUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwitlistandingtbe foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, jet. reg.inlle.-.- ol the life and health of others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or
that it is contained in their o.-trums, so th.it the
usual lee" iiiav he obtained 1 >r pr. fesseilly curing,
or
the dollar," or fract ion of it," may he obtained for the nostrum. It is t ins that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiment s w it It quack' ry.
DR. DIN'S

ad the

.at

ore

drunk-*'::;,

Fluttered by the reception of, ami gr-’at d-n nd 1
lor, the above valuable and timely treatis< :.ml al.-o |
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DRINK,
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oiictii.
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.N O T A

r'ANCV

Entitled S K A UAL 111 VSIO! :>G V Ol- WOMAN,
AND IIEK DISEASES; nr Woman m.A kmik
Physioi.odI' ai.i.y and Vaiiioi.ooicai.ia, from
Infan< y to Old A-.f, with elegant li i.rsnative Fnduavins.
pag- .-, bound in b'-untilul
French cloth. Price $ LOO.
4 Hook for EvotvImmIv.

through false certificates and reterences.and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who
moot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides,
to further their impositious, copy from medical
hooks, much that is written of the qualities and effects ol dilferent herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their l’ills, Extracts. Specifics, &c.,
most of which, it not nil, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,"
but now known to ,l kill more than is cured,” and
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

lor

found at our establishment and those in want of
lliesc favorite goods will
find a nice supply.

A Hook for

QUACKS,

Fnergetie, intelligent Ladies and Gentlemen should
apply immediately for territory and circular ot terms
Will be

yn.-.-.

,.

lyr.H

Maine

...

~

who know but little of tin* nature and character of
Special Diseases, ami less to their cure. Some exhibit forged Diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges,
which never existed in am put of the world; others exhibit
Diplomas of tin Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume n «mes of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
QUACK NOSTRl' M-M A K ERS,

Trunks, Valises,

ment.

Flannels before the
rise on them, we are prepared to eater to the pub i<*
wants so that they will Im* enabled to save money on them,
give us an early call
and you will secure
a good trade.

: i.

•.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

at

th.tVundfi•

\

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, OK SEE 1
I '•
VATION. A Medical Treati-e on
Cure of Exhausted Vitai.itv, Kid. a
l>:
•.
cline In MAN, Sk.kVui s and I’m
u |.i
ITY, Hypouhondkia, and all other di-.a,r
ing from the Ekkoj.s of Vm 111. j: in- 1 *.
chetions on Excesses of mature years.
!
indeed a book lor every man, Price only
1 mo
pages, bound in cloth.

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians —many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and
observation.

■ *» v

DU. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.? P.ndicott street, Boston, is consulted daily tor all di-ea-eincident to the temale system. Prolajms Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Finer Alims, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
relnd
on new pathological principles, and speed
guaranteed in a f< w days. So invariably certain ithe new mode of treatment, that mo-t obstinate
complaints yield under it, ami the aillicied per.-on
soon rejoices in perleet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had great,
experience in
the cure of diseases of women than any other physician in Boston.
Hoarding accommodation- tor patient- w .<> may
hi- treatwish to stay in Boston a tew day- urn!

PAKKElt, A• ~i -;ant IT.

sold in two years.
4 SlooL for norv

PHYSICIAN

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

The substribc is still

Thousands

,

«< 4

knowledge for everybody.

Medical

TWENTY YEARS

k S fill BLOCK,

t

..

(OpiJOSitu* It«'%«•!•<* 5Sou*i«*.)
I'M., w. u.

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to
many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hot.;} Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

FOREIGN AND NATIVE

mis

-1

No. 4, Buifineh Street, Beaten.

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, wiio will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that
THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE

tr. I
C

»

70RNIA

WHAT ARE THEV ?

If; Pi £-\

fe&Ms*:

DIX*

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
il Emlieott Street, Dost on, .13 as*,

To Females in Delicate Health.

l v WE err FUEL' OF rilALOE ALL
\VA I'E It Pit OOFS rr nr HAS ED AT
nrII STOLE..42

<o try Dr. Kimball’s B. C. Balsam,
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness. Sore
Throat, Chest.and Lungs. A pleasant and effectual
remedy. Kim hall it Co., Prop’s, Augusta, Me.

Agents $30 per week to sell

WEEK.

;

lor

KIRKPATRICK, Government Claim Agent, Middlebourne, Ohio. Soldiers of 1812 get pensions.
Enclose postages.

PER

RA1 l.l(( > \ D.

same

fail

IMPERIAL TSING TEA

TRIPS

Capt. DENNISON,

dob Lots
have been secured
at Reduced Prices, and
we are
bound to give the
Ladies the benefit of
the reduction.

Is a choice It lack Tea. Orange Poeco flavor.
Cures headache, quiets the nerves, refreshes the system.
$1.00 per pound. Ounce sample by mail on
receipt of 10 cts. Addres tin* GREAT EAST
INDIA TEA CO., P. <>. Box 2,823, Boston, Mass.

SUMMER

J.oaves

Large

UUIl I

3

Friday mornings at <» o’clock, touching at all the
usual landings on the rivor and hay, ari it ing at Cort-

DOMESTIC GOODS.

Tarrant’s Effemscent Seltzer Aperient

LINE.

!

>

OilyofRicIiiiiond

m ore.

Permanent-Cure for
the ASTHMA.
Relief guaranteed in Atc minutes, by inhalation. Also, cur- s Hay Kevcrand Rose Cold. Ro'l
ommendi by Physicians. Price, 8‘JS per box.
Sent by mail, rm.-tage paid, on receipt of price.
M. H. PARNHAM
CO., 210 Broadway, *N. Y.
EJi3“fculd by all Druggists.
P. O. Box 2B42.

In the sparkling goblet, giving assurance to the invalid that his thirst will be deliciously assuaged;
that his stomach wiU be refreshed and purified; that
if lie is feverish, his body will be cooled by healthful
evaporation; that it he is constipated, the difficulty
will pass away without a pang; and that if the condition of his general health is impaired, it will be
speedily restored. Of course, lie will take care to
procure none lint the genuine.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

R El >1 r< ’El

ES_

THE STEAMER

praises lavished upon
so
pleasing, that we are
obliged to present the same
brand before the
o n e e
Public

MMMS

A Ileniral>l«‘ Hiss.—There is the hiss of ridiol scorn, the hiss of snakes in the
delightful hiss is that of

11JI

STKAMUOAT AND

has been

3 is f; y f ig solicited h iving strong and valid
M I s *i! » « claims. Difficult cases a specialty.
W. E. SIMONDS, 315 Main Street, Hartford, Ct.

grass; but the most

« niA A-ont.

cw.

1871.

C

I

cule, the hiss

RICH,

Freight Reduced!

«x 1:0.

The demand for our

by Express
I)., or Post-office order.
H. HENDERSON, 15 Broad St., New York.

A"

H. S.

Will leave Belfast for Boston, every MONDAY.
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at
o'clock, V M.
REl'l RNINO Willlea'i Bo.-Aon everv M<).\ D \
WEDNESDAY .aid FRIDAY, at .'.o’clock, 1*. M.

FAli

IDOMiRii.

STRIA

STEAMER

kata h din,

been paid to the
selection of these goods,
and we feel confident that

!

<’, ().

U i lUvlH

f..

!:■

IrWfess &

DR. DIX

CAMBRIDGE,
Capt.

Strict

!

LIQUOR CASES,

KEVE.Y

2)35.

Hu lid;

>

l '50.

large eities,

J. P. .Johns. >n,

containing On Bottle of
OLD PALE BRANDYjHOLLAND GIN.
OLD RYE WHISKY
OLD PALE SHERRY.
FINE OLD PORT I
OLD BOURBON.
Guaranteed Pure and of the very Best Quality.
Sent

WEEK.

FRIDAY, April 14, the
STEAMER

Geo. W. Burkett's

HENDERSON S

FAMILY

TRIPS PER

On and after

well, Me.

Each Case

N.VOu,

E iOb’.

17.

V IN EGAE BITTERS

PUBLISHED JJY THE

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
ihe Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ol the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINULE OR MARRIED.

n:'17’/rny

(ticbibni.

.7/ TAKER’S C

Manhood,'Womanhood, &
Nervous diseases,

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.

cs'T?v^i,‘

p.-.rf.?

«

i\

ON

clues,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

hois

Line!

Independent

engravings free to subscribers. Agents make
day. Sen I lor MaturiUir (laznte. Hallo-

H.

Scientific and Ponoia? :

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

a

Neither ot them returned and two lead at both ends. The intended victim
the body of the girl, stabbed to struggled violently with his assilant and
days
death with a pocket-knife sworn to as Wil- finally succeeded in reaching the street,
-on's, was found in the turbid waters of a covered with blood which proceeded !mm
| brook that threaded “Picnic (torgo.*1 She twelve ghastly wounds. The “captain”
I was hurried, in an agony of sorrow, by was soon after arrested and remanded to
i her loving parents, and the day after the ! await tli" result of the boy’s injuries, li
j I'ttneral'Mrs. Wilson, me Miss Wallace, i< alleged that the attack was the result of
returned from New York with her newlv a deliberate design on the part of the aswedded husband.
Who was the murder- sailant, and that he actually had a grave
ed girl, and how a knife like that of Mark
dug for the reception of the body of his
Wilson’s came in her heart, the most
rigid victim. In one of tlie vaults there cerinvestigation never could discover.
tainly is a recently-made cavity, resembling a grave, about a foot and a half deep,
A Foolish Young Wife.
and nearly live feet in length, amply suflicent tor the purpose, if so horrible a
From
the
Kansas
1
City Mo.) Times, Sept. f>.
The
purpose were really entertained.
Soon after the arrival of the eleven I
prisoner, on the other hand, has asserted
o'clock Hannibal and St. Joseph train on that lie attacked the
boy merely to compel
Monday night, the railroad “bus” depos- ) him to give up his money.
iled at one. of our principal hotels a
young
and beautiful girl, about nineteen years i
ot age.
She had ill baggage, ami was i
apparently ill great distress. It was with
a tumbling and choked voice that she
gave
her name to the. night clerk and desired
io lie shown to a room.
In the mornin<r
the landlady of tile hotel waited upon her.
and. after considerable dillieulty, elicited :
A foiupouml ol CiH'txt-nut Oil,«jV. Acknowl
tin- lidlowing history of her troubles:
edged tin best promoter of the growth and beauty
lb r name die gave as Elba Adams.
of the hair. JOS. EUENEfX & CO.. Hoslon. Mass,
She
bold by ail druggists. Beware of imitations.
had left her parents’ home, near Lima,

^KTID

SANFORD'S

the
them

paper.

ol

DRY

alter

not

Oapt. CHAS. DEE Ilf Mr,
*> hi leave itaiii'Oiiii »» liarf.
Portland, every
and
Tuesday
Friday Kvenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train from Iioston,
(commencing
lf*th inst.,) for Rockland, Castinc, Deer Isle, Sede"
wick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge,
Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock,
(commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named
landing?.
The Lewiston will touch at Lar Harbor, 7Mt.
Desert,) each trip Irom .June :;nth to September 15th
in addition to her usual landingat So. West Harbor.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & STl DIVANT, 170 Commercial Street, Or CYRUS STl' I > I
VANT, General Agent.
Portland, May, lfcl 1.
tf.'i4

THIS DAY OF TALL AND WINTER

pr/U\ WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L,
UUU DIX il failing to cure in less time an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to all weather, w ith safe and pleasant mod-

WEEK.

}LE WISTOIN,

ling result:

j

PER

»XEA!8IEK

hills.

was

THII'B

operation

“Several of the Rev. Dr. Madge’s
friends called upon him yesterday, and alter a brief conversation the
unsuspicious
hog was seized by tiio hind legs and slid
a
beam
until
he
readied
tho hot
along
water tank'.
ilis' liiends‘'oxplained the
object of their visit, and presented him
with a very handsome gold-headed butcher, who grabbed him by the tail, swung
him around, split his throat from ear to
ear, and in less then a minute the carcass
was in the water.
Thereupon he came
forward and aid that there were times
when the toolings overpowered one, and
for that reason in* would not attempt to
do more than thank those around him for
the manner in which such a huge animal
was cut into
fragments was simply astonishing. The Doctor concluded his remarks when the machine seized him, and
in no less time than it takes to write it
the hog was cut into fragments and worked up into delicious sausage. Tlngoceasion will long be remembered by the
Doctor’s friends us one of the most delightful of their lives. The best piece can
be procured tor fifteen cents a pound, ami
we are sure that those who have sat so
long under his ministry will rejoice that
In* lias been treated so handsomely.*'
Mad? Well about nine o'clock that
morning the cilice had been abandoned
by every man but the advertising clerk,
ami he ascended to the roof and robed
himself in a boiler iron, so that he could
watch the venerable elorgymanJIt earing
around down then* in the street with his
congregation, all wearing the panoply of
war, an i carrying butcher-knives and
things. Xext day we explained and
apologized, but the Doctor stepped his
subscription and began to take the rival

TO

Mt. Desert & Macliias.

of the presentation of a goldheaded cane to the Rev. l)r. Mudge, the
clergyman of the place, and a description
of a patent hog killing and
sausage machine which had just been in
at
the factory. Now, what made Rev. Dr.
Mudge mad was this : The inconsiderate
buccaneer who made up,the forms of the
paper got the two locals mixed up in a
Rightful manner, and when he went to
press something like this was the appalan

Jtcfo ^bbertisements.

l oss*ards the realm- of -now.
I h" ■•\bdli y < impaign” ro-e to miml—
I*'
ader's naim—and then.
I knew the sleeper ha ! F en one
I >f Non wail Jaeksoji’s men.

t

on,

m

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

GRAND

Pennsylvania. Mark Wilson ami Miss ! most extraordinary conclave composed of
a lovely
girl ot eighteen, had i the young lads of that city, known a~ the
been engaged lor some months, when she I Lurganeers, the object of which is to ensuddenly jilted him, and without explana- gage in and successfully prosecute acts ol
tion forbade him to enter her house. Wil- lawlessness in great variety.
The LurJ
son plunged into dissipation, and
rapidly ganeers are boys ol (he lowest class, and
lost his character, his business, and his their headquarters are three old coal-mall means.
He was frequently heard. vaults under the sidewalk of Linenhall
I with fevered energy, to lay ruin at her street. There they meet to count and
j door, and to vow revenge with most de- si Crete their ill-gotten gains, and to conI termined bitterness. Shortly alter he coct fresh plots of viliiany. The latest at1 made preparations to leave lor Europe, tempt of the captain o| the gang was
| hut. before doing so by some means per- nothing less than a cold-blooded, murder-uaded the girl to take a drive with him. ous assault.
He enticed a bright-looking
lie gave, out at the livery stable that he hov into one of the vaults, and then comwas going to an occasional
picnic resort, menced beating him on the head with a
|
in a wild gorge among the neighboring “skull-cracker”—a short cane loaded with

j

the lonely mountain -ibe.
My wandering footsteps led :
! ho ni"" lay thick beneath
my f, j.
The pine sighed ovei lead.
The trace of a dismantled fort.
Fat' "p

Fas in ihe fon-sj na\e.
A nd in t In shadosv near mv
I sasv a soldier’s grave.

or

^Things Mixed.
Some years ago, when the writer was a
reporter upon an Eastern paper, it devolved upon him to write for the same edition

Wallace,

< >f its aimless |uve> on] its
idle pains.
And am thankful now for tlu> certain U ntil
That only tli sweet remain*.

I

<lor was never solved. Thu articles of
dress and jewelry on the corpse were
recognized by Nancy as taken from the
bureau in her cottage.
One morning in 1S61 a New Jersey
wharfmau complained to his “boss” that
a barrel of pitch bad been stolen from the
pier. The same morning the clerk of a
New York hotel complained to his proprietor that Mrs. Ada llicard—once well
known to Cincinnati under another name
a woman of marvellous
beauty of form
and no small charm of feature, but'sensuous as Lola Monte/., and as frail of
character—had suddenly and inexplicably
left without paying her bill. The next
day there was found floating in the North
River a barrel of pitch, and tied to it by a
rope around the waist was the corpse of
beautiful woman, clothed only in a night
A gag
dress and a pair of stockings.
fastened in the mouth was the only mark
of violence, but that was sufficient to evidence murder. The form was of wonderful beauty—such voluptuous beauty as
! must have served for the model to Titan's
; Venus. It was noticed though the stockings were almost too small for the shape!y limb, they were two sizes too large for
the foot.
Upon one of the lower limbs
was the cicatrice of an old wound.
fhe body was interred without recognition. but the head preserved.
A tew
days after, a gentleman intimately acquainted with Ada llicard recognized the
taee as hers beyond the shadow of a
doubt. The police then interviewed her
i/uu.ii husband, Charles llicard, cautiously
concealing from him her supposed death.
If freely entered into a description of her
history and person, spoke with some pride
f hei being obliged to wear stockings
I too large for her foot in order to lit her
I well rounded limb, mentioned the mark
o| an old wound and its position, regret•■d the injury toiler beautiful teeth by
tiie loss of one on the left side, and laughed at her having worn ear-rings so heavy
i as to cut her ears and necessitate a second
piercing very high up. The stockings,
the wound, the lost tooth, and the marks
on the ears, coincided
exactly with the
llicard was then shown the
corpse,
preserved head, and fell back in litter horThe mystery
i ror ot sudden recognition.
!
was solved—hut only
for a day. Of a
-udden Ada llicard. beautiful as ever,
j returned trail a months’ wanderingamong
the soldiers at New Orleans.
No further
I discoveries have ever been made.
Our third and last case occurred in the
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Belfast, Me.

t>y

UOOIM-at & SONS.

AVAL K.

nrt i. if, x <;.
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n

TWINES & NETTING.

Hoard, Clapboard, and Kno Planing, 'owing am!
dob Work of all kinds ,I. m nv
ii-p 11.

ror x if u y
A. J. IIARRIMAN & CO.,
No. 60 Main St.
Belfast, Maine. Foot of Main St.,
Kt-b. 14, 1871.
tbtt
(

%

s
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Baltimore, Jld.
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TUB sn<.S('l(IKBIt OFF BUS
-gr—~
(or sale, the house ami lot situated
Wadsworth Street, in Tliomaston, belonging to
heirs of tin late ('apt. Joseph Oilchrist. Said lot
contains about 27.0i»0 feet of land with a large two
story house and other buildings situated thereon,
and will be sold low if applied ter soon. For terms,
call on the subscriber.
.). Af. BFVKHAOK.
t(8
Tliomaston, Aug. 24, 1871.
'—-

on
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HILLbt ItIIEl'.ta

A I K

INSTITUTE

P1LLN.

justly

celebrated fur the cure of Rheum-tism,
Neuralgia, (jout and Sick Headache. Also Hill’s
Pile Ointment, equally ri liable for the cure ot Piles,
For sale by Wm. O. Poor & Son and ltichard H.
Moody of Belfast, and all other Druggists at the
small price of 25 cts., ner Box; 5 Boxes for $1.00.
Sample Boxes sent free by
JhD
O. A. IIILL, Proprietor, Portland, Me

Jersey

line, pure blood JcrMey
a calf two years ago.
IS a splendid animal, and
may be
-j+A-AT made of great value for
persons desiring fo improve milch stock. May be seen at the
stable of the Sanborn House, Belfast, until Monday,
Oct. 2d.
K. A. KINGSBURY.
:twl2*
Belfast, Sept. 27, 1871.
FO It

l’O UTLAN I)

a

©lit JgO Hull, imported

(^ATOO.1’

CAUTION.—All genuine ha? the name Pur.rvr \n
Syrup,’.’-(no* “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the Hn<*
A 32-page pamphlet sent free.
J. p, Djunsaioi:*-Proprietor, 30 Dey St., New York.
bold by all Druggists.

Bull for Sale.

I have

Business

College!

-o-

for Iu11 business course i*«1
in this, are good for an unlimited time in ill <•(
the Colleges of the International liusim-> i,..lieg.
Association.
For full information addr. ss

SCHOLARSIIIPS

SAFE!

The subscriber oilers for sale the CITY SALOON,
situated in the best business block in Belfast.
It
has all the fixtures necessary for carrying on the
business, with residence for a family in the rooms
above. The premises have been occupied for the
business for the past twenty years.
Will he sold at
a bargain.
Apply on Hie premises to
THOMAS W. i.OTUHOP.
3wl2*
Belfast, Sept. 20, 1871.

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
The object in establishing this Institution
was to attain the greatest, perfection in fh®
1
puiwiion. practice ami use of Vegetable
Remedies, un i t«» secure a permanent place
where Families, Invalids, or any person could
obtain the host medical advice, and such remedies U3 each n ight, require, without the use
of poisonous drug*.
Dr. Greene has been Physician ot the Institute since its foundation, now more than
twenty-five years. t tw men have had so
large experience in the treatment of chronic
diseases. Dr. Greene is in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted his life to this branch of his
profession, and hi* success, we believe is w ithTEMPLE

3m.S

L. A. GRAY, A. IY1., Principal.
Portland. We.

"■MUKMatw-

^

T O It G

rKJcai wmti

TO

mu

LET!

A VKRY DKSIRAItLF STORK, WITH lioiil)
cellar for storage ol Pofatoes, situated <>n the ,-<iuare
at the loot, of Main street, near the railroad
depot.
Rent reasonable. Apply to
tc
I’. II. FKKDEKICK.

out

parallel.

Among the diseases

to which he gives esattention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia, Asthma, Nervousness,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, Dys
pepsia, Liver Complaint, Female Complaints,
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt Rheum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Diseases, Seminal Weakness, &c.
Dr. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descriptive of diseases and their proper treatment, will
be sent free to invalids.
Address, R. GREENE, M. 1).,
ill Temple Place, Boston., Mass.
1jf»

pecial

